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N. Y. Cloak & Suit Operator*—B. Fried, Sec'y., 
Office. 121 E. 18th S t 
Philadelphia. Pa.. Cloak & Skirt Makers—M. 
Sandler, Sec'y, 1S*S E. Monmouth S t ; Max 
Amdur, Organizer, Office. 39 N . 10th St. 
Baltimore. MA, Cloakmakers—D. Cohen, 1000 
E. Baltimore St. 
San Francisco Cloak Makers—B. Brown, Sec'y. 
Jefferson Square Hall. U25 Golden Gale Ave. 
N . Y. Cloak ft Suit Tailor*—A. Guyer, Sec'y. 
Office. 113 E. 10th St. 
N . Y. Amal Lad. Gar. Cutters—Henry Singer. 
Sec'y, Office. 7 West 21tt S t 
Brownsville. N . Y., Cloak & Skirt Makers—J. 
Elkin, Sec'y, Office. 1705 Pitkin Ave. 
Boston, Mass., Cloak Pressors—D. Datz, Sec'y, 
18 Garden S t 
Montreal. Can.. Cloak ft Skirt Makers—S. Laben-
sofan, 18 Prince Arthur . West. 
Toronto. Ont., Cloak Makers—M. Yampolsky, 
122-4 Agnes S t , cor. Elizabeth. 
Philadelphia, Pa., Ladies' Waist Makers—J. 
Aucrbach, Org ' r . ; Office, 831 Pine St. 
St. Louis, Mo., Ladies' Gar. Cutters—Jake 
Goodman, 4017 Shenandoah Ave. 
N. Y. Reefer Makers—J. Rosen, Sec'y: M. 
Leader. Organizer. Office. 91 Delancey S t 
S t Louis, Mo., Skirt Makers' Union—A. Wax, 
Sec'y. 2948 S. Sheridan Ave. 
Montreal. Can.. Cloak & Suit Cutters—E. Lazare, 
Sec'y, 182 Mitch el son S t 
N . Y. Rain Coat Makers—J. Israel, Sec'y; A. 
Cohen, Bus. Ag' t ; Office. 8 E. 17th S t 
Newark. N. J., Ladies' Tailors & Cloakmakers— 
S. Weinstein. Sec'y; E. Fine. Org ' r . ; Office, 
182 Prince St. 
New Haven, Conn.. Lad. Garment Workers— 
Fred Varonick, 128 Washington Ave. 
N . Y. Skirt Makers—J. Abramsky, Sec'y; Office, 
•A. Baroff, Manager, Office. 
113 K 10th S t 
N . Y. Waist Make 
151 Clinton St. 
Cleveland, Ohio. Skirtmakers—S. Frankfort, 
Sec'y, 2609 E. 48th Place. 
Cleveland. Ohio, Skirt Makers—Arthur Gans, 
Sec'y, 2509 E. 43rd St. 
Passaic N . T„ Ladies' Garment Workers—H. 
Kleinman. Sec'y, 79 E. 10th S t , N. Y. C. 
Cleveland, O., Cloak & Skirt Finishers—Ida 
Baxt, Sec'y, 2739 E. 51st St. 
Albany, N . Y.. Ladies' Tailors ft Dressmakers— 
N. Fein. Sec'y. 64 Westerlo S t 
St. Louis. Mo., Cloak & Skirt Pressers—L. 
Brick, 1604 Wash St. 
Peeksldll, N . Y., Underwear Workers—Anna 
Martin, Sec'y, 118 Grant Ave. 
Atlantic City. N. ) . , Ladies' Tailors—J. Rosen. 
Sec'y. 31 N. Michigan Ave. 
Baltimore. Md., Ladies' Tailors—Morris Hertz-
bach. Sec'y. 220 West Barre St. 
N . Y. Pressers Union—J. Lubinsky. Sec'y; Office, 
228 Second Ave. 
Boston, Mass., Ladies ' Tailors—I. Paris , Sec 'y; 
Office, 8 Levering PL 
Cleveland. O., Pressers—Arthur Gans, Sec'y, 
SOW E. 43rd St. 
N. Y. Ladies ' 7 i i Iors—D. Bernstein, Sec'y; 
Office. 48 E. 22nd S t 
N . Y. Petticoat Makers—A. Dlugyn, Sec'y, 155 
Clinton St. 
Springfield. Mass.. Ladies* Tailors—H. Schaffer. 
Sec'y, 74 Boylston S t 
Brownsville, N. Y., Wrapper Makers—B. Lebof-
sky. Sec'y; Office, 1727 Pitkin Ave. 
Cleveland. Ohio, Cloak Cutters—J. Chaloupka, 
Sec'y. 3452 Kiramel Rd. 
Philadelphia. Pa., Ladies' Tailors—H. ZacharofT, 
Sec'y. 80* Walnut S t 
Chicago, 111., Cloakmakers—A. Tensley, Sec'y; 
Office, 1125 Blue Island Ave. 
Syracuse, N . Y., Dress Makers—I. Laslcy, 716 
Grape St. 
«* " ^ j j a r v * * * Tai,ors-j- *•"**•• 
50. Brownsville N . Y„ Misses & Children's Dr«<-
makers—N. Friedfander, Sec'y, Stone Ave ^ 
Blake Ave., Columbia Hall. * A w - COr' 
• *
 L < f , n A , n g S l c s . - C f r ^ d i e s ' Ja i lors -Harry Schott-
-« J H i w f t 8 2 1 C o u r t S t 
53. Philadelphia. Pa.. Cloak ft Skirt CuUers-Ftsnlr 
fc Stein. Sec'y. 618 McCletlan S t W e r * " h , i n k 
Philadelphia. Pa.. Silk Suit ft Waist Makers' 
Umon-^-p. Abrams, 2501 bo. Sheridan St 
Boston, Mass., Cloak & Skirt Makers—M ' Car. 
men, Sec 'y: Office, 31 N. Russell St. 
Milwaukee. Wis., Ladies' Garment Workers—I 
Rosenfeld. Sec'y. 538 Eleventh St. ° ™ 1 " ' 
Troy, X. Y.. Ladies' Tailors—Victor Smith, 
Sec y, 1017 7th St. 
Montreal, Can., Cloak & Skill Pressers—S La-
M benson, Sec'y, 18 Prince Arthur. West 
N. Y. White Goods Workers—M. Lifichitz, 
264 Henry S t 
Cincinnati. O.. Cloak Makers—Sam Goldm'e* 
Sec'y. 517 Clinton St. 









Headquarters, 81 Second Ave. 
Carmel, N. J., Ladies' Garment Workers—Fannie 
Herder, Sec'y, Carmel. N. J. 




Sec'y, a 142 N. 14th S t 
Brownsville, N. Y.. Cloak & Skirt Pressers-
Chas. Duklcr. 283 Stone Ave.; Office, 175 
Watkins St.. Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Philadelphia. Pa.. Cloak & Suit Finishers—M. 
Black, 30 N. 10th St. 
Chicago, HI., Ladies' Tailors—M. Katzman, Sec'y, 
1146 Blue Island Ave. 
72. A Brownsville, N. Y., Dressmakers—Lena Kasdin. 
Sec'y, care of Rolnick, 365 Dumont Ave. 
73. Boston, Mass., Amal. Lad. Gar. Cutters—Sam 
Jacobson, 32 Grove St. 
75. Worcester. Mass., Cloak & Skirt Makers—Rosa 
De Duke. Sec'y, 13 Waverly St. 
76. Chicago, 111., Cloak ft Skirt Pressers—Hyman 
Smilgoft, Sec'y, 639 W. 13th S t 
Boston, Mass., United Rubber Garment Workers 
—Rose Myers, 60 Lebanon S t , Maiden, Mass. 
St. Louis, Mo., Cloak Operators—P. Piecuersky, 
!H)3 N. 11th St., Room 10. 
Bridgeport, Conn., Lad. Tailors ft Dressmakers— 
N. Horowitz, 673 Barnum Ave. 
Cloak ft Suit Cutters' Union of Chicago—Paul 
Bleschke, 6551 Clareraont Ave. 
Kalamazoo. Mich., Corset Workers— Tost ph 
Toronto. O n t , Ladies' Garment Cutters—K. Utf» 
vin, Sec'y. 14 Beatrice St. 
Wood, 428 So. Burdick S t 
84. Boston, Mass., Petticoat Makers Union—Beane 
Liberty SeCT.CS Oswego S t 
Cincinnati, O., Skirtmakers Union—Emma Bete, 
Sec'y, .620 Riddle Road, Chfton Heights, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio. _ _ , . . , , _, 
Asbury Park, N. L, Cloak ft Skirt Makers-



















Savannah, Ga., Ladies' Tailors ft Dressmakers-
N. Goldberg, 5 " w « * X o t k §T .u u _ T Louisville, Ky.. Ladies' Garment Workers—J. 
Epstein, 032 W. Jefferson St. . • 
Buffalo, N . Y., Ladies' Garment Workers-
A. afadow. Sec'y, 165 Cedar S t 
Worcester. Mass.. White Goods Workers-Mar 
caret Flanagan. 73 Waverly St. 
Toronto, Can.7 Cloak & Skirt Pressers Un.on-
I. Glass, 64W Center Ave. . f 
S t Louis. Mo- Alteration Tailors Umon-M. 
Mooney, 22nd & Carr Sts. _ . 
Chicago, i a , Skir t Makers Lnion— Isaac Levis 
j3jLx£B5r£IUm°,tm 
mon, Sec'y, 1032 Wesley Ave. 
(Continued on Page 10) 
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Shall We Raise the Per Capita? 
By JOHN A. DYCHE 
At the last meeting of the General 
Executive Board held in Chicago, it was 
decided to submit the question of raising 
the per capita to 8 cents to a referendum 
vote of all the members. Upon this be-
ing carried 5 cents will be applied to-
wards a general strike fund and strike 
benefit will be paid directly by the Inter-
national Union, while 3 cents will go 
towards the general office and organizing 
expenses. 
Before the Boston Convention of 1910 
there could be no question of the Inter-
national Union undertaking to pay bene-
fits. First, it would have been necessary 
to introduce a higher per capita. But 
our locals were then in a such a chronic 
financial state that even the present per 
capita of 2x/2 cents was a great strain 
upon them. 
At the convention, however, we had 
all felt that the position of the locals had 
improved so far as to warrant the raising 
of the per capita to 8 ceots per week for 
the purpose of direct payment by the 
International Union of strike and death 
benefits. Accordingly a special commit-
tee was appointed to make a searching 
inquiry into the project. The committee 
has since presented a report making very 
moderate recommendations. But the 
feverish organizing activity into which 
the organization was plunged soon after 
the great strike of 1910 prevented the 
idea from being carried out. 
At the Boston convention when the 
organization was no more than one-tenth 
of its present size the men at the head 
saw in this reform a means of strength 
and consolidation. How much more im-
portant is the direct control of strikes 
and payment of strike benefits by the 
International Union now, that a vigor-
ous movement is on throughout the land 
for bringing into line all the workers in 
the trade? 
A few individual members here and-
there believe that the payment of strike 
benefit by the International Union should 
be applicable to the small locals only, and 
the argument in support of this strange 
notion is that the big locals can take care 
of themselves. 
This argument only betrays the little— 
mindedness or rather selfishness of those 
members. Certain it is that the majority 
of our members who rightly conceive the 
object and mission of an International 
Union do not share such antiquated and 
short-sighted beliefs. The very principle 
of an International Union is to unite in 
a bond of brotherhood all the local un-
ions of which it is composed and to help 
them to obtain proper working condi-
tions by the application of a uniform 
method and one law for big and small 
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locals alike. To have one law for big 
locals and another for small locals would 
be impossible, were it not so absurd. By 
adopting such a proposition our Inter-
- national Union would render itself the 
laughing stock of organized labor every-
where. 
In a trade like ours the interests of 
the big locals absolutely demand that 
this change should be speedily made. 
The interests of our New York mem-
bers require that the labor conditions 
prevailing in New York should become 
the rule in every center where the ladies' 
garment trade is carried on; so that to 
maintain their trade conditions it is ne-
cessary to bring about the same condi-
tions in other centers, and this can only 
be done by means of a national defense 
fund such as the raising of the per capita 
would afford. 
In order to level up the labor condi-
tions in other centers it is necessary to 
organize the trade in such states as 
Massachusetts, Michigan, Kentucky, 
Ohio, and other places where cloak and 
skirt factories are found. But merely to 
organize the employees is to make only 
a beginning. Organized employees are 
resisted and discriminated against by the 
employers and strikes follow. And the 
question is: Who is to finance these 
strikes? 
Under the present per capita there can 
only be one answer to the question: The 
duty will devolve on the locals affiliated 
with the Joint Board of New York. It 
is a perfectly reasonable answer. And 
as new locals are springing up and local 
conflicts are unavoidable, it must be ex-
pected that the bigger and richer locals 
should bear the burden of these conflicts. 
But even in New York there are local 
unions whose funds would be inade-
quate to maintain their members in time 
of strike.. This is true even of Local 
No. 10; to say nothing of other, locals, 
iMENT W O R K E R 
as, for example, the pressors of Browns-
ville, Local 68. These locals are not lay-
ing by for a rainy day. Their expendi-
ture necessarily or unnecessarily cquaU 
and at times exceeds their income. The 
fun of the story is that they do not 
make provision for the future, because 
they rely on the support of the Inter-
national Union, which under the present 
system of small per capita must appeal 
to the few large New York locals. 
They reject the idea of raising the dues 
or paying a higher per capita because, 
forsooth, "the International Union is 
rich enough and .in the event of a strike 
would certainly not leave us out in the 
cold," they say. Yet when a strike oc-
curs the International Union is compell-
ed to go "abegging" to the Joint Board. 
Thus is encouraged a system of "beg-
ging" which however much some locals-
may be in love with, is not conducive to 
the welfare of the organization or to its 
permanent and assured progress. 
•'The present per capita of 2>4 cents a 
week per member is sufficient to keep up 
the General Office and provide a staff 
of organizers to look after the smaller 
Unions and to organize unions in dis-
tricts where none are in existence. It 
enables the International Union to sup-
port the locals only morally, but not 
financially. 
But the time has come when the func-
tion of every union, namely, the creation 
and administration of a defense fund, 
must no more be left in the hands of 
the locals, but must be performed by the 
International Union. All agitation and 
organizing work has for its object the 
securing of better labor conditions, and 
these can only be effectively secured 
when backed by the combined resources 
of the entire organization concentrated 
in a national defense fund. The present 
system of bare moral support has never 
gone very far and has in many cases 
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I caused harm. It has encouraged some 
I locals to act contrary to the laws of the 
I International Union and to suffer defeat 
t in consequence. Moreover, the system 
! has been rendered obsolete by the record 
[ Towth of membership within the last 
| two years. 
| All the great trade unions of Europe 
! and America have come to the conclusion 
after years of trying experience that in 
order to achieve better labor conditions 
they must concentrate their strength. 
They found that the best means of en-
forcing discipline and engendering loy-
alty to the organization, its laws and 
policies was the creation and mainten-
ance of a general defense fund and the 
payment of various benefits by the cen-
. tral body. 
Discipline is the soul of organization, 
but no organization can enforce it where 
members receive moral support only. No 
local union can have any effective control 
over its members unless they have finan-
cial interests therein. Neither can any 
International Union effectively control 
its locals whose claim upon it is only of 
the "moral" sort. In such cases the loy-
alty of the locals to the International 
Union is of a sporadic and^ capricious 
nature, dependent upon the good will of 
local officers and leaders. Only then do 
the members feel a direct interest in 
their International Union whert every 
member pays for and expects certain 
tenefits therefrom. 
Convention City Ballot 
papers 
kx-al Secretaries must bear in mind 
that the result of the referendum vote 
(>:> Convention city must reach the gen-
eral office not l a t e r ' than March i s t , 
otherwise will not be counted with the 
returns. Voting papers must bear the 
sfal of the local union. 
The Situation at Cleveland 
At Seen by One of the Employees on the 
Spot 
The most remarkable factor in the situation 
at Cleveland, since the armistice has been pro-
claimed, writes a correspondent, is the fact 
that the long drawn out battle of 20 weeks 
has made no breaches in the union strong-
hold, and this notwithstanding the inability of 
many employees to secure employment; Such 
a result is very rare in the labor movement 
among the immigrant population. Not only 
have the old locals survived, but new locals 
have been organized as a direct outcome of 
the strike. (The writer here refers to the 
Hungarian and Bohemian locals which have 
recently been chartered by the International 
Union.) 
Not only the leaders but a majority of the 
employees believe that the battle has not been 
fought in vain and feel confident of reaping 
the full fruit thereof in the near future. 
Quite a number of the largest manufacturers 
make no concealment of their dread of a re-
newed outbreak of the conflict which has 
been such a bitter pill for them to swallow. 
Not a few have shown themselves anxious to 
meet, the wishes of individual employees. 
The employees, however, understand that this 
move on the part of the manufacturers is 
more out of fear of the Union than out of a 
desire to do them justice. Consequently, they 
strain every nerve to maintain the Union and 
render it even more impregnable in the future. 
The workers also highly appreciate the ef-
forts exerted and the sacrifices made on their 
behalf by the International Union, and they 
know the motive behind the heresays and 
slanderous statements spread by the enemy 
concerning the leaders. But the regular finan-
cial support during the strike and the relief 
still given by the International Union to the 
needy gives the lie direct to all reports of 
this kind. Let mischievous people pursue their 
'slanders, the memory of the glorious work 
done here by the International Union will 
never fade from the minds of the employees. 
The Cleveland Committee, consisting of 
Misses Gretrude Barnum, Emily Krial, Anna 
McGinty and Rebecca Fisher, touring on be-
half of the Cleveland strikers, is doing ex-
cellent work. 
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The Cleveland Cloak and Skirt Manufac-
turers' Association arc being bombarded with 
signed petitions, resolutions and other corp-
iiHinications from buyers, merchants, sales-
men and other sympathetic people of the cities 
and states around, requesting them to arbitrate 
their differences with the union employees and 
telling them of insistent and persistent de-
mands everywhere for garments made under 
union conditions and agreements,
 ;i, W(.|j 
as of the difficulties experienced in tryinR 
to take orders for their manufactured articles 
The Cleveland strike has evidently cheated 
public opinion and customers ask for garment-; 
made by those manufacturers of Toledo, Cin-
cinnati and other New York firms who are 
in agreement with the union. 
Joint Board of Sanitary Control 
Interesting Report of District Manager S. Meta 
Bulletin No. 5 of the Joint Board of Sani-
tary Control in the Cloak, Suit & Skirt In-
dustry, issued this month, makes interesting 
reading. Thus among other things we learn 
that the Board will continue its campaign of 
education during the coming year. It will in-
stitute lectures in shops and halls, dealing with 
industrial hygiene and sanitation. During the 
coming year, the Board will undertake a 
medical examination of five hundred pressers, 
five hundred finishers, and five hundred opera-
tors, for the purpose of determining if possible 
the effect of their work upon their health, and 
with the facts thus gathered as a basis, will 
recommend necessary changes in working con-
ditions. • 
This will represent the first study in occu-
pational hygiene made under the auspices of 
the industry involved. 
Referring to the necessity of continued con-
trol and serious responsibilities incurred by 
the representatives of the Union and the em-
ployers, the Bulletin rightly asks: 
"Why, we ask, should all the burden fall 
upon the workers and the employers in the 
industry? Have the consumers no responsi-
bility? Are they just passive spectators? 
Does the retailer have no responsibility, when 
he encourages sweat-shop labor by bargain 
sales, and forces his buyers to squeeze the 
manufacturer, who in turn must squeeze the 
laborer?" 
The Bulletin contains an interesting report 
of sanitary conditions on the East Side and 
the progress achieved, which we quote in full: 
"Manager Metz, of the Eastside district, 
embracing all downtown shops South of 
Houston Street, reports the following inter-
esting figures for the last six months. 
"On the first of July there were in his dis-
trict 629 shops and 150 stores, a total of 779 
shops. Of these 27 removed, 39 went out of 
business, 1 burned, and 3 were transferred, 
so there were left 559 shops and 150 stores. 
"Cloaks are made in 414, and skirts in 145. 
Shops belonging to independent manufacturers 
246, to contractors, 295. 
"At the beginning of the season there ; i w 
in the district only 199 shops with electric 
power. During this six months the union com-
pelled the introduction of electricity in 310 
shops, so that there are at present 509 shops 
having electric power, an increase of o2 per 
cent. 
In the 559 shops in this district there are 
working at present, 2,939 operators, 28 sample 
makers, 3,454 finishers, 1,212 skirt makers, 73 
basters, 1,679 pressers, 309 cutters; altogether 
9,694. In the 150 stores there arc working 
884 workers, and altogether this district con-
tains 10,576 workers. 
"During the last six months there were 
1,916 complaints 'received, and 63 strikes 
called out—19 on account of electric power, 
and 28 on account of unsanitary conditions. 
"The manager of the Tenth Street district, 
embracing all shops between Houston and 
Nineteenth Streets, reports that the number of 
workers in his district, at the end of 19Hi 
were 11,209, working in 446 shops—cloak houses, 
348; skirt houses, 98. In all these shops there 
are only 22 which have as yet no electric 
power. There are only 80 contractors in this 
district. The Manager's Office has received 
3,938 complaints, and held 833 shop meetings." 
Resolution by the Joint Board 
of New York* 
The following is a copy of a resolution 
adopted by the JOINT BOARD Ol: THE 
CLOAK AND SKIRT MAKERS' UNIONS 
OF NEW YORK, on the 9th day of January, 
1912, and sent to all shop chairmen: 
i 
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"WHEREAS, the law against locking doors 
of factories during working hours can be best 
enforced by unremitting vigilance on the part 
of the workers themselves. 
•THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that 
every shop chairman be instructed, whenever 
the door of any cloak factory will be closed 
during working hours, to demand of the em-
ployer that the doors be forthwith unlocked, 
and in the event of the employer refusing to 
immediately unlock the doors, it shall be the 
duty of the shop chairman to forthwith notify 
the office of the Union, and be it further 
"RESOLVED that upon the receipt of such 
information, and after duly verifying the same, 
it shall be the duty of the managers of the 
respective districts to call upon the workers 
in the factory to quit their employment." 
In the hope of receiving your co-operation 
in carrying out of the spirit of the above 
resolution, we are, 
Very truly yours, 
JOINT BOARD OF T H E CLOAK AND 
SKIRT MAKERS' UNIONS OF NEW 
YORK. 
Attitude of Socialists to Trade Unions 
Our friend W. Mailly has taken up 
the cudgels on behalf of the trade unions 
in the columns of the New York "Call" 
against those socialists who hurl fire and 
brimstone against the A. F . of L. and 
the unions of which the Federation is 
Composed; 
While reading the venomous attack on 
organized labor by a certain Bouck 
White the question naturally arises: 
what is the strength of the following 
Mr. White and his like may still have in 
the Socialist Party? It is, however, con-
soling to know that Mr. Mailly, while 
deprecating the Civic Federation attitude 
of the A. F . of L. officials, utterly re-
pudiates Mr. White and his confreres 
whose flood of verbal abuse and vitupera-
tion suggests either venality or gross 
ignorance of Labor's needs. One hopes 
that Mailly and those who think with 
him, represent the majority of the rank 
and file of the S. P. 
As an example of the unmeasured and 
violent tone indulged in by White the 
following passages will prove instructive: 
'Not only does trade unionism stand con-
victed of appalling violence; violence is a 
constituent part of its program. Socialism has 
shown here and there an inclination to tie up 
with trade unionism. Dearly will she repay it; 
for she thereby is made answerable for the 
wild deeds which are inseparable from the 
trade union plan and principle. Socialism 
fights through the balloting booth, and there-
fore peaceably. 
"My charge against trade unionism is its 
absence of class consciousness. I am so re-
ligiously a Socialist that I account one who 
votes the Republican or Democratic ticket 
alien to me with a wide alienation. 
"Trade Unionism and Socialism are rivals. 
We have toadied down to the A. F, of L., 
have fought the fights, have sorrowed with 
their sorrowings, thinking thus to win them. 
And with what result: They have missed no-
opportunity to slap us in the face; jecringly 
they have turned us out of their conventions; 
sonorously they disclaim any alliance with us. 
1 challenge you to call the statisticians to 
testify what percentage of the Socialist vote is 
-trade unionist. The two arc germinally dif-
ferent. Trade unionism is a job trust, and is 
congenially propitious to the trust idea every-
where. 
"Trade unionism has outlived its useful-
ness. In its early days, when the potency of 
the ballot as an industrial weapon had not 
been disclosed, unionism was the only thing 
thought of. But the ballot weapon has now 
been discovered—and perfected. It presents 
an explosive compared with which nitrogly-
cerine is child's toy. 
"The time has come for Socialism to take 
a stand against the fool-hcadedness of the 
strike as an implement of industrial warfare 
—and that means against unionism also; for 
collective bargaining is possible only where 
the strike, or the terrorism of it, is the back-
ground. Unionism is not helping the working 
class forward to-day, but is keeping it back. 
It is making half of the workingmen criminals, 
wmmmmmmam 
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and the other half toadies. There is naught 
in trade unionism which could not be accom-
plished through Socialism, and tenfold more. 
It would be better for the toiler if the A. F. 
of L. went out of existence to-morrow morn-
ing at 9 o'clock." 
T o th i s v i ru len t ons l augh t o u r f r iend 
W . Mailly, w h o for some t ime acted a s 
m a n a g e r of o u r L a d i e s ' W a i s t M a k e r ' s 
Un ion , Local 25 , m a k e s a r a t h e r m o d -
era te reply. L ike a l l m o d e r a t e s ta te-
m e n t s its s t reng th consis ts in i ts ve ry 
modera t ion . M r . Mai l ly says in effect: 
" I ask, who gave Mr. White the right to de-
clare as a Socialist against trades unionism, 
as he did in the speech I have quoted? 
"It is evident that Mr. White, like some 
others who have shot their ebullitions into 
capitalist editorial sanctums during the past 
few days, has no direct, practical knowledge 
of the trade union movement. He has proba-
bly never belonged to a union, or had occasion 
to, or ever even attended a trade union meet-
ing in his life, except perhaps in the most 
perfunctory manner. He probably knows 
nothing of the actual workings of a union, or 
of the working conditions in the shops, fac-
tories and mills that impel the workers, out 
of self-preservation to organize into unions. 
To him, the class struggle, even if he accepts 
it in theory, which I doubt, is a purely theo-
retical affair and something that has never 
entered into his life as it has into the lives 
of the great industrial proletariat 
"So he knows nothing, and can appreciate 
nothing, of the hardships, the deprivation, the 
anxiety and misery that embitters, dwarfs and 
sacrifices the workers in their ceaseless scram-
ble for the means of life for them and theirs. 
All this, I venture to assert, is a sealed book 
to Mr. White, or he would probably talk dif-
ferently. 
"He would have learned, with the class to 
which he would then belong, that the unions 
are not a sporadic thing called into existence 
out of caprice or to satisfy the personal am-
bitions of a comparatively few men. H e would 
have learned that unions"—the organizations of 
labor—are the outgrowth of economic neces-
sities deeply rooted in the soil of a social 
system that produces the class struggle. He 
would have learned that the unions were born, 
not because of leaders, good, bad or indiffer-
ent, but because the workers needed them both 
as a means of defence against capitalist greed 
and rapacity and as a means to secure to the 
workers a larger portion of their product ami 
to advance and uplift the conditions of the 
workers everywhere. And with all their 
faults and errors, the unions have don,- both 
these things and will continue to do them 
to the end of the chapter. Their capacity for 
accomplishment will be based upon the intelli-
gence of their members and the statesmanship 
of their chosen leaders. Let those who would 
indict them for their blunders while pursuing 
their mission be careful to come into court 
with clean hands. 
"What Mr. White does not see is that in-
stead of Socialism being discredited by the 
McNamara affair, it is vindicated. Because 
we have always recognized the unions as a 
weapon in the class struggle and essential to 
the workers' welfare, we have sought to cdu 
cate their members to the necessity and wis-
dom of augmenting their efforts on the eco-
nomic field by united political action at the 
ballot box. We have sought to show them 
that with all the powers of government ar-
rayed against them their larger aims would be 
vitiated and nullified. The long series of 
events that led up to this last dramatic mani-
festation has justified us in our position." 
Don't Go to California 
it 
We are informed that agents from an unfair 
house in San Francisco are on their way to 
New York to decoy cloak makers to that city. 
Of course, there would be no harm for any 
one going out there if the working conditions 
were favorable, but that is by no means tin-
case. At present, only 2 or 3 shops in the 
cloak trade are working one or two days a , 
week, while the rest of the shops are closed. 
The Spring season does not commence before 
March. Nor is it possible to find employment 
in other trades, for the labor market is over-
crowded here much more than in New York. 
Cloak makers and ladies' tailors will there-
fore do well not to rely on glib tongue 
agents and their false promises. Those who 
will disregard this warning will do so to their 
own injury. 
.> 
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Critics In a Hurry to Condemn 
Come and Let Ua Reason 
Ity JOSEPHINE CASEY 
Apropos of all this criticism directed against 
the International Secretary-Treasurer because 
of a speech made in Geveland advocating the 
Democratic Candidate for Mayor, it may be well 
to call to the minds of our members two little 
incidents which occurred in Cleveland during 
the recent strike. 
In the parades of the Geveland Garment 
Workers, the Socialist members of the Union 
passed to the marchers so much red ribbon, 
red flags and floats, bearing socialistic senti-
ments that one prominent labor official of an-
other union exclaimed, "This is not a Union 
fight. It is a Socialist fight!" The Republi-
cans and Democrats among the labor leaders 
did not condemn our members who took ad-
vantage of this parade to advertise their alle-' 
giance to the socialist party. On the con-
trary, these republican and democratic leaders 
promptly snubbed the labor officials who had 
criticised the strikers. Not one word of cen-
sure did they utter against their brothers of 
the socialist faith. 
The other incident took place at Luna Park 
in Cleveland on Labor Day, when the trade 
union candidate for mayor, a respected mem-
ber of the Plumbers Union, who afterwards 
withdrew from the contest, was hissed un-
mercifully by the socialist members of our 
union. The other candidates for Mtfyor were 
applauded by them and given a respectful 
hearing. Even the Republican candidate, Mr. 
Hogen, who, as Director of Public Safety, 
during the strike, did absolutely nothing to 
prevent the police from handling our girls in 
such a manner that their flesh was marked 
with black and blue bruises, was treated with 
courtesy, while the trade union candidate was 
loudly hissed. 
This action on the part of our socialist 
brothers cost the strikers a goodly sum in 
assessments from at least four of the largest 
locals who favored the trade union candidate. 
Yet, the brothers who were members of 
other parties generously went to these unions 
to make them realize that the hissing was not 
meant to be personal. Those who did it be-
lieved that they were helping the strikers by 
the act. 
The* question is: For whose benefit was 
the act of supporting the democratic candidate 
done? If we keep this in mind \vc will not be 
in a hurry to condemn, but rather to think 
carefully. 
In our union there are people of all political 
beliefs, and even if the majority are socialists 
it does not give the comrades the right to 
dictate to or condemn others of different 
political faith. 
The writer of this is one who speaks the 
name of Karl Mark with reverence, appreciat-
ing fully what he did for the workers, but she 
sees little in common between thafgreat man 
and some petty souls who think they are so-
cialists, but who are more like village gossips 
than people with a vision. One would think 
sometimes to hear the anvil chorus of knock-
ers, that we were organized for the sole pur-
pose of slamming each other. And then we 
expect our union to be a strong, solid defense 
against injustice! Let us get busy right away 
to stop the sort of thing which is weakening 
our organization. Tell the next fellow who 
has the knocking habit to keep his mind on 
those employers who have been' fighting us 
hard and who like a devil rejoice when we 
quarrel among ourselves. 
IMPORTANT NOTICE 
In accordance with the decision of the last Quarterly Meeting 
of the General Executive Board held in Chicago, at Briggs 
House, December 24-26th, 1911, all locals failing to pay the 
assessment levied by the Special Convention before February 
15th, 1913, will be suspended from the International Union. 
JOHN A. DYCHE, 
General Secretary-Treasurer. 
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Editorial 
As the members will learn from the 
minutes of the General Executive Board 
it has been decided that a referendum 
vote be taken on the question of increas-
ing the per capita from 2^4 cents to 8 
cents, 3 cents of which to be applied to 
office, organizing expenses and death 
benefit and 5 cents to a fund for the 
payment of strike benefit 
containing the same recommendations as 
made by the General Secretary-Treasurer 
at the Boston Convention a year before. 
Precisely this proposal was embodied 
in the report of the General Secretary-
Treasurer to the Boston Convention. 
The proposal was then debated at con-
siderable length. Almost a whole session 
was devoted to a consideration of the 
matter. For it is quite usual with our 
people to talk much and do little. A 
special committee, consisting of delegates 
from New York, Philadelphia and 
Chicago, was appointed to sift the ques-
tion thoroughly. After a number of 
meetings, entailing a heavy expense, and 
after a further investigation by paid ex-
perts, the committee handed in a report 
But before it was possible to adopt the 
plan, or refer it to a vote of the members. 
the Uni6n became involved in the general 
strike at Cleveland. This strike has not 
yet been ~ settled, only because the 
$300,000 paid by the International Un-
ion in strike benefits was not forthcom-
ing until ,after repeated appealing, 
petitioning and begging of both locals 
and members. Unfortunately the dona-
tions from locals, extensive as they were, 
did not come in time and not when the 
pinch was greatest and in the last 10 or 
12 weeks the payment of strike benefit 
had to be postponed from one day to 
another. 
The General Office accounts show that 
from the time of the Boston Convention. 
June, 1910, until the end of October. 
1911, when the armistice in the Cleve-
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lane! struggle was declared, the 2x/2 cents 
per capita receipts amounted to more 
than $100,000. Had the per capita been 
increased to 8 cents at the convention the 
General office would have received close 
upon $350,000. Will anyone doubt that 
with this sum at its call the International 
Union could have won two such strikes? 
If instead of the $80,000 the General 
Office spent on the strike, we had $300,-
000, and a weekly assessment of 10 cents 
on the total membership in addition, there 
would have been no need to order the 
strikers back to work at the end of 
October, at a time when there was little 
to do in the shops. 
We have dwelt on the Cleveland strike 
episode thus at length, because it affords 
an object lesson on this question of in-
creased per capita, and also because we 
know that there is a certain opposition in 
the New York locals to any scheme of 
increased per capita being adopted. 
The officers of these locals believe that 
they have achieved something out of the 
o r d i n a r y , when at the end of 
three months their treasuries show an 
increase of a few thousand dollars. But 
will the New York locals wait with creat-
ing a central fund till another struggle 
like that at Cleveland brings them to 
their senses, or they will perceive the 
necessity of forthwith realizing this vi-
tally important reform? For, we do not 
know when and from what quarter an 
attack may come and must therefore lose 
no time in being prepared to meet i t 
The present position of our Interna-
tional Union, with its self-centered and 
ontonomous locals is a most backward 
and reactionary one. It is a game of 
"
(
'«'«ch for himself and the devil take tne 
hindmost." It is exactly like the posi-
tion of the feudal nobles fa the European 
Kmgdoms of the middle ages, when 
every lord fortified his own castle. All 
a powerful enemy need do was to attack 
and demolish each castle separately; or 
shall we liken our position to that of the 
American Indians who were divided in 
independent tribes, so that a few thou-
sand united and well-drilled Europeans 
could easily vanquish and destroy the 
whole race? 
_"And what about the local treasuries?" 
some of the local executive partisans will 
ask. To this we reply that those locals 
which have created no fund till now will 
never have one in the future, while the 
big locals which have big treasuries now 
will in future, have them all the same. 
In time of strike they are bound to make 
repeated calls upon their treasuries. The 
Cleveland strike has depleted the funds 
of the bigger locals to a greater extent 
proportionately than those of the smaller 
locals. Thus, while the four largest lo-
cals of New York have handed over 
more than one-half of their treasuries, 
Local No. 17 has performed an economi-
cal feat of expanding its treasury. This 
proves conclusively that the larger locals 
of New York, where most of the oppo-
sition to an increased per capita exists, 
stand to profit by the scheme. For an 
increased per capita and the payment of 
strike benefit by the International Union 
will impose the duty of contributing ev-
ery week towards a central strike fund 
on all locals and all members alike. 
This is undoubtedly the most important 
question for our locals and our press to 
consider. All other questions occupying 
their attention at present arc of minor 
importance. The Geveland strike has 
demonstrated how necessary it is for us 
to concentrate our forces and to become 
united financially against attack. 
• 
* * * 
We are informed that the editor of 
the "New Post" has been waxing elo-
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quently indignant touching our notes in 
our last month's issue. This shows that 
our comments have hit home. If this 
will cause him to be more careful in the 
future and to refrain from indiscriminate 
attacks upon American trade union lead-
ers, with whose activities he is by no 
means familiar, we shall have achieved 
our object. 
It is certainly a clever game on the 
part of some S. P. leaders to avail them-
selves of the opportunity afforded them 
by the McNamara case to wreak ven-
geance on Sam. Gompers and other lead-
ers of the American trade union move-
ment, who deprecate the idea of making 
the A. F . of L. a sort of department of 
the S. P . We, however, doubt the ad-
visability on the part of a trade union 
organ to join in this bait on the Ameri-
can labor leaders. If a union organ 
charges union leaders with 'being blind, 
how can we expect it to inspire loyalty 
and discipline in the minds of the mem-
bers? The fact that most of the active 
members and leaders of the Joint Board 
arc pronounced Socialists does not make 
that body a local of the S. P . 
However much the members of a un-
ion may be inclined in the direction of 
socialism, they will nevertheless under-
stand, if they are at all familiar with the 
labor movement, that the socialist party 
can never do the work of the unions 
any more, than the unions can do the 
work of the Socialist party. The activity 
of the one is political and that of the 
other should be economic. The trade un-
ion movement has not only its special 
interests but also its special view point 
and its special atmosphere and for one 
movement to imitate the tactics of the 
other is, to say the least, ridiculous. 
* * * 
The present Protocol arrangements 
which take away from the employees of 
the Association houses their right to re-
sist any injustice on the part of the em-
ployer by means of a strike can only be 
of real benefit to the members of our 
Organization when the men in the shops 
will be fully protected by the Board of 
Grievances from the displeasure of the 
employer they may incur in trying to up-
hold protocol conditions, in other words, 
Vhen the Board of Grievances will rigid-
ly enforce paragraph Six of the Proto-
col. For no one will assert that the 
Protocol conditions can be maintained 
by leaving them entirely to the good will 
of the employers. 
The action, of late, on the part of the 
clerks and the members of the Board of 
Grievances representing the Association, 
in their contention, each time we bring 
up a case of discrimination against any 
of their members, that this is an inter-
ference on the part of the union with 
the right of the employers to hire and 
discharge, has in itself become a serious 
grievance against the Board of Griev-
ances. This grievance became aggra-
vated by the refusal of the Board to hear 
evidence of discrimination in the case of 
a firm which discharged sixteen out of 
a hundred of their employees, most of 
whom are admitted to be the best and 
aiso the oldest of the firm's workpeople. 
This short sighted policy on the part of 
the members of the Association may lead 
to unpleasant consequences, for we cer-
tainly will not maintain an arrangement 
with any body of employers that will 
protect them from strikes and en-
able them to maintain "discipline" 
in their shops by discharging any 
one who may object to make unset-
tled garments or other infringements of 
the union standards. To us it appears 
that the officers of the Association should 
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be as zealous in enforcing paragraph six 
of the Protocol as paragraph seventeen, 
for the Union cannot undertake the pre-
vention of stoppage of work in Associa-
tion houses unless our members are pro-
tected from unjust discrimination. 
No wonder there is a strong element 
among the members of pur Organization 
who believe that the only way to prevent 
discrimination is to take away the right 
of the manufacturer to discharge any of 
his employees. It is natural that an ex-
treme contention on one side should cre-
ate an opposite extreme on the other 
side and must eventually lead to serious 
complications. It is only when one side 
will respect the rights of the other that 
harmony can prevail. On the other hand 
it is imperative that the members should 
understand that they cannot prevent dis-
crimination by denying the employer the 
right to discharge, for it is untenable and 
cannot be maintained, just as the con-
tention of the employers that they have 
an absolute right to discharge under all 
circumstances. Both these extreme con-
tentions of the employers and our mem-
bers must be abandoned, the sonner the 
better. 
This idea of denying the right of the 
employer to discharge, an idea unknown 
among American unions, originated 
among East Side Unions when they had 
to deal with small, outside tailoring con-
tractors. In such establishments, with 
irresponsible employers, who" occasionally 
took unexpected vacations with the pay 
of their employees, to deny them the 
right to discharge was undoubtedly a 
necessary policy. It is, however, worse 
than useless to set up this contention with 
the members of the Association, for we 
know that we cannot get it and this 
would only make matters worse. 
Our policy with the Association must 
be clear and definite. The sooner we 
abandon hazy or untenable policies the 
better for the union. 
Quarterly Meeting of the General Executive Board 
The sixth quarterly meeting of the General 
Executive Board was held at Briggs House, 
Chicago, III, on December 24th-26th, 1911. 
Present: I. S. Feit, B. Witashkin, S. Pola-
koff, II. Kleinman, M. Amdur, H. Dubinsky' 
and John A. Dyche. 
Absentees: J . S. Greenberger, M. Hertzbach 
and Mary Martin. 
President Rosenberg in chair. 
Committee Reports 
Committees appointed to investigate the ap-
peal of Davis against the action of Local No. 
17. expelling him from membership, the appeal 
ol Brother Liebman against Local No. 10, 
charging him $25.00 initiation fee upon his 
rejoining the Union, and the appeal of L. R. 
P'atz against Local No. 10, imposing a fine 
°« 125.00, reported that in all these cases the 
locals were justified in their action. 
Communications and Committees 
President Rosenberg and Vice-President 
Witashkin were appointed as committee to in-
vestigate and report upon to the next meeting 
of the Board the protest contained in a com-
munication from the Cloak and Skirt Pressers' 
Union of Brownsville, Local No. 68, against 
the Joint Board of New York, refusing the 
local's affiliation with its body. As to the re-
quest of the Executive Board of the Cloak & 
Skirt Makers' Union of Local No. 11 for the 
revocation of its charter, the President was 
instructed to investigate the affairs of the 
Local and the conduct of its members and 
report to the next meeting. 
Bros. Hoffman, Schafcr and Finklcr, repre-
senting the Joint Board of Chicago, reviewed 
the condition of the locals of the Cloak trade 
in that city, and requested the Board to assist 
in the organizing of the employees; also to 
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.• it 
grant a sum of money to the Chicago Joint 
Board for organizing work. 
In a communication from the Chicago Lad-
ies' Tailors' Union, Local No. 71, the Board 
was requested (1) to appoint a permanent 
organizer for that city to organize the Ladies' 
Garment Trade, (2) to use its influence with 
the Independent Ladies' Tailors Union in or-
der to bring about' its affiliation with the 
International Union, (3) to prepare and pre-
sent a plan to the next Convention for the 
direct payment of strike benefit by the Inter-
national Union. 
Brother Teiger, of the Independent Ladies' 
Tailors' Union of Chicago attended, in a semi-
official capacity, in response to invitation ex-
tended to a committee from his Union, and 
, explained that the non-affiliation of his union 
with our International Union was dne to the 
. fact that the members were not in favor of 
being connected with the American Federation 
of Labor. They might, however, be converted 
to affiliation, should an effort be made in that 
direction. His union, aided by the Women's 
Trade Union League, was now engaged in 
organizing the girl dress makers of Chicago, 
and he inquired whether the International 
Union could support them financially in this 
work. 
Brothers Glickman and Glassman of the 
Joint Board of St. Louis called attention to 
the position of the cloak makers of that city. 
The Manufacturers who had organized an 
association discriminated against the members 
and clearly aimed at the break up of their 
organization and therefore some of their mem-
bers were agitating for a general strike. 
Requests for organizers to be appointed were 
read from Philadelphia, Ladies' Tailors' Un-
ion of Albany, Local No. 30; Ladies' Garment 
Cutters* Local No. 63 ; Ladies' Garment 
Workers' Union of New Haven, Conn., Local 
No. 22; Joint Board of Toronto and a request 
from the Rain Coat Makers' Union of N. Y., 
Local No. 20, to assist them in organizing their 
trade outside of New York. 
Decisions upon Requests from Locals 
The Board agreed to refer requests for 
organizers from Locals No. 20, 22, 30 and 63 
and Joint Board of Toronto to President 
_ Rosenberg for action at his discretion. 
To give to the Cloak and Skirt Makers' 
Union of Philadelphia, Local No. 2, all neces-
sary assistance in order to bring the strike at 
Slapin's shop to a successful issue. 
To grant S2Q0.00 to the Silk Suit and Waist 
Makers' Union of Philadelphia, Local No. 55, 
to enable them to maintain their locked out 
members at Stern, Cohen & Co. 
To instruct Brother Dyche to proceed to St 
Louis for the purpose of interviewing the em-
ployers "and if possible come to some under-
standing with them. 
To inform the Wrapper and Kimono Mak-
ers' Union, Local No. 41, that the General 
Executive Board cannot sanction a general 
strike in that trade. 
To submit to a referendum vote of the 
members the question of raising the per capita 
to eight cents a week, five cents of which is 
to be applied towards a permanent strike fund. 
To donate $25.00 per week for ten consecu-
tive weeks to the Joint Board of Chicago for 
organizing work in connection with their va-
rious locals. 
Requests and Recommendations on Matters of 
General Interest 
A lengthy report by Brother S. Elstein, sub-
mitted to the Board, referred to the condition 
of some of the locals of New York State, 
notably Albany, Troy and Syracuse and also 
Philadelphia, Newark, Atlantic City. N. J . 
and New Haven, Conn. The report announced 
the dissolution of the New York District 
Council, owing to the lack of interest in that 
body displayed by the locals composing it. 
The report also strongly emphasized the ad-
visability of dissolving Local 11, in view of 
various irregularities charged against each 
other by members, and referred to confercn 
ces taking place between Locals^No. 35 and No. 
68 for the discussion of trade'conditions and 
jurisdiction matters, and to the agitation for 
a general strike by locals No. 25. 41 and O, 
respectively. Proceeding, the report made 
mention of the official Journal, the '•Ladies• 
Garment Worker," and recommended that to 
make the journal popular and self supporting 
it was necessary to mail a copy to every- ">""-
ber"s address, and in order to meet the cost of 
its production, he proposed to raise the price 
of th*e constitution books from 8 cents to 2» 
cents per copy. This would include every 
members' annual subscription to the Journal. 
a copy of which he would receive free. 
The following recommendations were sub-
mitted by the Cloak and Suit Tailors' Union 
of New York, Local No. 9: (1) That the 
Board do not sanction a strike in the I-adies 
Waist trade but postpone the matter indeTO-
itely; (2) That Article 3, Section 3. of the 
constitution be amended by the Board,
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the right of proportional representation to the 
locals having a large membership. The said 
local also requested the Board to revoke the 
charter of Local No. 11, to act on Resolution 
of the last convention to change the charter 
of Local No. 17, to embody the by-laws of 
the local unions in the International Constitu-
tion, to order a better and more endurable 
binding of the constitution books, and to have 
a different color due stamps for the locals 
• affiliated with the N. Y. Joint Board. 
Decisions on these Recommendations 
Agreed to reject recommendation 1 by Lo-
cal 9 on the ground that no local has a right 
to dictate to the G. E. B. as to whether a 
strike in any trade shall or shall not be sanc-
tioned. (2) President Rosenberg, Seccretary 
Dyche and Vice-President Amdur were ap-
pointed as committee to inquire into the 
question of amending Article 3, Section 3, of 
tlie constitution and if advisable to submit 
same to a referendum vote of all the mem-
l>crs. 
As to the points enumerated above, agreed 
to inform Local No. 9, that the request re-
lating to Local No. 11, was in the hand of 
President Rosenberg; that no action could be 
taken on the resolution relating to Local No. 
17 before the Special Committee appointed by 
a previous .meeting brought in a report, that 
the matter relating to by-laws was not enter-
tained for the reason that only one or two 
locals had by-laws. The other matters were 
referred to the General Secretary-Treasurer 
for action thereon. 
Appointment of Committees 
Brothers Fruiesen, Local No. 10; A. Guyfir, 
I^cal No. 9; M. Sandler, Local No. 2; J. 
Al.ramsky, Local No, 23; B. Fried, Local No. 
1; H. Lubinslcy, Local No. 35, and A. Hal-
perin, Chairman of the Joint Board of New 
York, were appointed' as committee to audit 
the accounts in connection with the Cleveland 
Strike. 
1 lie General Secretary-Treasurer and Vice-
Presidents Kleinman and Witashkin were ap-
pointed as committee to inquire into Brother 
Ostein's recommendations relating to the offi-
cial Journal. 
Additional Committee Reports 
Vice-President Polakofff reported that the 
Joint Committee of Locals 10 and 25 had ar-
ranged to have two mass meetings on January 
8th, at Carengie Hall and Cooper Union, re-
spectively, and that the General Secretary-
1 reasurcr, A. Block and Miss Josephine Casey 
were appointed a sub-committee to negotiate 
with the employers in the Waist and Dress 
Trade with a view of bringing about an un-
derstanding between the Union ond the em-
ployers. 
General Secretary-Treasurer reported that in 
his opinion the agreement drawn up by the 
committee contained demands on the Waist 
Manufacturers which the International Union 
could not stand for or indorse without due 
revision. The Secretary-Treasurer further re-
ported that he was carrying on an educational 
campaign among the leading Waist and Dress 
manufacturers and has already succeeded in 
favorably impressing some of those who were 
bitterly opposed to the union. There was a 
possibility of bringing about an amicable set-
tlement. ~" 
Upon motion agreed that the committee of 
five (6) examine the agreement and revise 
same if necessary. 
Appointment or Organizers 
President Rosenberg reported that during 
the past three months Miss Josephine Casey, 
Chas. Fromer, J. S. Grcenbcrgcr, I. S. Fcit, 
and H. Dubinsky had acted as regular organ-
izers, S. Elstein attended to New York and 
vincintty and S. Martin was working in Bos-
ton temporarily. 
Upon motion agreed to divide the field into 
4 districts; the West with headquarters in 
Chicago, comprising Illinois, Missouri, Wis-
consin and Western Michigan, for which M. 
Katzman of Chicago was appointed; the mid-
dle west, with headquarters in Cleveland, 
comprising Ohio, Western Pennsylvania, Buf-
falo, N. Y., Toronto, Canada, and Eastern 
Michigan, for which I. S. Fcit of Cleveland, 
was appointed; the New England states, with 
headquarters in Boston, Mass., for which H. 
Dubinsky of Boston was appointed, and the 
New York district, including Eastern Penn-
sylvania. 
The President and General Secretary-
Treasurer were empowered to appoint an ad-
ditional organizer to S. Elstein for New 
York City, if necessary. Miss Josephine Casey 
was appointed organizer of the women 
workers. 
Next Convention 
Toronto, Can., and St. Louis, Mo., were 
chosen as likely cities where to hold the next 
convention. These are to be submitted to a 
referendum vote in accordance with Article 
3, Section 1. 
The next meeting of the G. E. B. to be held 
in New York City. 
Situation at Cleveland 
Vice-President I. S. Feit reported at length 
on the situation at Geveland. The men were 
in good spirits and the organization was 
growing steadily. The Bohemian pressors and 
the Hungarian workers respectively have con-
stituted themselves into properly chartered 
Local Unions. The Cleveland committee, con-
sisting of Misses Gertrude Bamum, Emily 
Krial, Anna McGinty and Rebecca Fisher, 
were doing good-work and their agitation was 
very effective. 
G. E. B. Upholds General Secretary's Action 
At the Cleveland Election 
Upon motion agreed that the following reso-
lution be embodied in the Sixth Quarterly 
Meeting of the General Executive Board. 
"Whereas: The action of the General-Se-
cretary-Trcasurer during the Cleveland Strike, 
in supporting the candidacy of the Democratic 
nominee, Newton D. Baker, has called forth 
protests from some of the members of the 
International Union and sympathizers of the 
Socialist Party, and 
Whereas: Local No. 92 of Toronto has 
gone to the extent of condemning the action 
of the General Secretary-Treasurer in the pub-
lic press, therefore be it 
Resolved: To inform the members of our 
International Union and Local No. 92 in par-
ticular, that the General Secretary, in support-
ing the candidacy of Newton D. Baker, has 
not done so of his own volition, but with the 
knowledge and consent of the International 
officers in charge of the Cleveland strike, and 
for which the General Executive Board, as 
a body, is responsible. The General Executive 
Board further wishes to inform its members 
that the International Union is not affiliated 
with any particular Political Party, but that it 
is ready to use its political influence to further 
the interests of its locals whenever the occa-
sion arises. The General Executive Board 
further wishes to express its regret at the 
hasty action of local No. 92, Cloak Pressers' 
Union of Toronto, rushing to the public press 
to express its disapproval against the action 
of one of the General Officers, insted of 
filing charges against him in accordance with 
Article 8, Sections 1 to 7 inclusive." 
Complaints and Appeals 
Agreed that the appeal of Brother Horowitz 
of Local No. 10, against a fine of 110.00 be 
referred back to the Local with the request 
that the Local be more lenient to him. 
That the Ladies' Garment Cutters of Phihv 
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lh:it delphia. Pa., Local No. 63, be informed 
Chas. Hope, not being a ladies' garment ci 
ter, was a'dmitted to membership illegally; 
therefore if they fail to exejude him from 
membership within seven days, their charter 
will be revoked. 
That the appeal of Brother A. Lcvine, of 
the Ladies' Tailors' Union of Baltimore, Lo-
cal No. 34, be referred to President Rosenberg. 
Upon motion agreed to present Brother M. 
D. Thomas, Secretary.of the Cleveland F«d-
eration of Labor, with a fitting testimonial for 
his valuable services during the Cleveland 
strike. 
Upon motion agreed to grant the General 
Secretary-Treasurer a four weeks' vacation 
a n d ^ gratuity of $100.00 for expenses in view 
of his strenuous work during last summer 
which had impaired his health. 
Upon motion agreed to inform all the affi 
liated locals that any locals failing to pay the 
50 cents assessment, levied by the Special 
Convention for the Geveland strike, on or be-
fore February 15th, 1912, will be suspended 
from the International Union. 
First Anniversary of Our Toronto 
Locals 
By a Correspondent 
On December 30th, 1911, our locals in 
Toronto celebrated their first anniversary as 
locals of our International Union. Prior t-» 
their affiliation the cloak makers of that city 
existed as an Independent Union, but their 
success as an organization dates from Dec 
30th, 1910. 
We have now in that city two locals: Local 
No. 14, comprising cloak operators, tailors am! 
cutters and Local No. 92 composed of cloak 
pressers. 
Try: unions are proud of the fact that most 
of the employees of the various shops are 
organized. The manufacturers recognize and 
deal with the Union officially. One factory, 
the largest of its kind in the United States 
and Canada, familiarly called "Eton's Shop.' 
employs about 2,000 cloak and skirt makers. 
Hitherto the employees of this shop looked 
askance at the organized workers of smafle 
workplaces, regarding the head of their c 
cern as an ideal employer and a philanthrope 
existing only for his workpeople. Of fate, 
however, the influence of the Union besan 
break through the atmosphere of content <•• 
rounding this extensive factory and a lar^e 
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number of employees have joined the Union 
in tlic conviction that they have been deceived 
by their own imagination. In union circles it 
is anticipated that before very long "Eton's" 
may become a thorough union shop with union 
conditions. Feverish organizing activity also 
prevails among the English-speaking employ-
ees who are fast falling into line. 
• The growing influence of the Union is illus-
trated by the following noteworthy incident: 
The organized cloak makers of Toronto have 
suffered from a designer who was a man after 
i he heart of the worst employers, acting as 
their slave-driver and tool. This man perse-
cuted, terrorized and hampered union employ-
ees on any and every occasion. The other 
day when he turned up in one of the shops 
his appearance was the signal for a walkout 
of all the employees which lasted 24 hours, 
and the strikers did not return to work until 
this union hater was dismissed and has now 
left the city altogether. This victory has 
enhanced the prestige of the Union and many 
work people are flocking to the organization. 
The anniversary has taken the form of a 
banquet given to members and friends of the 
Joint Hoard of Toronto Locals. Vice-Presi-
dents Feit and'Dubinsky represented the In-
ternational Union. The utmost enthusiasm 
and good cheer prevailing at the gathering are 
unmistakable signs of future progress. 
British Labor Notes 
Stirring Industrial Times 
By BEN TURNER 
The new year sees old England passing, 
through stirring industrial times. The cotton 
weavers of Lancashire have been making his-
tory, having enrolled -scores of thousands of 
non-unionists during 1911. In some towns 899 
out of every 1,000 have been brought within 
the fold, and a non-unionist weaver in some 
towns is a rarity. In one town only one man 
and his wife were outside the association, in 
another town only one man. The weavers' 
unions in the two towns concerned, not to tie 
thwarted in their union work by three person*, 
declined to work with them, they appealed to 
the persons to join the union but in vain, they 
appealed to the employers to use their in-
fluence in the same direction, but without 
success, and as a final result they put in a 
week's notice to cease work, being determined 
not to work with such people. 
1 lie Cotton Lords seeing an opportunity for 
staving off a request for a general advance of 
5% in wages made much to do about this 
alleged attack upon individual liberty, and 
accordingly gave 140,000 weavers in north east 
Lancashire, a week's notice that unless two 
strikes were ended they would close down the 
mills. This they did and the new year holi-
days were spent by the weavers in a restful 
fashion. After a week's stoppage, with most 
of the members and part of the public against 
•lie operatives, the Government, through their 
industrial council, intervened, meetings were 
held in separate rooms of the separate sides 
with Government Ofiicials as intermediaries, 
and after several days of talk the dispute was 
ended in a compromise. The employers had 
a two-fold object in view in causing the lock-
out, one was to stave off a five per cent, ad-
vance and the second and more important was 
to use up the stocks and to raise prices for 
cloth, in readiness for the expected boom in 
the cotton trade. 
The lockout has been a marvellous lesson 
in the value of trades organization, for the 
140,000 locked out weavers were neither cast 
down nor dismayed, as their union funds to-
talled nearly £1,000,000 and they were there-
fore able to face a ten weeks lockout with 
equanimity. In some of the homes the strike 
pay for the family would come to £'S or £4 
($15 or $20) and scores of the'operatives, in 
stead of slaying at home during the lockout, 
went to rest at the seaside, while the Music 
Halls and places of amusement in the various 
towns were crowded each night with opera-
tives who, thanks to the Union, were enjoying 
the compulsory stoppage the employers had 
created. 
Impending Strike of 600,000 Miners 
Another great dispute is expected to arise 
about the end of February, as over 600,000 
miners arc balloting upon the question of lay-
ing down their tools unless the employers will 
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grant a minimum wage. The miners Federa-
tion of Great Britain have had numerous 
Conferences with the coal masters association, 
but they so far have failed to secure this de-
sirable minimum. The operatives ask for a 
standard daily wage, and no doubt the trouble 
will be settled, either with a strike or without, 
upon the lines of some payment being made 
for each day. Abnormal places, faulty strata, 
waiting for corves or wagons, bad air ways, 
falls of roof, and other things make it almost 
impossible for some miners on piece rates to 
earn more than a shilling or two (25 to 50 
cents) per day. The miners demand payment 
for the time worked in such places, and judged 
by the temper all round they are going to get 
it. The organization is splendid, the finances 
are in good condition, but the outlook as I 
write indicates a long and keen fight Public 
opinion is undoubtedly on the side of the 
miners. 
Net Result of Railway Strike 
Now that the railway dispute is settled, 
some of the chief companies have been grant-
ing advances of wages and a reduction in 
the hours of labor. They are, however, mak-
ing the public pay through the nose, for not 
alone railway freight charges, but the or-
dinary railway fares for passenger traffic have 
been materially advanced, and the railway 
companies will no doubt get the lion's share 
out of the changes. The four railwaymcn's 
unions are still talking about amalgamation 
but at present there seems little prospect or 
this desirable result being attained. The grade 
distinctions are unfortunately responsible for 
this. The new Conciliation Boards set up arc 
far superior to the 1907 Boards, in so far as 
full trades union recognition is secured, and 
the men's official can meet the employers' 
representatives around the Concilliation table. 
Another Advance Towards Socialism 
As the old year went out the National Tele 
phone Co., a private monopoly, controlling 
the telephone system of Great Britain, ceased 
to be and the state took over the whole busi-
ness the first moment the new* year was ush-
ered in. This silent revolution from private 
to state ownership occurred without the slight 
est hitch and another advance towards social-
ism was made. The whole of the ordinary 
working employees, numebring a few score 
thousand, became Civil Servants, and no doubt 
" in a year or two the public will reap a benefit 
from state ownership while the employees will 
secure better wages and working conditions. 
The Idealists 
By Gertrude Barnum. 
. . 
At one end of. a ramshackle attic studio 
Millicent stood at an easel, pallette and 
brushes in hand, studying a huge, half-fin-
ished, alegorical canvas, entitled "WRECK-
AGE." At the other end of the room sat 
Patsy, on the floor, surrounded by scraps of 
water-color Cupids, linked hearts and turtle 
doves. 
"Oh, very well, if you are willing to pros-
titute your talents and desecrate art to do 
such tawdry work!" said Millicent, adding a 
bit, of. foam to a relentlessly stationary wave. 
"The rent's due Monday," replied Patsy, 
feverishly sketching arrows Cupids' bows, and 
touching up wreathes, scrolls and lovers' 
knots. "I don't know how we'll get the price, 
except on valentines. Now is the time, if 
we're to be ahead of the season." 
"You do as you please. For my part I'd 
rather starve than give up my ideals I" 
"Humph 1 One of my ideals is not to 
starve," 
"Most geniuses do starve." 
"That's where their screws are loose." 
"But they leave wonderful works o f art, 
like coals of fire, on the head of a cruel 
world." 
"Oh! Speaking of coals of fire reminds 
me." Patsy got up and threw a stick of wood 
on the fire, then set about getting supper. 
A week later it was Patsy who stood before 
the easel. She was surveying with satisfaction 
her latest masterpiece, "THE HEARTH-
SIDE," and singing in cheerful tones "I 
polished up the handle so carefullee, that now 
I am the ruler of the Queen's navee." when 
the door opened to admit Millicent, who flun 
herself upon the nearest cot and burst into a 
praoxism of sobs. 
In an instant Patsy was on her knees h 
side her friend, taking out hatpins, and can-
ing the dejected head and shoulders, >Va* 
'Wreckage' refused too?" she asked. 
"It's just because I wont compromise w«n 
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the vile public taste 1 It 's because I always 
insist upon aiming hijjh!" There surely was 
nothing high about Millicent's spirits, as she 
threw out these bitter phrases. 
"Listen, dear," Patsy produced a handker-
chief, which was sorely needed by the un-
appreciated genius at the moment. "Perhaps 
there's something else the matter with 'Wreck-
age.' You know we're always talking about 
the message of art . Perhaps the real trick is 
to put the message into a language the public 
can read. Maybe we aim too high. Perhaps, 
even, we may put our mark so high above the 
common herd that we can't quite see it our-
selves, and don't quite hit it either." 
"Hut I've spent my last cent on all that 
•Marine Blue'!" 
"Cheer up and listen, my young and gifted 
friend and fellow sufferer. Hearken to me 
ami do not drop dead with the shock. How, 
oh, how shall I break the news to you? I've 
sold ' T H E HEARTHSIDE'—not our happy 
home,—but the picture. Cross my heart and 
hope to die if I haveVt." 
Miliccnt opened moist eyes in wide astonish-
ment, as Patsy went on to explain the miracle. 
"You know that fellow we call 'The Black 
Prince,'—big shouldered stunner, junior part-
ner in the valentine firm? Well, it turns out 
that he is an art critic, and paints a little 
himself. When I took the valentines in, he 
kept me, to show me a sketch he'd just fin-, 
ishc<l,—study in oil—and we got talking,—and 
—and he asked to come and see my 'great 
works'—and—and he's just gone." Patsy 
stopped for breath and grew pink as she pro-
ceeded. "I liked him. And I liked the way 
he talked, straight for the bulls-eye. 
" ' H o w much will you take for this?* he 
asked, picking out 'Hearthsidc. '" 
" 'Whatever I can get / I said, 'Needing the 
money for supper.' 
" 'Fif ty dollars?' he suggested." 
"I nearly fainted, of course, but managed 
to say I'd take him up. 
"Then he made a few remarks about my 
taking him up,—said he wished I would take 
him up, and all that kind of thing, you 
know " 
Milicent rose, to study 'The Hearthsidc' 
with new respect, and Patsy added aver her 
shoulder. 
"Honestly, I'm not ashamed to paint what 
people like. I'd rather than not. I'd rather 
paint the really good things they like. They 
do like the best art, if the subject is one that 
appeals to them, a homely, warm, human sub-
ject. It would be a great deal more fun for 
me to be able to send people round a few 
cheerful sparks while I'm on this side of 
Jordan, than to scorch them all up with coals 
of fire, after I'm dead of starvation." 
She got a large piece of brown wrapping 
paper from behind the wardrobe, where she 
had been saving it, and, as she wrapped up 
her masterpiece, wound up with emphasis. 
"I want to be an idealist, of course, as long 
as I live. But I don't want to be the kind 
of idealist that sleeps on park benches." 
Named shoes are frequently made in 
Non-Union factories 
DO NOT BUY ANY SHOE 
no matter what its name, unless it bean a plain 
and readable impression of this UNION STAMP. 
All shoes without the UNION 
STAMP me always Non-Union 
Do not accept any excuse for absence of the UNION STAMP 
BOOT AND SHOE WORKERS' UNION 
2 4 G S u m m e r Street, Boston , Maw. 
JOHN F. TOBiN, Pn: CMAS. L. BAINE. S^'y.-Trmmt. 
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Q U A R T E R L Y S T A T E M E N T O P C L O A K 
O P E R A T O R S f M O > , L O C A L N o . 1 
E n d i n g D e c e m b e r S l a t , 1011 
R E C E I P T S 
D u e S t a m p s $14,779.35 
C o n s t i t u t i o n B o o k s 53.30 
I n i t i a t i o n P e e s i»i§S*98 
A s s e s s m e n t s 3.852.50 
G e n e r a l A s s e s s m e n t s 1,248.25 
F i n e s 54.50 
S e c u r i t y 15.00 
I n i t i a t i o n F e e s r e t u r n e d by J . B . . . 13.50 
N e w P o s t f o r s t a m p s , 1912 .58 
T o t a l I n c o m e $21,105.38 
B a l a n c e O c t . 18, 1911 21,138.83 
G r a n d T o t a l $42,244.81 
E X P E N S E S 
S a l a r i e s $728.00 
R e n t — O f f i c e a n d M e e t i n g R o o m s . . 384.42 
I . L . Q. \V. f o r D u e S t a m p s 3,200.00 
C o n s t i t u t i o n B o o k s 40.00 
S u p p l i e s 6.90 
G e n e r a l A s s e s s m e n t 1,000.00 
D o n a t i o n s t o M e m b e r s a n d 
O r g a n i z a t i o n s 170.50 
S t r i k e B e n e f i t 824.00 
S t a t i o n e r y a n d P r i n t i n g : 16.74 
A d v e r t i s e m e n t s 1 61.60 
J o i n t B o a r d p e r c a p i t a , . 4,926.45 
Office E x p e n s e s a n d M i s c e l l a n e o u s . . 57.24 
C a r f a r e s a n d E x p e n s e s 241.50 
P o s t a g e 4.07 
T e l e p h o n e Hi l l s 28.30 
E l e c t r i c B i l l s 10.25 
S e c u r i t y r e t u r n e d t o M e m b e r s . . . . . 40.00 
F i n e s r e t u r n e d t o M e m b e r s 3.00 
E x p e n s e s D e l e g a t e s S p e c i a l C o n -
v e n t i o n 16.00 
E x p e n s e s F i n a n c e C o m m i t t e e 36.50 
B a n k c h a r g e s i .1° 
T o w e l S u p p l y C o 1.50 
S a l a r i e s t o S e c t i o n S e c ' y s 40.00 
B a l a n c e . E l e c t r i c F a n s 14.25 
C o m m i t t e e s , S h o p M e e t i n g s , e t c . . . 10.70 
P r i m a r y a n d E l e c t i o n E x p e n s e s . . . . 91.45 
I n s u r a n c e . . 17.52 
D u e s t o o t h e r O r g a n i z a t i o n s 30.50 
P r i c e C o m m i t t e e s 131.00 
N a t u r a l i s a t i o n L e a g u e 25.00 
T o t a l E x p e n s e s $12,157.49 
T o t a l R e c e i p t s $42,244.81 
T o t a l E x p e n s e s : 12,157.49 
B a l a n c e . J a n . 2. 1912 .$30,087.32 
B A N K S 
S t a t e B a n k $ 4.091.81 
S. J a r m u l o w s k y 1.915.62 
G e r m a n S a v i n g s B a n k 3,000.00 
M. & L. J a r m u l o w s k y 3.196.05 
J e f f e r s o n B a n k 3.195.98 
M a n h a t t a n S a v i n g I n s t i t u t i o n 3,039.73 
U n i o n S q u a r e B a n k 2.824.50 
C i t i z e n S a v i n g B a n k 3,000.00 
P u b l i c B a n k 892,82 
B a l a n c e C h k . Ac'ct . a n d In h a n d . . . 4.930.81 
$30,087.32 
E x a m i n e d a n d p a s s e d b y F i n a n c e C o m m i t t e e : 
M O R B U S S T E L T Z E R 
S A M U E L S O F I N 
L O U I S K A R A S 
S A M U E L J . R I N G E R , C h a i r m a n 
H . W . S H O S T A K , A c c o u n t a n t 
P . B L I T Z E R , B o o k k e e p e r 
B . P R I E D , F i n a n c i a l S e c ' y 
M E M B E R S H I P A C C O U N T 
T o t a l M e m b e r s . O c t . 1 8 . ' 1 9 1 1 
N e w M e m b e r s . • 
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T o t a l 
E X P E N S E S 
f o r D u e S t a m p s . I. L.**G. W . D u e B o o k s 
S u p p l i e s 
C o m m i t t e e s 
S a l a r i e s 
J o i n t B o a r d f o r 177.539 s t a m p s @ 5c 
J o i n t B o a r d f o r h a l f i n i t i a t i o n f e e . . 
J o i n t B o a r d f o r s t r i k e benef i t 
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D o n a t i o n s t o M e m b e r s 
D o n a t i o n s t o o t h e r O r g a n i z a t i o n s . . 
D o n a t i o n s f o r C l e v e l a n d S t r i k e . . . " . . 
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A S S E T S 
C a s h , B a l a n c e O p e n & Closed AccL$19.022 os City Bonds HUffi 
L o a n J o i n t B o a r d 3.00000 
L o a n s a n d S u n d r y I t e m s Mg-Jg 
R e n t D e p o s i t J*••» 
D e p o s i t N e w Y o r k E d i s o n Co ' - • ' " 
T o t a l $51,978.87 
A u d i t e d a n d f o u n d c o r r e c t b y Rubin Born-
s t e i n , R u b i n S h e i n a n d P e t e r J . F r e y , r inam--
C
° M O R R I S D E I T C H . C h a i r m a n ; H. W . 9H0S-
T A C K , A c c o u n t a n t ; A. G U Y B R . Sec re t a ry . 
M e m b e r s a c c e p t e d d u r i n g t h i s q u a r t e r : 
106 a t $25.00; 5 a t »20.00: 32 a t $15.00: n 
a t $10.00; 74 a t $5.00; 15 a t $3.00: 13 a t »..o". 
5 a t $1.00; 24 r e j o i n e d on w i t h d r a w a l * and 
t r a n s f e r s ; 5 n o c h a r g e b y o r d e r of ttu 
E x e c u t i v e : 1 t r a n s f e r f rom P a r i s . 1- from 
L o c a l No . 1 : 1 f r o m L o c a l No . 4 1 , - from 
L o c a l No . 1 1 ; 1 f r o m L o c a No . 12. 1 ^ 
L o c a l N o . 14; 7 f r o m L o c a l No . 17. 4 fr J 
L o c a l N o . 20; 2 f r o m L o c a l No. 2 1 . M trow 
L o c a l N o . 2 3 : 20 f r o m L o c a l No . . 5 - i r 
L o t * ! N o . 29 ; 42 f r o m L o c a l No. 3 8 . 1 rum 
L o c a l N o . 44 : 1 f r o m L o c a l No . 56, 1 from 
L o c a l N o . 6 3 ; 1 f r o m L o c a l No. . - . - >r 
L o c a l N o . 7 4 ; 8 fromi L o c a l No.. . 9 - T o t a l , U * 
A G E O F M E M B E R S 
103 m e m b e r s u p to , 20 : 36 u p to » . « »£ 
t o 30; 67 u p t o 35 ; 41 u p t o 40 . s i i ' f . 
14 u p t o 5 0 : 11 u p t o 55 ; 11 u p to 60 i up i* 
S E X — M a l e . 284 ; F e m a l e . 129. 
T R A D E — T a i l o r s . 158; F i n i s h e r s , 191. A I 
t e r a t l o n T a f l o r a , 64. 








Pittsburgh, P«j, Ladies* Tailors—J. Rosenberg, 
Sec'y, 9354 Bedford Ave. 
Providence, R. I., Ladles' Tailors ft Dress-
makers. Mary Gorman, 37 Curtis S t 
Richmond, Va., Ladies* Garment Workers—D. 
Horowitz, 316 W. Cary St 
Montreal, Can., Raincoat Makers Union—-L. 
Cohen, Sec 'y . taoo City Hal! Ave. 
Cleveland, O., Bohemian Cloak ft Skirt Presscrs' 
Union—J. Kalal, Sec'y, 3553 E. 76th St. 
CTeveland, O., Hungarian Cloak & Skirt Makers* 
Union—John Zalla, Sec'y, 5 7 " Bridge Ave. 
JOINT BOARDS A DISTRICT COUNCILS. 
Joint Board of New York—M. Pearlstein, Secretary; ice. 79 East ioth St. 
Joint Board of Philadelphia—Max Amdur; Office, 
39 North 10th S t ,
 m 
Joint Board of Boston, Mass.—M. Kurland, Secre-
tary, 31 North Russell S t 
Joint Board of Cincinnati—Miss Emma Beta, Secre-
tary, 6so Riddle Road, Clifton Heights. _ , 
Joint Board of S t I-ouis—Jacob Glickman, Business 
Agent Fraternal Bid*., n t h ft Franklin Ave. 
Joint Board of Cleveland—S. Frankfurth, Secretary, 
1609 East 48th S t -
Joint Board of Baltimore—M. Hertsbach, Secretary; 
Office, 1110 East Baltimore S t 
Joint Board of Albany ft Troy—S. Bermon, Secre-
tsry, 59 Rensselaer S t , Albany, N. Y. 
Joint Board of Chicago—S. Hartman, Secretary; 
Office, n a s Blue Island Ave. . 
Joint Board of Montreal, Canada—J. Slobodaky, 
Sec'y, c/o Harrison, 9328 S t Dominique S t 
District Council of New York—S. Elstein. Sec'y; 
Headquarters, 32 Union Square. 
District Council of Philadelphia—Simon Davidson, 
Sec'y, 5*5 Mifflin S t 
District Council of Toronto—H. R. Barton, Sec'y, 
Labor Temple. 14 Church S t 
Secretaries of Local Unions a re re-
quested to note, that from Jan. 25 
. the price of constitution books have 
been raised 2 cents a copy. These 
will now be 10 cents a copy instead 
of 8 cents. 
aprnjn pn exytya rot tyrom nyiyn 
^ S * ^ t ^ e r ~ T ~ ^ i : £ * ~ * ~ T ^ 
njjfiDjna njn p» 
DDJHS f w m 
P-UT VI jBnoD BJNOIW 49"51 
TeL, 1728-1730 Franklin 
j y r n s 
Twa pnta 
B>&BII "tfyn infi » pw WM eyn 
T K lyt-w pa tyx*$ |#BHJ 3KS 
?.nsnpy;oMM tpntn jyoyj 
Wb'tya ^"H Dtp T O iy>sni ,DO 3*IK 
ptn DBim in** Dtjn DV5S .lyp^ix 
•o-nsp oWsVnpBav 100 
— PnB jyD"iW 8 I'D |WO TW 
Jjtt^ l'n"»D i^a jyoKD p« :>NS K 
•WII |jm ,sprun jyiw np"K pn 
.DTlBp 50 DDMPIVD 
P'P .DYIBP 10 *$; 5"vnjn D3«W 
UTWp 10 H DDMpnVD oyn UTO |W 
IIP DM*0nyD |1« $2.50 IV W1K DP'S? 
Blfil I N P3 ntH flK D118P 10 
D'J .0T18P 100 IVMf 50 ODMP1VD 
-JKP»5 pit DyiiB ,iyo*»3 i * " * 14 
.nytsynpyo 
IY nyna ny^ K oToy-n« 
JOHN A. DYCHE 
32 Union Square : : NEW YORK CITY 
MANUFACTURERS USING OUR UNION LABEL 
On WaisU 
H. Frank & Co., 33 West 17th Street, New York City. 
Sam Grossman & Co., 37 East 17th Street, New York City. 
Solomon & Steiner, 118 West 27th Street, New York City. 
On Cloaks and Suite 
Spies & Alper, 174 Springfield Avenue, Newark, New Jersey. 
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.pion ivomya « lyi ,pu ou 5yt iy 
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-5yn nayan^ K lyonyaivay in oaittoay PK 
y taonya ny ts ^ytas oy toayio .028 \n 
pn ay^v PK ,OD* I* tw jyin? iv iy 
DfcB D-iyaoyo yttonnyo n D>D o^pnoyna 
.iy?nyviVDUK tau nya in PK t»n ,mn iy 
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•jnyaiyoaiK j«a ironys 
•ayo^ oyi^  ^nyaoyo n n pw PK nt» 
.jyaa^na npw n « D*a o n , 
41 .1 
ny pa Jnyx n enim oy iyoyia Bar, 
DWI nypiKD^ r5« ,iyta»3nK yDntr^ :»; 
r^ K 4r**ra» inyo y^s PK DEtop
 1y», 
aaiWB-DMto n Diy» DWJaoyp ^yc 
" D ySKTbKTO « t^ K Din JBStpxp n pa 
PK jyw nya^ yvi^ K *in tie ly^ y^  ojn ;'« 
•"iwwiy^VTno i n PB iyay* oyi PN "D 
ny n PB oawta n OIK .p»oya5K p« ;;i; 
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 #D»pa'D5nt nyboyna iyn |ie Cy 
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•"3tjai^ j n « i M n iy:nn BV:«O "Vi pcvp 
B'o tWMjntnjnattt njn v i B»3I«JTJ D I P 
.tr 3^y33>nj . v ' , a n /WDH/IB DTtltm ,»o»p 
W W l W W H»*»* **t jpoj*3n j i pit WHi 
-yap K ix ipsjwisiysiK aa»sry; aiji:'c 
PB B3JJD 5 ,16" * MJ» 8 IJMK ijrww =-;:;r 
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ISrsttnm n Bsagm \t$ V » BIMH e=ny: I?T 
Djn lpyjixBMK tffjnKiijn BHIK 153^ .1 c*r 
.?iDjiKp epiicsn 
n iirajm Bipiya:nB m j n BTJBJI C;T ;<» 
•*A .TT B3iBpi 1 1 7Kp(j7 pZtyK PK 7":;=r:3 
iyo DKI DB?netjn iny? ?IK » « « Q c ' i n =-- ; rz 
n3n»»73B'D JT3HT |lM ]ytp7EMK 7*pij: C l^ >T 
7WP«7 11K y 7KPK7 J 7Kp«7 JJWMlS JP'TOT;! 
mnBis i s nB»n iy 011911 ysBnimsBMii IT & 
-pi'jiBio n &vii ,EP«B njn t»K 7*ptp Djn ip 
l y o m s B»IS jnjwy? « n»B p w ii« BB&nji 
,t?3<5ist}i3i03iK ysjnyianyfi nysin v t |j«Mr.s 
•3iTr3tjn yri^nnysiK
 f iw:un?iffsa y3»B»M;*r3j3 
.BEKtsasiifi y;iEiiT3y;y; pH ;;; 
iy-3m DtJTpiyBBMK 1MK EZtfO EHfS;*T I ;T 
PK ^6 ?»P»' iywms tjna»P5»BDMii >i ru ,=;••; 
ijnjni ByosoBfjra nosiip -i7=3rcKn ijnyii i>s 
inn Bijm aiKBjn ajrt PK .lyszyiyc:?? "pn 
-3?3JB'TT jmyilJT387By3 H 11B 7-«1C '" = : H = T 
CiypuD H m i Opnii? 25 ?KpK7 p i Bp«TBC 7*1 
xnppn»" tnw»"nw b2 TK??? |i« 
•Wn " W t w i uptswt cynn7w D P i ^ r 
OJH lff3«0 IS OIK D(P
 #piEB*73f > p n 3 BV13JB 
,DTJDOJW jnj»31K |9§*m 1?71B0B TRJffl Wllfl 
,B1S1BJ1 ljr3>BSP* DJTT ]jn"01?B is mi« ;IK 
T» t iiroipys pa 7JTB1& o n nruyiisy uw :*t 
-iw P K jront}33i»K pyisyec v ronp yenija *« 
n ,D"HK. ny»73B»Q ijnyi is 7tj:nirT c?" i;~ 
,IKB pistt^y njnns Wtfw ,yanK33"K (tis:?; 
t m a ijrmjoxrrnji e - p n myi i tjfo*wy- >*T 
t i n s ijr:iESpi nrr .T7?=i3 mn»»B03tjp n v w 
-IEC:^P « PK ljnjni tanjrrynyj 7(jt =:?- S "« 
67^11 yOlD 1JH B'D .B3JT0 2 5 lyECKp :KT JKfflB 
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. i n n ]»K npoyo grup is 7 K : ^ ' - ' Edn. 
"WW n»«it lyatj'srtijwKpri ri3?37KB n 
n n p o IIK PIK^P ,y ^pe? IIB Epirr-'» ; r 
*- ~~ • BW9'*B 
•pBiya py:KisnKBKiB . . 
-KT DKII o?tjp^ n is p n w ' 7 , •?' "»: 
(4 •WW mtftyayttt Hi. n j g g ,i: "" 
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.E1B373JT3 p»n-c ;y7 
, " J 1 ' .7"B .1"7 .13'K„ IPI PB ,-?3"S .13 
38 nyp&yi tajnaiBj p*v$ T / T 
Diyo'ip yiy"R imw B B I B I m'R TB 
-ya i385ii'*P ]»p jyo'ip « D'J ,(eny"3) 
| W 0 V'R |y5yi1 I'D P3 D»31B yD3BD 
ll'Sp PR D3»t3?»D»D Din IJfJjm PJD'11 
•13B5 
yiy"R iyaB»8 m'R D O I B I 5 ' ' i i iy i , 
- r e D'o iy5i38.i ix(Diy»3) o i y o ' W R 
-'DOyMD »3?jni ,B1»BB' iy"R PD OBD 
.iyD"3iB yp'tJiBDt? pa 
lyonyjo'is oyn I .TK TB lyeBfi I 'D , 
'ii BD»J |y3*y» Din P K I B J I P T D I J I H 
.BP'B'W i"«» ix Diyii i y 
, y i y R a'DDBmnsii iy3"?3iyo T D „ 
-"5 |1B 11883 W B * " '% 
118.D1J7P1811 BJVB1BJ DJ»H 
*.J8'31' .11 J .5 .X ,'Dy3'D3'D 
* * * 
DIX IPD^ JBPV 'DWD3'D pR DJOTB y33BO 
TO |M"t DB11 ,DD3yD1B3 D»H"5 «npiya 
IPBHP3 TD .n3«?lV»5p pR IJHB11PJ DUNC 
1*11X38 T'B D»nJW»5W '1 DSP' 01181 
i y i PR !B"D w ?ypynx»3 T O DBII ;yj 
.B"njvjy?j';:8 
-»BD'D B jy33BD1X38 WWIIXys TO,, 
DBII D"31B n IMM P'BDBP |VB"DS2 
DB'WiyS'R .13B5l1'!>P PR D3BDV3 Diyii 
linjni DB11 .DDI'IpD |1R DPUf^ P H [yjjj 
• : DBDTD jnjyJ^BD n "2 038091 
.'JBBDBP -nv W>2 jn„ 
.'3BBDBP PIB^P wnana n„ 
.'PJ1BB PK |BDD3'1.1 ,n»1W, 
.'3BBD8P "Ijntf'D .D .0,, 
OBBDBP l y D ' w v n JBDD13B5 H„ 
D?M"> «1 jyaBID 0*11 D''31R '1 |1« 
f*DpyD5lR11„ ,"DDB1P 5"DD„ ,"131R11 tf. 
DpyiRP, PR "t«WW, ,"DWJ'TB. 
."DOTlpD 
-3B?II'*P H iwyii yjBiD yx;sj n . 
"3 fjnyii jyawyjDMR Byn o»3is ijn 
. D I B D P PD 5'D31BP 1B3"J *8ie:yD lyi 
nya DBimB pR D38'3i' yfrptf yf>8 px 
-1'P3B318 D'D iyi'1'DBBD'D Dtfii [y:tji 
73018 PR 'DW'D3'D PR iyD"3-lB yo 
-yii B3BDyj BJBpys jy^yii itfs n ,iiyi 
PR 8DVD y35yi1 ,BPBD DJH D'O |jn 
.jnBBii WU»ftp5p H D?sn Dy BIBD? 
oyi 3y>?ix BTBRp'Ba axy t'K B$V, 
niji i BjyDnw oyn"5 n \n$vx\ ,P"IBO 
.tjn.TS ciyp 
n oriBH yasniR j"p BD'J T'R'D^ 
H pns^tn jy>Bt 'Byj'Dro PK D-I$SC 
.njn"5p TTUB^IVSP 
-y"R l l f l B3BD (DiyB'PIRDD) WK, 
81 jyj'IRH D811 yD"? H PD lyD'BSIS VI 
jnya in'R B58» D I IB I I IBT .DISOB' P.R 
PR Ri'iyii ,y"»B8n tys'ip naBJivJp w 
•ya DBjyDnBi Dyn«5 iinyn RDU DIBD» 
f ivuwnys ny3'5iny H'IR DSBO 
PD yBD'5 8 81 T'B ty3'3 TB. 
-8D ysJyii .onjniB'DpyDiJBD nmmpw 
fiO'BDWWtt ysJyii p» run"1?? vau no 
-" i i yajypnyjB I M R nyB"3nB-iU'"' 
f t fyjyp iyB"3iB j»Jwi D'D o w n 
PR pn iyj"t onBDpyB n .jysy^ann 
-jn8B iyB"3n« yBTt'J83i8 '» .D» n* 
.jy38n w in 
inn'D ix o n D'B B'3 jyi"B T O , 
PR BD'1^ 3 liVK 3'1R TJ .BDVCyJ 1J"-X 
IP3BD ix T ' B lyn^yn ya^y" , ' i u»?»n 
.jnyBBnyo p«5« in«R Djni ?BI .lyo'E^'E 
,Bpmya iy3MR v* iv M I , I B 5 I P T D Tin 
^"pa'BD'n nnayB'nys po BayaiPBi 8 P X 
iyB8n T D tiR »aupa T > B ' H t»R B^Bna'R in 
PR D81 ly^yil D18BD BayBIBa DPH"5 *1 t8 
,t'R Dxy T » BijnBD oy DRII .lyanya BSB 
is D5iy iyD"ns DIX imajni ix T » V^W'M 
yBTt'aBanB n DBII J»D'« ?BT «D5iy u n /iy 
•IjnjnBD iyD"3n8 
* * * 
B3"TB' .' .3 8?D83 JIB 1181RB .R n3"TB 
.IB .Dn8>"D DH"5 90 .PB> PD D11J 8 1318 
n»a H D8ii Dyn V I H i»i D38?py3 II8TRO 
,Dnyp»Dp185P PR D18^"D DH"5 nypiB' 
1)0*18 ijtoip DBII .DiyBB' jnyi38 no n I M R 
.D"5"i8,ai' ys'18 i n y n jya"t B^DBS 183 
ysyoipyaiys'iR »i ?y?nyxiyi , i " i ix BDIP 
-B"i5yn y i y n jysyn nvvm B'D aiys yx3B3 
|IB D8i !VD snyt 8*083 pR iy38 ,iyB"p 
DUB " t |ynya SBD ySya .DMIB B'3 "r 
33'B'B oyi jy3i»y3 " » i y i " R aaB? iyB838D 
^RP85 
'T in ty3Bn 90 ?RP8? no ijnyfcB'B h 
-"iy3 BTBDnpy >RPB? i m DBII D»X i n 
t»R iy i "5 ii3 ,ysB? i y n Biyoysiya i3yo 
jya^Rii T D 'ii iy3y?p 5ya ssnyDysiyo »i 
n .iBriBDMB B"x i y i iBD B3ypya T ^ P T I I 
Dyi38ia iy3uyn ty3BD T O D I I B I I M B H I X 
D8i t'R ,iy3'i?iy jy33ia3'iy3 ya>Bi8 vj m 
T» |yB5Bii DiysoyD yay3"8 H DBII iRDiyi 
-3»R ' i B8n Dsyaxy* jiava B»3BBIB?I B»3 
iy't"3Bai8 !8 Bp'cya BBnya ^ j ^ c o i y o 
-"iy3 o»n B"ii3ytyii38 pn JIB B^BRS W 
•3'BynB ' i PR y'3BDi8n n BinyoiyB i3yu 
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AVftw |yb5ipi ^n fyayayaya «i ;yv, ^: p£ 
pu 5*t «tw 5«a^"3iyD3'K yv3«i n :» 
.jy3»T iyBna njpit PK y35>yva>'K n MI C« 
•ya lynytDenya ^ nnyo iy:^n B«H *-
jyony33>nK no |^3v-n>no K TK ^xr.w 
tD^3 PK D"31K IKS V M D>I5 "ony^ao'c 
-"D yryu^jn ijn* y^o^ijB yip^r Q T 
.|ya:i; 
v*+i -wtiinwo 5H-)VWV\I "maw lyn 
nv5p pK ya«^ W D^^ W H MI fynytya o^ n 
ny o$n
 #p"*it3D PI»5P DJH VW BPVU -;sr 
-"K D B^ lyntDKiya ynayoinv n iysyi* ^T 
-a^ K njn pB jycayo XO'teiipioamyB yr; 
-anD»W3"K H BM> ,iKi PK fiwwrw 
jynDBiys ,TytJ"3i«OM3 y3«t pa D^F 
nyn3«Jiv?p nyn pa IIK^S o w m n 
H
 r*n T8 ,Diyp"D DVlpD PK pl«)p 
-y^ ata^ D n i y n B s n 5*r
 rTiWf3 B3^ET? 
-yn oyn IKB |yB^ D» iv BMIW ^ Pfi "n 
iyay3 PK /i^yo IBB BKTH3KP lyp'DKiw: 
.BK1H38P |yB"3KP^ 21Bjn CV' 
8 Tin war nytaiK pK ^n D:'cy: rP3 
,Tjny^3B'D y^BD'JK'vwB toft very; 
5(fna»p Bitfi aainosnys n TK ,iya»$r «T PK 
r>n .pyo o w n o»n P« #P^BBiinya c ; 
nxn iv 33U"D p i lysya BanK-iy: B*: BI?" 
j r w p wvsn 
jiapyi H « PK nsny^ao'o n « c^ 
B3"ir .aaw n^a iPM B*D jya^n y:^ yv 
n y35yn ,*iyna 8 V P paytjjrn B^ C raw 
-D^ M'V*D K PK r3KT3tfVMW itfWUP 
Tin n38^v5p VH mm PK 'B"P ona 
pK YlW*t
 #P"1DD paB^viyv;»;T 
-3"K y?8 iwjm D«« PK o^*mia ?,*~--. 
lyfipn^ BD^ n a n p« iy2ijn wpi iyB".-n 
aai3"D nn^ K T*K DJT PK .BTB83 W^8? 
,^»>T lyBjnpyo PB aaaStum "an jyan-
nfFHffi navonsj o n " ^ njn 30 
jic ,p:mp DlWDJte 48 owiya rota T O iya 
V^E pnin P^np PK ny^^« w>a yaftm 
-yjya lyoipya uoyn Diyovo n .potfn inyv 
.D"npnnp W PB &"* W BHS D*D 
pnr i»»n I'D nSim tnyfi1* H ps„ 
,inyr 1WM tuyp DTV^aiB -in*' Jytnys 
.nimnM iyp lyaoyo 8 IIB twyo 5 CMJII 
-•IB lyaoyo nytaw PK imp 8 $2.60 IKE 
•y;y3 I»P3«^ P nntf^  8 l»?ip 60 O'o onya 
".nyt V1H Dip PK ||fW H 18B PK -.tTB 
« IiK ynyoyna 8 B$n i*w n 5*m ,ou 
-O^ D 8 Ijro •yonB33"« W»DWD5WJH *iny6 
VB MI inyo pp.2P W P« inftw PK ny^j 
-oyo im T8 Dtp DD n^ tin iW*i inp i 4 
iv oraaynya D*J PK onyns pM PK nya 
nyaoyD oyn VIM WW Dtp .DtD'Byjya p*p 
p« iW3i5n*» M*H WO rpyoSyan p*i w 
.iipav ua iv ivoa^BB yj"t p f t w iv 
-oyo yte iy«i£ya \vm nun** m 
jyp PK p:8ip i\K iyj"« 8^B pit nu .oiyn 
|8T ,W6P"rD8Tpy")$DP*p 8 P/D83 D»J 
tnSa IMK titwyo 8*8 pnu TO jyony: 
nynoyo 8t8 TB DIH n PM .DD'eyayrrno 
,PK WH -WN » DWD 25 o$oeo$ 20 PK 
".oyDD'D y5y*v38rB *iy»iK',iy*Tp pn 
-SOT ^yoynpyo ixn.stfs Da>ne> D*P 
ya*5oy.yo*y> h i8B WW pn iyp nya 
•Trap* 
JIB Dytoo^ D n PK cnyt ^yry^ nyn MI 
.you 8 -iya$ ,y38B3"K yj83 8 2 ^ « P ^ 
2 5»8P$S i n PK |yo»w ins MI D*MI MT8 
-yu 33U«D nya^yt *iyi o'o jpB5yi»5*B p« 
jnyn:8 y?8 »11 ,oo'Byjya ps oyDD'b n iya 
ya5y*i ,D3^ >3v ^tDfe^^iyorM PK y^sp^^ 
n« -ty^y? DM triMmjif m n m D^T iy3tjn 
Do^ Byjya pa oyoo'D 8 :nyn T^ K 3313"D nyi 
.eyou 5y^ B MT8 TT PK ta^n |ip«; 8 p« 
8T8 5lJD3>^ K ni3 DIJH Dy HpOT W?OT 18 
T* onnyp \$m% >i ,Dnn'cy3i"K nyoo'D 
1» ]8^ B DXH w pnw D^ 3 ?jp p>p pw 
! DD^Byjyn y j "p hM b i n y3"?p 
p^8 nyaoyo "tyi ya^yii TWI ly^b^o 
•ovn BJ»M "iys?p |y»5»n ^ wm PM Sip 
tjn5w nyo>N ly^y^s Dnyaoyo yoDnnyo n 
inyo pn jyjy^B "t DIJT ,DVT >y>B MT8 
JU*MU*H -MI npw "iyn iyoM« 
-oyD8 18 |yay5BMiM oay^E ^ J V «i t8w 
H .inyiwa tD n^tjvya lyo^y? DIJI t>«
 fD:yo 
nni Wpi ,1: : iyo38iD v? ly^ y^ B D^yscyo 
? ty^mj* tD^ >yii ^ ^ ?8 wno | » w n T O 
DJTT yptsts iyjy>B cnyacyo yoonnyo n 
lyya n II«IM PK |y5n*pr m DsyocvDV 
•tynjw PK Jjn5w inyatr nvoavHs 
|MW H t^ K I8T ,P""1DD 8 jyciP D3y?BM 
-y?8 n8B ly^oya iv puiimwa mv: i«#"i 
on«pi , T ^ 3 iyov^8 istfiwya iv p« iyo 
.jyjyayn w: ^i tft \vo w ncrtfo 8 PK 
nys^ Dijn imp MM yovy^ H -I«EM 
D^y;ya-p-.D 8 tDin^ Ey33"K \fW Tyi31K 
DIV tanynjyya ^ t oijn oy^8 PK — fcyoo'D 
T^ K D^ayjyn-p'D iyn jyn
 fovnto .iy^i: 
•oyo yty'B ^n lyaiyi
 vprnpwa tnn'Byw*^ 
.iy?8Eiv Djni upw n t8 ,pwurtrj D y^2 
•yjBMi« : : 8 E : « PK iy3"T onyacyo yD:sc 
yr» *M iv;"t nytsyae' y^ yD>28 iy2« ,iy3;83 
V-ptt iP:"t lyo^Mi Dif« PK lycipyipmv 
PK (yaai^ nvx n PK jyoipyaw DWZV? 
•ycSyan nnys imyn pnenw ivzijn wuv 
utrizya jyr^n |tpjv nyi PB DIJ^E H , ro 
-a5*B lyn^n oiyaoyo n PK lycyi: «nyii 
PB oyoD^D n .tsmim inno lysippya i ^ 
-$$ nyniK PK Da»n3ya3*nK c?n DD'Ey:y= 
•t^vi$vran yv;s: 8 ^8P 
,8 ojyo 25 T'K n w nyr^K pK mn H B 
: DtffcfB Ml fl>«ntttt llhyii t3:yo 25 H .1^ 11 
y?8P^ PK KtrsKP nys Tfi WW 8 o:vo 10 
PK nj^B p'noo I'VE Dayol 0 ,Dyo:yBDpy 
"iiv yovyS1 n l*fi " :^E P'O I'VE o:yo 5 
njn Difn D'tittya P'D |y5ni(« T O CWI -in**» 
tD'By^ ya P»D .TKSIP 2,247 D-i$BK'y3 nj^e 
:Tfi ^ 1 8 -i8$«n opyr 5KP*5 nyT ta^nuv 
ipi in^^ H I « H ^"in .i^jj' pK TV3«II 10 
nypuni w y t m u wr*b njn 
- IP* PK ,iM»n ?yD"pa^3yD JHTK imrotfp 
tjMUfO ruyiMW ya'ftyo m 
-yaiv lyDOpitfae' DK i » * t3«n o*n 
fe&jtm* IK *iw* DJH IWKD iv unftpn 
intftayn M*W n tyiiy* Din iw«t D»n 
5*t 5w& i in t8 ,KD» onyaoito H no 
DTDKB ? rasfta n»33«5nn> imyii PBIJH 
in ptfyii T D »S«ni no ,?ya8r ID 8 tV3«n 
b*n HKR? n DIJII opys njn ,DjyDimy 
•D^D n PK ,oyoo^D tfywgj'B' roww « 
« n B &o 3*1 "3 DirpBy33"K u w& aya 
W"5p PB DPDD^D y&58 n urn ,pmv nnij' 
ifliw iw '^n DD*Nwa-C£») w«>p PK Din 
-CPD y?y*v3K3*B y"3 g PK znwmm pn 
•(iJya) root B* DIH JDWJ no w w 
Dip .on.TBy33"K im*nw i»»n DD'syaya 
->y pn yDDi*D3'n «i no yj"K $i?8 PK 
DpngoMtt ii/3^n D$II lyjjiTDgs yaDya 
4PW iyi PD \yiv$ oyi 
ny osipa!* ijn HD yagniK w n w H 
n D$H opy& ojn typjimyo iv PK tfip> 
-5y iyj»n j$W i*i P* nyoo'u jrwyo"? 
- a w n n PK D"5-jifw yjjnn»ony jnyo 
•fyo'aya DB« MT« D»3 pnyii O W E * yoo 
i p t w i n D*II ,oin PK yagnw y o m H 
n » « aivys p« Diyp»Dpi$5p *1 PD DD"3 
IS iva irnp nijfi yavy* n pn i«'V8P38a 
oin .nynytsanya « ,nyiyoy3 B i n t v n i 
yiy?3iK yafrn"#fya8nwt»nn »m B/3"t 
n MI nw iw .twoem) D3»* ptfjm lyry* 
"vpnvn D3B&HB B W J , PD iv^ypmn 
K iv^y: iy D3$?yaiv D83#D fyovitf D«n 
T w u r u ijn W K unntfpny ya^D»i 
iv i n T D |y5yii ,2 5KP8* PD Dyt3D»o iy? 
•5yv3"« inyo 5yo'3» O>D ijrayn ovy> DJH 
•lyta^n 
fny5i:8^ 43 W {jo$mt w n a 8 PK 
Tm;ttw u * n r 2 5»P*J [)& lytsnpyo iyn 
: yi3y35»o Din v »3»t JWna njrf iy3 
nw lyoynpyo D5« 3annw>ny pm pe, 
r * DV.tv J » K T* nyi in** V?D yovy? H 
t * w K PK iyiiTDiV3"M i»T yp'Dptne « 
.oo^yjya myo ovii 
•onpy nyt3W pfi imp »ns yoeny n« 
Dipi tyJD'o wnwi inayor T D |y3*n r3yo 
PK nyaoyo or i ivo5»n^vj"« DIK ,I«?HD W 
yjyiv^nvD t33ny3 lyiip I^D . \ W 
-ri3)ty3 PK Diuywi* Jimyjj ,o:^-.y- -v-
-y5fl yiruK y338D PK m ,p« ^ ^ v r 
amynyj lyo^K D$VP«$ n WMIV O«R , -« 
n VIK y3"K omnya PK moo^s DI*D « 
-fin jyoy^K »n tapi o»v n ru ,nr.:8 
m on*i3^ KTK IKD iyoya t'K'D r« ,D;in 
pn iv Dtjo^j^ lyostiv pn iv B»e5jn»^s 
•y3DKDi? biffi 3JWj"KiyD s PK
 fnjnji;jr2 
-Iin;:2 
"H*» PD Diy380 bWPD PK Pl^p H 
DI»11 5»pi#> JMK t3j»n yt5>« twun s ^ ^ 
H .|wrww»K DjyoyJK o^UKmys w 
,D3*w nrianya PK WHO ^^: iw^t c$r 
H^DiyOKP PK OiyB"3>fi Pl»5p H |V:»; 
ttraifn — *jm ijn ^a — Diy j^^ a 
H 1KB D»3l8yj PH1V in#^ l l js » D'2 
nuB Dpjnn w»n m DIJDK'JV »DiijD'nya^  
.DTjniropyBu»c n 
n ivajni Diyiyi ovy^ t>3 iy3$n vo \vv, 
KTK PK fp» Diyp^Dpiij^ p Ty^aJriB^a 
>>«fl iKBijn D'j DI^ T t'K ,WD lyonyoD i^yi 
nfp^ye iv M"i3ijn pw w#n 5KP»? ijn 
njn njni*
 #D3yDS7ny3yD nmK p« D n^jye 
-K?>B pB D3KDy3 0$n >KP»5 lyi >">1 *:!<2 
o*3 ,p*3 .lyp^opi^p 18B pjrp s 8'D>jn 
pa 5nwa 8 DMK in T D jypm nusiyi 
•ynBiv wo tW'nr TD j)»nanynBnt 
"»»o pif$p ny^ B?yi«5^ B nyi tvasni D«IUTI 
-3i* PK jyonya T D ?"ii papn ipm WP 
-tny :iy3Kt »nv vJayrDBnn eameya 
PK t^ K K^BjjHK f^i DI*T DP8D Cyi
 rc;yD 
1KB DI$DIC yoyii* i« iron pt&uyj pn»:s« 
nyn PK uumura-wu^ n .D:^;V-^- .2 
*i T»K SyvyBD PK ,i8nc nnyr T'K D-«or 
nifB y^a^n H iyB"iiv vow D»P3*W 
jyayp T D jyn PK .Dirt":!? JW»TK W P W 
Diyp»Dpii*5p you 8 IJOJpi DIIJD^ srs pn 
-yiBiy 18 18B D8n I 'D jyay^yi pn i » w 
j3U"c?iy yuyn 
I in«1 TD D11811 y38H1K yD"VV H 
?'K ,8 ,B5JH8^B iwyii D»njjnynEiv DUS 
-SyiK '^B D«pi iyo"ii I^D ?»m ,i«s"jn CJT 
pB .nyn»TB Trap J» 'J»K D^D lyiiy: PK S'2 
nin t'K — D3»n m PHIV T W i re s DTP 
jynyj nyo^ K PK'D J twrorown V"*D£V,K 
138D^1V DTt 3>T3yDOyD
 #p'DP8"a "^'- 's 
«1 DI*II iyan nnK inyaijn iv ,m*:v » i« 
T3iK i8B Diyn \tn Moat* pww r i t i * * ^ 
nypujii aayontp &wb njn 28 
-ny: DO 5«P l"P W tfttillHi W -"DPI$5»P IKW vanip jyta^ B I'BMK DJyDP 
-MF w '« inyo 5IMB Dayonsa K IKB iye emmin pw ina iw»n
 fryo«nv jyoip o-.yp 
-jT3 »n ,i»n tva*a oy *iya*j .VD»aiR ivp ^W *U'B D'D ,^DK MI iya385p yijn:» -i$a 
PK .*KBU ^ B pa ynaytaim H„ ,DDIKM -an; ya^os H jynyn iv pw *D>; .pmv 
n iya"» wxKtowitf i« pn IJ&JI nyn tjw HUMNM n pram iv ngn pw *DO ,ooy5 
rrasM iw© pnipiya vnvvww fiwp n PR ypmoMR ya*anD3"5 n ,oyvy3'p 
• W W R praw$ nyi IKE - "DPI#P ijn pram 1*1 yK»D*B» y'Dwo 
1*: ^D« iya»r rynaiDtrDD a^nR H .pwnw pnm oya^ K pa iin$ nj'jv nyp 
|yjy$E vsy* yaaso .on^iayi lyiiya DO "W WW D^ruyantrnys n ,D3yDD3'jyiiD8 
.nno iyn PH pQlht i » " m « iy338ea$ ran pw PR ,NW DU IKH W DTDDT 
prari qga aSwi DTDWIK lyaySa yaass -D$n H proam »a ,H .jyD s^nya PR I K W 
-n«ya n» o*n nysyip I*B R PK .opy? pa - I*DW«3* IWWI tya"x ynyoya linn lyaau 
lyjyJe n«Bijn nya* ,opyr pa D38 pa D"h WW DOp»*M v r w i n jyojni "a H ,fya 
nauw y3*«n « ptfaKiaBsiK iyvR n pw "»v 5you8 jya"? proton D'jyoam n ,pn 
nw pnfe |y:u8w$ PR ^ ^ ny*n pa V* * V* tfam» aa« » m m w unrm 
,D3"K DtfOMv ASww wa a^ B.n jyD"3 prwi n — ,B*P I'ana wiran pK o*a pK 
-ya PM naKDisnv iyn »mya t'K D^T .pwrnwra* jyo^yt inyt D:^ n 
»T*a DO jyiwa t^ 'o jyn ,iyo"v ya^jnyn w«n omynya n^^ cya iynj« 1* i»a ^ 
,M^ a imviiira v* nya^ nnp .py^ D o*a p» ' t'K ,D3«Tya >n
 f?n'BW ^jn p« fiyo»an« n 
y^oKQV 18 jn» in*B — pmya T'K pn ^WM Ml ivoya ^D « ,nyoya w n 
-putfp Ty^ DSynK^ B jyay^ D D"owi* l"^ •t P« .iX'fiV^ H P« Dip tDJn'B iyo 
in»K tDD»n PK .iytD"3-m 013 onyp»b "IBDC 8 »pft*£) y^iyp-iBD *^ 8 onyn iys 
;yo"3i8 ,D3»D PVOWW ^ ? Dl?" ^ B D,|V Dyj"K I1D VDynyoo^  PK naui» lyiyp 
wro t'K oy t*« nyaij ,D"V y^yjyn H ^ i n , « r » m ,t33jyn3 D^T D«)I P« .!yo"iiv 
D"3iK fln onybB'iyo — ?&"Y y?y;yn p*P P« ix'-,,« twti* iwnya nyD»3n8 t8 ^ip 
D:y^ D »ra njn J^ K !O«DWI» I»P D^ jye »nin ,iyo*nv ?y5"U8n "t fyonyj
 rj»?m* 
n PK "WW *i r^ a ,aj8? »tt* jyo^aiK iyo v u M*5»Bi«wMDya yny^r lyjjs^ys oy um 
« |ya8t03yw S|»i jyay^ D jy i^K n PK D^ A -ivma mv pw enri'D D^I PK .lyoyiyo 
,pint3D pK jnyaDMis IIK "lyjyn. DM? fln ivai^ n D"3"i8 njn pa lypns 
iyo o^ anK Da«n .enynaK T^K Wwn pr?M1 !W» .onyoysnyD &y^ s ,|yo«x ya^»cK 
rraiciv 8 B*D ,6 »»a 8 pa i\vmw V?vm omi ny^^p ,ny:"P Sia .lynycv !y2y;:« D»S 
1 V2 iyon iyo D^aiK nav »tttfy? nso p« PI*5P IJH t8 ,iy:yp"5 ou w»n ^"K 
arena 5867 K jjni pK. ^ »*a nyoani PK b3y\mys tpaftmsta PK ny38n m^po 
.n^nac ya>3"K 6 pg jyo tD"3nK ,DD^y3 ny Ml ,"inyo "^n I'DMK I85ip "i«s 8 D3^ n 
Ds^ .mya»K t^ K ta^v-ota^aiK ytD y^oB'yjj^ K *iyn"K ,pmv nn^ » n^e 8 o^ c oaymys tD^ n 
ivc PK py^ D ooip oy jyn ,^ KT yoma 8 yv^sa n .jyn»nya Din'auai^yi nn HT«* n 
"OTIK ta^ a oya»p »a Djm nya»p TK ,D"N •**» yiyoyna n .prvftun panrrvr , |C "1,nD 
.nynna anayoip o«aiK H iyfi83 PI*5P oyi \u DO jya^n o^anu lyi va jyr 
-K>»a >n pKDvm DKnyn D»v-py5o PK DP ^"noayaya PK ma'«Drmwa DO i«"m 
m cyDD^D nynas 18 nija *\v*w iy»a>jn inyo Jy a^ B'aJjnK^a pK iff DVM fya^ t 
!y:ijn iyo»a-»K n .jynnif* ya^ ytaK pK jjniya pw«t oy MI ,iyp«epw5p PK ^VBVV 
wxwtymw n l|MM PK lyartro-fiKe' .pmv imn** twa 
"is nyoD'p ptfw "lytaaiK DD o^^ ya onjm IKD j jn^w nyca"? oy PK DBMmya%K 
"j*t y^ K IK »iw ,»nyii D5«nonya ?ift b^a unyoya 8 jyanp w ?*ov WWHfSP ixn 
"'•a, y3"5a y mvn T^ayo ta»n MI jy? ^nyaeyo ynn'K PB D^SIK njn TD fna 
•1W may ^ i t ^ n pn^1 w I'K iyp»DPi*5p H D3M 
V I PK D»ai8 PDBD jnjnauya n jan»paBH 
*na pw jyaijn T D «n ,|ya»t i^t P I ^ P
 rK'B?jn8^D iv Davma MTB VU PW M 
' 
P P DIPPED DT1PD P8 ptfp 1 ) T S » 5 
pM yooyTJ n pa ya»K — 2 fyptf f i t B"pa»nyno i n nyam p»*oiyr« J*J 
,(9fi*yy"jiptt3«K?tin p* e^p*? JTEDJD 
IVOB^J; W B » JIB 
,?yanu« iv orvK m nya*aim D*I ,P" IBD « 
aySw eyp n 5*D 8 jyny^iyD lyeoyo >»ni 
^D M ay?*iv MI nya*ayn m mnarn ^D 8 
,w« IKI i*a iya*n lyrayo nyraiM ...nnv 
fUumriia11!) * *» *i bwwa tw Jwi MTM 
iyo *nm P«IDD 8 Diy^nyo tyo ?yii Dtp 
DyD*3 H H3 ,I»5mD*1K WW H OBny 
-"m« n nyrK nopj |«p pRsritra ta>j pftft 
.ya8* w pnyaiyiyB pM nyo 
1*a i w n iDftffl jytwyo iv nri nya W 
D*II Dtp lynyosnyB iv jyopMinri D*J 
1 iya*t «t irchfi WM 
-"3TWM*K H lynoMiya pn |ib*ri TP 
-8^c H D*D "iiv in»r 8 ironun iv ?Ma*e> 
Djni ta^v n prn PM ,Dnyp"Dpi*?p nhfiSjn 
Vt ftu*B>»jnyDa<M H 5*r tin ;inyapyiiM 
PM n»« .fyany? PM lypyii i»nw W M I 
proipya PM pmv *U'B I?IM> 1$ ens .pmyj 
ypBD PM U pM WW "y"3 8„ n»B B"V H 
in* tyopsiiya p*j PM 2 ?KP*? nyn TM 
•a* *p$vb*J PM o^panyus? in* PM ai*? 
,o5>nyBya D'a 5*oj"p iy'a*n nnv .tninya 
Dim 5KP*J i n is jynyrya e*n iyo nya« 
.pn ix ?unya oy *il JVOPMHOMM tn*B 
pm ,pmv nn*» "vr * Dna iw* i *^a" 
D5yDe>yapyii8 y?"ii 8 jpw 71 iya*n w 
on»o tnya^B pR yto9 PB nyan*p J'BMM 
nyp"opi*5p nyn ivaxni I*new w g p« 
H iyjjni ,wa^ DiyoriB n jyayn
 f|*«v 
•yi iw»? " 0 onytDBP PM oiyp^o mnpb 
jyo D*n ,(DJ*^V jnjninya PK jyny: D?*O 
-JWIM D y^oD^D , vn "Jny?8 jinyn osypyj 
pw ?>M onynya D*n'D D*H D*T TB
 fyonyjya 
-B*n inyo pya'Snync ,Tynn«yuM iynya 
nya* ,pnn*» »»D nyn^ na MI ,ny5*BDaaw 
ty»aiwiya D*n la^lB M D*M D*T D>J o«n 
j j iyr i iv 
•*>*» oanya osyovy? iya*n n*o jyii 
•yapyii* *M 5*C« unyni jyawn ?IM *^eJjn 
>M3*B»'3nyoa^ M 8 pM DJ*':V yr^-y 
liram ya:so .pyp^y «a TTU«P MI ir:«j 
"P811 PM jyaMvny oa"5» ijnyn jynMaya aj'-a 
P* f»5yo yDU D'O PK P18DB> tiMK [PC 
nyn PK 0"pa^njnB pM maa [«i* ;v;;r; 
Ml |M'»i D3*UP y?8P*J ny-r;8 v ;^^ *: 
•ya nyiiB' pnyii " i
 tisnrp injnaK ya;w: 
nt |ya*n jyay? jyv:«a TJPM PK PK \r^z 
y?"ii y^s , ^ r anacapM ^^lys-p 
""5 ,iyaai?aMitDB' y"3 tro TT »M [yayayay: 
p« yayj^ K Tin ^U'D "^y^« DMK tn 
W "* tanyt jyo ?yn PK jy'niyo y-mns 
ta*„ : pro BJKIB K ?yo no IWMM ,-I -SS: 
8 IIK ,wo 5y'B Mt8 nyn *IMM oaySyapyiiu 
Tt PM jyay^ I*J iyp D*I a:8^  MI -y-;w 
n — lyna'p H 18 ,oiyn "unj "pnyovs 
^*n r« D*T ,xnyiJ8 jyBSyn lyrtjt ,&KW 
.oiyivw pw 
PI^P KvSn^B n"J r2 ?MP*5 nyraw 
IMM p*n ya5»yn ,npa^ oiyp^o innpo n« 
-a^*Biy H pB r^ K ,DnyoynB H yo'D I>TK pn 
.?Ka*B>"nyDrK njn PK D?KP^? yooa"i 
DIV T^ K jy^^v yty>n PB -iyn"ic ijn 
-DI?*P D V iin*nya o:8pya r*o lyocny 
M'BJ'jn^^B pM yp80 tnyp^Dpujr1? cyr,: 
-J^M n pm ,1904 PK jynya r^K D*I .KS« 
nin ^*a ep'rya O«VK DPI Siw^'^nw 
lyfi^ yn iv DiK.,y:y^iy-n-n pa oniitwf 
PM ya^yn ,w,av myp"opi*Jp n :??•»-" 
tyn*iiya p#8Biv tsyaa PK D38iiwy::s ;»" 
- * IDD «a p«iDo Dy;in*^yB » zr-s. 
-JPI yDojna H PB ya^K pv^&v n« "•","2 
nan .tywtw PK oyoi's I*DD t:;yru^»2 
yi"3 PB 183DD*P TRW \WW l»M P1'1--
-yaiya^ayn o*n Dp MKff *l w ''PDM| 
VI IWH| onyaoyn n PK jyoJunoMK oayp 
•aiM |ya*n pmv HHf1 I*B 8 onD Jjn382iv 
oar»y?ya o*nya o»a i*a •OD»»a,w i">r 
pr«$qn w nyayp pn *nm lira r» ran 
-iyp-n$ii fiayonga CT^ ijn 26 
•m "B18B ye»BD^8'X8D H T« ,33)3yny3 
n iyi* D3*'3V "1 |W B"318 n WHB B'3 
ipC"0D^8'V«fD i y i PO B»3*»J n — D3*'3V 
-j*'K ns V2"K PB BMW'BJtflB '1 ."DISS 
tf'OB38P» — WMW n |W B»B'5lfB J"t 
jnn'» n3 o'J otjn ajttJmjn-wwrnB n 
-yMED IH'K 1'W 113 ,|VDU1VD3'N yty'XyBD 
-y;-8 V B PK ,inyaD«$DD8 m'K ,BD"3 |yS 
-y- |1B P'BP8B H |yX38B1X3B3 |y"1B IX 
.^lyav? ' '8 — w i « 
-8i ojyvtyis iyt3iK B3"VM DKUpi T O 
ipwi opvnyaaB t'K DBN ,*iyi3 ovn rw&sn 
iV3)l'll |'K ,"DD-)jnn8B„ I'K 18" V3,18S iyi 
p« Hi>& 8 jjnyniR no Diyaoyo W3"K 
"183 o w n ->y 0V811 tyi'BDyBBiB B3«p»w 
o-iny^piy 3iya3yr8i i n n s .Deyi83'D n w 
-'-ye« iyi pa ftnbpiiyiB >i t n w n iy t8 
•;y"i D8ii -ayi ayftx '38BDBP BDBIB IBP 
TOW cms "DBiyinBD„ pa lyaoyc 8 »n 
-anvw ' i |yT"38"it38B ix iiys iy PK , IBC" I 
DBK Bpm yaftm ,;JID"X p't IIB Diyt"B 
•ytjs iyoTD8P'83 ijn pa DB3yot"Biyui8 
|1K DQ1PD'3 8V3V .'38B08P 8Py38B tBP'1 
.jyBpnsnB yoTB^P^a yun38 
PK 5BBBP8B Bnyt 5>ya"ux |.IB PK DV 
.B .D iyi pa lynyoe'iBB n D3yB"i op't-yj 
-83P80 H ys^yn .o 'Tuyjy^ n lyxwxo'iK 
|y3y3ynx38 in .jyaysya "t B«n o»p BIBO 
pa unjMy'5 yanya'K H PK I'DtyeeBa B'B 
*?yn ,J3uyiiya J B W T ' I B l y w i y o s iyi 
yyi'K iyi B'O ijr38B«nyB3"K B'3 |ya"? ya 
iy i ps j;i5"'nB38 18 .i> IIB .a .8 H jysso iy 
B"PD8tn081 '1 I'8 iy38 IJT&B"1W VD .B .D 
pK iyD^e»ix:« T ' I83IB I B W r n o 8 IBB 
1 B ' 3 V I " I B nyj8P'iyB8 H »I«W 138' jyryi 
•3yo yi3'?a ]yj"t "t t8 i y n c pK BITOT'? 
,B38t l"^8 331B"X IK'il'-T'ntD 8 3'1K .[yc> 
ly^B' yB't ovum ,13'^a iy:"t OITOT'5 n t8 jy^ Eft Diyaayo ysgs:"* n IB jyonKiiip -,<a 
? iyj^8a "t 
>T pa 5n8X yooy-13 n TK noK fx Dy 
pa D f n r t y^8 ayoa p« oiyivya yrnynu 
jy3"t 11883 B3'8»n "ijn pa D^8P8^ ' I 
BD"n D8i .iyBD'^ 8'X8D yjyasiats'ysD'iK 
8 !'K 11883 B3'8Cn '1 t8 B'3 iy38 183 
.B .D iyi pa 58P81? 
•'31' H pa DiyaoyD n B"BD'^8'X8D *II 
, iy iy BnyDtnyB i8 i ,i"f B'3 iy^8» D:B 
iyB"3i8 iyi D'D B38py3 »wjo t'K iya?yn 
•:IK D81 ,tV3310,,,,2e H ^ H jynyT I'D 
*'.Q 8 B38D 3iy33"11 .n 13"1B iyB?8 lyt 
TJfJ ojm PK ,BD'K ijn ^83 BDyii iyi pa 
•08i TO .oiyBC yanyenyB PK tyiit-B 
•ya is |y33^08nya y3"i iyty? yiytJiK jyn 
•BOB 
iyt3iK ps lyayipyo iy i , p r o .a .iv: 
•<•! J31K Ba"!!? ,8PD'X381E [80 I'K ^8P8^ 
"PIBJ'P 5n»x yca'n 8 B I * I BOV " J IS ,3I*B 
aii8 jynys D8n DTI0"B Dyi"^ PK oiyp"o 
•18 jyasB yiyi38 "a tf'E8 \v:v? PK 3'iy? 
J3WBBWB3 t"P jy3'cy3 B'3 ypm B"a 
I S l y i y n T O jy3"t iyoi3 jy tn PK 
"8>WD'W lyjjmnxyj rs^B t'K 5y338D a»»5 
""« |ya8n T O yaSjm ,?y5p'.oiK y3'3"K jyt 
•
,n»i'wojy ivoya T O .ojjjtyjix nyty5> ynyr 
••.•a't8B »t ]]fiyn iyoi3 jyBDpy3 PK aw 
ty3"B»iy 
*381B |8D I'K »8 ,iyO B3"D BD'K iyi I'K 
.jyaia cy^8 pa nya"ai8 n fWipi KPD'X 
•'y .neK i"t ix pa B"ii J*:83 T'K DKI iyajf 
iypi8Bt? 8 pa oxy ts-uri ojn"5 T ' I B iyi 
03yayn D8" "jn PK ,iyP3yo pa DIJDIWK 
•80 iya'3 T » Byn iyB"3i8 pn« B r n p ix 
.iSDys iy i "K lyaiy jya 
26 •tfptUTi wjanw wrp*9 njn 
PK ly-iyoptsts'n* iv nyenyn pnyoyna 8 YD 
uvnin* pjnjnya aaiDoya ran iyonyaa"K 
-ya iya»? yafcni ,8pnyo8 PK nyasna'K n 
jyuya PK oy PK ,D*MB> PK D5'VIDIV jyu 
Tp«a ytaa*3"»nyB naypio ya^oy Y B Da»? 
yvjw H fytaa'anya PK jyayuya iv nyyB 
n pK ,ayu PK iya'1^3 cm ^IDIO oyn - r ^ 
-'nya inyo iyi$nya 330 pa iy:«T Dy&r 
? D ' — , " 
- >- -- <* 
PB oym^iinD *i B*D pu oyn Difii PK 
-BB iroipyrpy yaaso ptfyii — ? D 5 8 P # n 
H TK ,PK nyata3y nywiK .jyayiB lyosno 
Dvy> pa fya*n ya^yii D^KPS? H PB VVIW 
-MI-"D jy^yii ,iM)8cya B'a oni^tynD pn> 
youia H nayinyu ; jyasn. ta'a ?$Da»p «D 
-itfTjnB yoMia tavy iy^n ya^yn ,D?8P*# 
•*M .iy3$n IMK eaaipiv MT\ pK iv^yn ,on 
jya'taaui 8 iv DDIP oy jyu ,iyoy58 w on 
->ya H o>8Pttf yoMia H ftf jyau ,P""IDD 
8 D38DW taijn P»-IBD i$nj8*iv5p njn .nyn 
-$n «i fDynwryiD yiy*u pH w? ynybyna 
jnyu pB jyayayapym Jyjij^vn^B^B iy3 
mt$ myaitfp H MI /inyo nayo'nys oyosp 
nya H naynnyii ,Jy,B85'"3 DIV MT8 .D?8P 
-y3pyii8 mw\ piip ra pa D*8P$*- yeana 
#oynw»yiD ynyu pa oa^yn m nnytD tysya 
PK ta$n pK nip 8 jyr^iya 17 58P*5 o$n 
onyoynnyB pinoo nyn385iv5p pa nn>T» 
T8 ,5$»8 ijnyMi taa»v^Dip .vupuno YVK 
-$? w i i p ra yoMia n PB Bymenyno H 
lyuruyBit yiDDjna n o m m oy IKH ,D5KP 
jy^yii ,8tD s^yp nys r% jynyDjnaiyB ]vm 
Dyn nya^yu ,J85B o n PB lyYO'Dipa jriK-ia 
-iv»3 *KP»# prim /lyaow tiny* jyaaMiv 
n PB w»i n y lyi^ BBMva* PK iy"iy"oc 
.nj«^B-p"iDD 8 Vfi yaxno"3 ya^Dayayii 
yoDa^ DSMi n >JB"11V yarn? PK oyryn 
nyraiK pK D ^ 8 P ^ ynyraiK ya^n D*D yasiB 
"38 y?8 H .IM'DDyWlO I1? jyB18T yojnB 
TT lya'OBycya w ya^yn D^D jyaKis mm 
-81B H MI o^pa'Dyii 'tmviv'pp ?1B T^ K ovy^ 
PK-iyoBjnp ynytaiK jjnnoayv3^p iv MI ,ya 
njn .nya^ nys-DBBOBP PK nyp^Bfoc jjnyn 
-DMI» T 5 » " T Dip o^n p»noo iruKSn'Jp 
.03"vya 
PB ntft3P8nsn "»xn T^ K ,TJIK DJ^T iw MI 
-*: jnytaiR -»^ B t^3 inyt "DDIJB y»a» ijn 
lyn^ a I^D ,5yn .08JI*D »an*D PB ?yv^ 
nya* 3MK .nyoDyiya 8 t^ K n*v pn t8 ,iv 
nnyo pu iv lyasmmyB DTPK oyn taftjni 
ivp^onp D'an^o D ' n n ya*u PK antt*n»B 
#tnjn»»> » U I H « I D TyaKpnyoK n ^ya,K 
•yaaiK ra8a PK ny ta^ pa^ DynD oyoyn D^D 
•liny^TBiv ooayn pu panyn i^o pmm ,B38P 
TK ,IW"V trav JUTBWTi pB iya<3 -
-vy^ y^ay pa w^ayiiavp iyat?t:D^2 ijn na 
P"1DD iyna8?ir>P nyn pni .IKIVDPV ;yo 
-"aiyoj^K h Dipi wjn^nya (yayaya&MK ;•!< 
n8?«n nay?MD 100 nya>ns iyo58my -N;S:-
n^b nin jyn .sD'Byp nys ya^ Dayo-21 • » p.* 
"Jt* 0?W 8D^yp nyB ya^ oayo 8 is pc itrr 
nyn »>*« ,i*rayiu*p D^2 nn«iw i w x 
tsayn^a ta^v nya^yt nyn i82 pniya DB;IP:»II 
pK yoio 8T8 D^D pK
 rni^fi naypiD 35<« ;^ 2 
nyj^p D?yB"iiv D^BIJ Smyajrim ns nam n 
•w5p "iiv jyaMiya tsaypya iy2«^ n T S IS B ;^ 
. D P ' ^ D S njrjy? 
-$r«*WIM*K h jyn T8 ,1W tvys-rv 
-5yn n«Sip naytMD 80 oyopa*
 r w;r ?»; 
D>«pi ,P""ICDD I'BMK onayfioya Dtjn *r y: 
DayooyD8 [8 PK ,l85ri naytMo 3C0 ems 
-oyo naytMD 70 n »IMK ^ r , 8 oayo lu ps 
n lirti^ tDEiKnya D'a vo W D ^ I ^ ' V : 
jnay "a ©"an* nyn iv iny:pmv -wc? 
PK jynya D J^ i8sa"K PK oy \vv, pyavDPij 
•r«#nta iv D#ii -ysyL" -
•i^ a ytyn pK D^yoB'yjav ^ t |ysip vc 
18 ,iyD"ii T O ?"ii ,ya8iB ijn HMK in-c 
"Dupy ,pi^' va pK ip D^ 8P«f^  yeDyij n ••; 
iv i8^B.Dyi |yaya f^^vn^s^ yoniy: ;< DVD 
.80'Byp lye H pnyorsaiffs 
D^8P>^ ytyn PB onyo^ Bif y58P»? n 
-ya D$iioy tvnoyacuK PQJfii "i r« ,iy;^r; 
pa jnay D"a urn ^ynjna^rya fDyawwi 
-KIV 8 Dy^troay^ya iy*u oa^v rs^sv? 
Tany^  PK ; i i$yi nayrio ya^cy lis D?8H 
-"K jya^DBnys'K iv lyan [y?8P^ ytyn ;%2 
.oaua^n ~\ywn PK pttrmv on s^r; 
-"11V 8 HMK jyonKH D?8PI*? vwi prJ'ti 
-n'aa^K jy^yn ' n fyami pa ,i:8^v?p ;ya 
-yn "T njnif ,I:VB p»noo jyJK o^ayv $ ran 
Eritf&Jft oy pK D"V p^p un^nys a': i r 
"8ii pB 0*3 WD"ii ^,D IJn ?iya^pnmy£ 
IiK ,jyaa8Ba^ T» oyn yp8t38 H aw pu iW 
.o"v p*p m ^ i y a D*a oran in*?- "'-
nya nytaw pa naKtaenv Tyrtsvr w 
,o?8Pif5 ttVHKMraceftn mm« D%2 ,":^-
iyiypT8Dcnya iv D""ID njnairya jn r «n* 
T w w n taoayn PK 4*»«u»i y;y:%,« " ' * 
yoyoo^D ya'D^vnya H.IV T^any rx p« w 
ijny^
 frns uny* IOT ,-iyo?8?yc^ ns 
pu rya^ ooyBnyB iv D"ieya eijn rr"H 
M"> »mya T*K oy PK ^ aiocyfi pn £V? 
ijjjTHJft Bjyonw vnrb njn 24 
SKB3"P WVP W HW ,iw»t warn "183 
« £ pM DW *UW3 om ilWWftnM PO 
-10 n pa ryaiy^ M r t l Diysoyo n »W 
»ID«S i j y J W ^ i w t f * * tyavy^ po DDO 
ornrvun 8 iv fyayatviya'K l in jpw iyo 
JIB SDWP iys n pnyoyiaiyB iv ,»wi 
orx oSrap lyanyo wwOeftrr i ,cwo 2% 
.oayo 8 WM f t fp * > » v w y « nm IV 
"jyinn oayD 3 |p9vn Dayo 8 yryn no 
-ayeopy unnawhji n« D 'U* V I K .pnyii Dyi 
-y;vn Damtfo'K ipjnipnxo^K ? ' * **1 ,DVD 
r^ r w i n Dayo 5 yanya^K H pa n« »D^D 
.tjioyjya P " IDD isnsrn Dftnpff 
T W O >«nyaye'n m Dm I8^B lyiyn 
•in iv on^Byn pn PK iya$5t?yai$Q iyo 
am Dim .itfBDip PH ftpayiiaifp iyavy5 
•jyi MI) DTDIPDH a:85 ,aa8* yarns n jyo 
PK -D s irrawsn iv ,PK taut «a IW«DD 
ratrayuam H *h ojnaw p« (aoyn tm& 
yvaga 8 oaKiaiye WtFm i y i iya^K torn 
-yawiya*k oy |yi$nya i&oitfpya PK ,aaivn 
j m w ytyn J D W # J P W I D 8 n iya 
10 pa iyosay^jn PB jyasDEPys PK Hftm 
yiyinyo -wa ,«p8P*r hie iraftrntita ,P"HP 
ivw* i y i DDifpyj i tam yaftm ,iyaaivn' 
»A cyia$a PK 4 m i m yea»n 8 S*a$B"o 
•nyEDpy Hmi jyDom mififn T* warn "t 
pw # n w n 8 bp*wraa>n« M t Itfam ,jyo 
T>ay om ya*yu ,i$B>ayiom i y i W i n * 1 8 
wn ,wnmw>r\ yaJym yi8ia jyD5«n 
•>yii ,8D^yp nyB Dayo 8 .n , i ,I8?B iya^yr 
W i Dm nyoyipyo t&ywvn i y i ya 
.ppayium p?a pnw nnip 8 D*D Dinayo 
**« i y i * lyooyaai* T^ K IS^B nyi nyn^K 
Vt em J » W 3 » DIX ty-i^iya lyayayaiya 
PK P"IDD 5»8iyjycn nxn onymyanycjiK 
,W>k$n D»3 ram T^ K p^noD nxn .n:85iv5p 
iayj*iD 350 H ??ni ,n8Q"im T^yttJiMn 
Dijn D'BIJ ^snyay^n "iin V3f»yii rMAP 
•ya&»m PK nypinoD n w D^n^vyaonK 
"VTO D^yayayaonK p« D3" IWDMH iDn^atr 
n S»MI ; Diyaoyo H p« D?8P»J> H I^ D lyi 
pK jyanp oaypya w fyoyp \vo Dm iSW 
>"« ;DBi8nya «i Dm jyo i w D^V nyi 
p"ioo pa jyaifii n^ynv ,jnyv vw*tf> h "i8o 
P'B jyaysa* Dtpya >yrp«"ioo H tyo om 
n (yam ponn .pro*nw I'DMK am p*n 
TO is inyr oaypya oyom n PK Dnyp^nop 
-.in D*D v t pnyD8D n^ o t8 , n m v m " i w n 
>yD^D pip ^^yD DO jyam n^ o t8 ,nD'D3 
"3i«ft 8 ir» oy PK .P»IDD o n ryvynvonm 
"«rB Dnyp»nDD H iyam JH3y p^ a TK i j n 
D'3 >«*T jyo !8 ,>31D3K \V2V " I D*n ,18B 
•War n 18 "iyn«j ,pna riyoaiK iyo"3n« 
•ayn I^D .jvivn D^nyaa* iy^r (yaaiaanya 
•JJDDK nm PB yocsya n TK ,Dnnypnys jyp 
• n n ?yo">D nw DPJIB ^? |yno lyc^K'D 
-^DI#"IB PB FIKI3818B lycopyT oyi jjnn»DW 
-"» lyBmotpya jytio w.i T8 ,Da t^ DVII ,>*P 
->IC DITK Da'fipa jys iini ,iy3Dyo 8 iyny 
*8"i8B iyDi7 nyi m jw^an^npon p« a*i 
D^a !y>^T nyo"3iK H t8 ,D3«JT om ,n8ia 
DTJW 11D3D iyT iyn"8 P"1DD PK D'nK 
.IWID'aiM ni$ n w p "y^ IKE D:y?y;i^ B 
nyo iv iyonyanyD;iK D»a VT iyp war n 
nK ny"t iyay^vpy^K lya^aiM n innyii 
jyn^D ,"iyeytr ry^^K^cijDDs n p« o^a 
ps ly-Tyu ovcya |y?jni myaeyo jnyraiK 
.D^pa'Dajriyaaw PK lyr^a'cnpDH 
y"iyr:^ K iia ^o K B$X\ nynaiioi p^ p 
MI aym nya'Va^K lyn ts ,iy2M>a oiyacys 
-pyil8 PK ,iyC"3'DHPDH pa \jnVX\ IV T1DB 
ya"t osyn D'lymtrDpyBusD nyi jyenyaiv 
"83 T383 T'K Dy .iyp»«n»pyilK iyD"318 
5>$T D^na^Jya n PB niarpy ,-i 18 ,v>iH3 
PVW iyD"3"i8 n «3 niacpy 18 iy28c*y3 
.yD i^ayDtrnyED^D iv ijnn^B rtc om P* 
-oyn nv i«n [mi jnnimm p*i iyp i»"i 11: 
-31K DayiyaJK o*n .|srijna8 cyn ovopys 
-a^ T8 jypayiya »>T iym8-i rDnyaoyo nyr 
-»3"IK o^na-^ys n PB orjn cm fyc«iwv 
yoDiyflir n PB W«K PK iyp'trivpyriK m 
.•n^ayoaiK ]yv:8a p» D*a a^K .jyawc'W 
Tin pb*nv DO om IJ« iyp ,c?8D:J^ y, 
.mpmftfi in P« cynyn 
Dayn p'p iyai$n DO j y ^ ; D*n3^Jya t8 
D«n Dipioy PK .jyp^wpyiiK lyo^aiK ;8 
.oa^ov iy:8Pnyc8 n pc ->cviz raw PK 
•Pm osijiov-.ytPH'K n PE DCIP yjn'K n 
iyay* PB 2% DD8D6T n . i«ot»*« i y i 
-oyp iv D8nya iy2m oa#ov «i iyn ,D"V 
-nrpoE? PK "DypK'D83w W?P D*O iysB 
D3y^ B "lysyc yay p« .^K^oPKiDjm 
S'y'rpan-Sya Dim »'8 t8
 f?xrPD8B DE$ 
PK ijnwi itfanyao'w t>»c;"K D*C Djy^ B 
3«D lyoia K |yay^ "noaiKP^ n PK ir inm 
"3tp KTK "2 H I W ) DiyD»2lK H D'D 
nv Dticya oaanyaaiK \w Dm ^yimP*nD 
-'cnvpyv.K nyD"2^K i* oaxn om l»nw 
pr»nr xt DO pi msr p'p ny28 DV^ oy .iyp 
-^DDK n PB ixrany^v oajn om tio ?yn m 
PK «pi **a iyo"ii i»o .c'na-^yn-jyr^K'D 
-ain D>a ?ma^P om ry:yp nna r*
 #|jnnm 
.lyaKD iyany y;8^ n no ?y>jm ins -lyvyr 
-"R^omoK "»i o*c "*D^m» wain 
-o cam J3»te*n PK jnu^p * pn no jyr 
-818a I^ K ?yB8?p« wnynfiMH pftw i*o lya 
-iypn$n uptntu DVP^ njn 
• 
o n PK b5yn$W33"K lyooyB nnyii 
•QDifB w*>«y ' nyi .lypjmyj D ' P ^ D 
VHH tu ,wna "in bM ep'^ tyafrTi ,D'E* 
o n yw PK PK ,iybyp8B PK lyemayJyo 
* b8nya nyc'K LJissn jrDKpnKKBP D'P^C 
ym anjya*n aftftftjf fyfcPVrtVB puma 
jybByew j&m jyjjm ,DybD'D-p$By5>yb oyn 
H .oyD^nmyc pn8Dt? irum iyv38^E PK 
lyaroaayp'* H M fVXBtrJK tndiihiWV* 
138* o p PK 08806? nw inynya** jy^r 
oyn ,ppVtta nyvjw iyn iv fyatfya ftjft 
-yo H anfc .jinyn Dk^URM ^PD DVK 
-Kt ynjn38 ID K pic iy"iiomb H »fW*Mtf 
ny ©»D b88btr pB byb^Kinya nnjm ?yj 
Dp p« jyariBasyp** n ^ p jyjyp J?#fi 
8 tirnsm «io5mvy?B-D»8«OB' WMIM "wtf 
\$*l "? D$11 D$OC3lf P?*B j'lKB 71313 
P« ip i^jnio H PB 9pr$ya-fcoga *i W DVK 
.jynroiK PK DP^IOD lyaKnimys 
mip IVttfB Din PB 33WD'1K Djn D'~ 
iyony»if Utftty ;yo^8 cm p« ;y; ap 
-oyB w1&D)fct)'Bi!P ixn pa p'cr * rS; 
Dlftl ,ZVWitr\Wlfim lyVjBa i n .;:nj 
-Metfp-OKimB 8 iv OJSK^ ya lyrr-.s sip 
-bD^B DIV ttv 53n matfWva'K vu ,y; 
.wnrtfymn y 5 w K mm PK D P .r-s* 
.jytfiffi yopynn »*TI iyap ami oi-,.c *r 
3'vayt PK ya^oy n DVK jyiyii ,c:jportp 
PB opym DJPDBytrya lyo^aiK -;yt".& 
#a ivttf8 18 BM* iyno PK Mnrar T 
l*| m ,D3$B»13$p-p$MV IJRMIK ( W n 
-"nv .OB>o"oiyE Dip iinyii wan* 
nyi ijnuwawa Dip'teia cap »yv ,c;ro 
tyoo$p OVK ptfyu iy;$Bytyt} H cyii ,i-£ 
po yyr* n turn ,wytm .ly;*?*; 
$Pb3$p-Db88bSP PK 331D5iniiyS-CO»8Dr 
jyii rSlp oyny nyrufb inyr D"V yovy? 
"|W^3'Dnpon„ PB D"P 8 I^B D33yia iyo 
b^nyviyi ^yaoyo |yB»WD$DD8 18 \vm 
f»t |yB"03"n»'OD"n o p t8 ,nB*yc 8 ?vc 
iy>yDBMV3* n^na-^ya H PB oajn o p PK 
pw T^K o p .lycaiK lypwwpyiw PK 
1*T-ow» mm jyo TK ,!y338>nyn o*ni n?« 
.oyoaywu W niKp nyl ivaya jya^pya 
iyony3iv3* D38tD3y | n o»n TUMP n iPii 
pynwopyawisD jyoMiya 8 ?V3y3 ypniya 
o^n nya^ jni r%iWbnP0% WM i»aSWi 
yoDD^ y PK yooya n JIB 16 jya^pyao'iK 
n bi#n
 #op*OT3pynn ^t Difn PK nytr'ai* 
-ya iv VI "i"1* •I'w yaKniK aisya iyay3y3 
D3y©"t piopKD V3,Da,nnip mvn 4W*^ P 
iv jyp w^ Hi^ DijiDDK i n PB Diyaoyo n 
D*3 nyan i>yw "PD .ixnn^ B DM oyou p*p 
-1380 K D^D 33U«*uyDmy& KTK iyD*8n3* 
»n oyii D^II ^ r^ ^K^D^DDK oniniropyB 
nya^yt nyn pn DJHI PK DP"IDD PB jyvsrya 
•yc H PK nyo^aiK H iynM e^^ vDH D^V 
•*SW 1 w rl»W5ijn &<3 jy5y« "re .iye 
-njhi nyo^aiK lyp r^pyiiK mvv W>v o'na 
t&yon$ Wi ^#p»opB PK op;is -j?-
iv DM Dayi p*p pyn >WPI WIP^K'CUCCS 
•ya ,n,T lyan^noiyD iv D'tsnyi n« iv^""^ 
H PB ?y3:^ i38n yoayiya^K yc^ vy; yn 
novo 3nyt3iK |y.To,By;ya ivp ,rr<2"-vz 
oyoayimj vHf iiK^a n pM ,i8i TJ trsa 
-8B jy3"T oy .jyvirya anjytiB i^ffi "• BW 
unK JMK !K jyap ya?yr ^na^ya ; r 
D^D vi |j*»ii PK b'^-.v^v rmnsyno '" 
331D38 lyaM «1 Wpfl "iKfiiyi iy;y:r-s "v 
-^ nsrj >^ T nyncbpyEUKC Un t« .ssr ;-x 
i^fPifDPB i n MT ,iy3:u:nya-^*:" '" W 
lynyt no DTOajmna m» i"»8va '" ***••? 
pa Dp3iB lyccpyi cjn prwea^i aarw 
ow oy .|yi83 DM v i*-^ •^"s-s"2 
-ya->»P*opB H t8 .lyoB^nya D*3 -V:"" 
?yo ixni jnyii ryb?8ny33ut pm nn^sn jyoi3 DIV jyrif^ iya'K tfism P« wr -*" 
ji^arrtya re '"^ 
n IW PK Dpvtip n PE 33i?n:»n *" _ 
iropyoiaws n tybrioiys Kftw ,?->•:->• 
n t*K .Dywyivu n» mwp H PK r* • 
(.n .K pa VIM) -lynyn jya pe 
22 
D*ey;y3-p»nBD *i*5ip 20 PK 15 iv pmriP 
-;« pK pM D' D"3 3*0 8 B2y5y3 JV2l#n IlK 
DOPE inyos? 03$py3 iy3$n W 1 ^ n 
iyi »t DJ*W ,t>'jBW'nyB |ttH lyo^v, 
mpfrs lyj^ijnyv &D$py33$ BMKPKS 
pnroa cyn pn tDtjn ttfiyum *i ,|VB3IB 
-y;;"-iK *pt o$n PK n:8? I'IKE P*5HIK |g 
njn PK ov'K . i M w r n w K D?« DB»D 
t:;yny?y3 D$n ny ny2$ .DSyByoya BUKPKS 
-SD'SSP H ,p*Dy> jytsu » o m v m,%3 
-nyfi jy>"t "lyt^u-iK n |«1 Din : jyoD^ 
•y; |yny3jp5*irftm*3 I^BK iy:yp ,BW*M 
-»3"in n .iynyDe>"3 b*a B38E> iy«t iya 
p* jyoEiyip yojwmys c o Din :nyo 
*im p*noD 8 |tB iyp yD8p ny-i PK iyj**^e 
.p^p'B 8 Bitre — nn 
•«i lysyuayJ'ip i n t r a mimtii npyr 
ena y:yvo nyn linn w i n ynD^yj n iy; • 
wp /fcrvii mirans,, 8 HE aavtyitfB nm 
•jm lyrnp e»j ftp nyD"2iK p*p t8 ,oo"n 
n .oy»n»w D?K ymo ycuya K »N lya*; 
Mtey jyo^rwss o$n Hwnmys cnw^a 
rDttwainriysHa *i B»O iyv3y-iys3$p ya 
-\yn ypitfn .|y3$n fyoKJaBO'iy:^ n fc.y2t# 
•w w tyiyn tn jy5Mi p* ^ D C m ,iyv 
:yaffua >T OV^ K Dny:^o n .jyo w .typ:in 
"tawawn 8 |«i o*a i n ? y* >*t 1* 
? P"1DD 
,W ITOmya g jy^^n D"iy:"D H T8 
D'; iyD"3"iKDMfc< iyD«31K P^ DBT ri \Vi 
-« P 8 D 3 y D 50 T »3 26 n fi n i nnyo 
TO^I lyjjrh "I t8
 #nyan iy:"t Diy:"o h 
,^'SK PK yc8P y3"*i K PM l»^mt*3«ra* 
,%:
 iy3«n , | y m n » tpt 5*i nfic8P nm t» 
•jyoanDMH ycoya H r^8 
iy3Mnyajij y\ DJJH in*1 cy"j oyi B^O 
nyb"3"iK njn p« iyay^ "3 » nj«jJajy p« 
"p* n«»38> tDny: jyc nan p* jj«yW3 
1W ?ya iyp jyayiiBoyn PB ,n:no iy;y 
you'iy H .|y3"nnyn nyoMii 5?»B 5$c 8 
•>yii83 n D^nu iyrn y:yvo im v m 
8 lycnyj D>J ivn^n >u npaim |W iy:'Bc-
jmnnwnif is T I DIK
 #P"%ioD-?my;yrn 
-n» nrap raw 8 V' lynijn "t ,oinypnyB nu 
K 1KB tD i^yant^ B p»| « D^ K ,DTP38J 
jyoijJiryajif i n iy2»#n nyo^VM n .P*noo 
-«i oyer ys:8o pn •nmsyt'ib ya^ijnw pn 
. iyn PK pnK i s m a my^ pe 999 jy: 
rVJ^K P'K 18 BIJTI Dn^ DC* p*K PK .W'lV 
-y3 V' I1K D'jcpy'y;;"K ^r p^B nija 
-Wiy y^oB^BB'fisp H .D^Koy: onnn 
: oyo^s iyv283 K roim 038cy: jyaip iy; 
t to D5ipiya pftfB "ltffi O^T iyr^.i "i n^sn 
ny"K ."nm^onBo yv'OD^WBBP, IKD WZ 
-3»B n opy^yj DICE Bipi MOO«DW pnip r ; 
iWDB*3ip3V vwom BB^TBita i n ps ny: 
•Jyii PK jiiino BSmnnm oijn PK ""aeve 
•yijycKnv pnwa |»j»n' ncK PK ips* y3 
B^ nip iy3$ c^n p^B ni#B cip .DLM,r; 
IE^K Dicn lynijn lyo^riK n jam^Ay^iM 
PK iyD"Zn8 Bftptyj B*3 9 n p CIJT D'O 
-o:8 ^yD-ryets' pe oray: ^y^y: lysijn «i 
.jyB'iS 
-tjc iv nma ww lyaipi "iyD"2"iK H 
.oytrn^Vi PK onyrynyj B3VW1B 5 jyirr 
D8ny: p«Mtta«B*5imi3 n iy:«n T^VDB: 
DS83yj "l BD^i -IROn iv B»j nyi2 PlttW 
-PK5 8 orKoyj PK "uwiffi n "KE DPU nm 
-y33ij D*a nyo"3-iK >i "QDif ts^i CIJT J P M 
-^nysni^B D8nya ^n poipi Ml Jw« .lypm^ 
yD8P nyn PK .lytDsy-p PK i^y: t w oyo 
DJis ppSna nyv:83 8 ttfr=8ty:;$ pntta PK 
140 o w n Cwftp l ^^o 5 iy2'K) ; ;^ iyor 
lytD^ysm 8 D8nya 8^8 lyo^biK i jyno 






nypn$ii esycnw on«* njn 
WK PK yovD H lyoipya^ a iwn "TO pa 
/amurpnoptfy iriiTBWK (Wtttram 
-%n 1911 *inip oyT # m : D3y»ny*D 
p'noo iiru*>w5p I ' w tyayaya *PD jya 
PK yoio W no BB*yn K into .$7,200 
•nwnriD (uif'jr nm til jnifli» WDWJ 
nsnjrtaD'D- yny?3iK tyayn DD^ yn ynruK H 
"IWIK oyn o n apftv i*$w*TB lyayaya 
Tffi PK in*» Djn iya*n irwftD'D jn 
dS^J |yoipy»* MW PK ,ojymyD Dia o w 
.propyftp iv yoiD n 
I|».w un PK »3ipi«n :D3yoB3*B 
-twang onyalai* H PK nyny^ao'D n 
onyn «i twrnr .lyospv BWJIPIWI nan 
-OT ypn«DB> K ,opyBoyn nM*D"Mww * 
DunyB jyo PK vt BBJWI |yo jawmo 
Jnynna y&u MI ,xnjnj« n n*M V* 
nm jyajm pnyn jySyii n*3 pttfiftt n*o 
pg pg ,^ KB vnnN PB aatiprnw w n a 
ynjnak iv |W»! n*c iwawvio ya5yn 
I#yn Dip "i" /iino-pii^p nxn pK Djipav 
.5ip jytrniv B m » TD 
*n 
PK Dip a?«n H*lHttttX ptfwn*;;* : 
i p TD *n ,PK DJWFD'n .nyo^a-s r 
•isnvtiya Dfigewaif ,Dnnyf>p-;y nyn^s 
,DyDD'D K Oin'BP33»K : DWrv 
-"3nK yrnya D W ppjv n yaSyr -
-5yn iv ,tynyn3* Djn pg eg? t"« n • 
n .jypna pr&po iv oyo'cifp-Bicr r 
-ng H iypn*DB> iv 5y>B nnyr DfiSyn cpw 
j j r n a fyayti ipi ymnn ny»i p« -;r 
n 1KB iyt"TB H jy3"53WD^ K T'K 
.lysye* yiwvnyz n pK D"Z-K ;•: 
D| WW ^'no VMIK pK : D3»m 
iyo"3iK 3500 TW I« DPfinwya ir: 
?k #WWOonM TO iya$n
 rnyayp <x; 
,nyiKB-B!B inni t:s8ry;is ^r J«-:y: 
-V)fiV BW1 IWiWa3«K 5t*r cy Dip 
J»»DMI .iwnio n |ya»no iv iyiia*p* 
5y*BMi im TOtW ftWi jwfiyip wJr: 
PK ,onifBry3 cjn fm'tnKn nna cm 
Dijn yoTB p»K "a .tyjyayi^ vDMK -;—: 
15 iwnoo onoya wuv oiyp"D T»H r 
IK?«T f»PH3 yr:"M ixn;ysD PK ;V:«V 
ITS 
: r 
' • ; • 
• 
- • 
: i y 3 K a on K 
$ 1,266..93 .n^ya PK ony^yo 
39.31 .Djns ,nyj^6T"DD ,BT»^DDD» 
2,061.50 to»«s>"rwtt»x H iv 
20550 D3yi 
1055 DyojyBDpy P^IDD 
31550 wipvKPJWiif yany^BnyB iv 
228.98 . ; owinyenw 
$ 4,128^7 JWi ID 
2^96.13 &£vm 
? 6,424.40 5an TO 
13,029.60 ..,.?KD-i8iip 33KB3? jyayoiyB 
15^25.73 ^KDIKIIP yi:v lyayoiyB 
915^25.73 P3K3 pK 
.pyo WW .1 
-p» 1PD31 JIB ,(17 ^p»^) }»^ 3? :T,7 
.1911 nyaoyvjn ipts3i njn ra njcw 
:y D n 83 3 1 ' K 
| 1,124.90 y*c H^*5"5** 
4,185.15 r%" 
49.10 TJ^ a'a W*HPDtf3P 
150 ' ' S 
46050 DBSDOm ^-M>::-
302.00 ™*5 r : i*- r 
25.00 r : " : 
246.00 c : ^ ' - l 
30.25 .....oy:y^r- '-$6,424.40 ton ID 
nypnyn uponm w^ i m 20 
•ju pram oy p n ,BKB> WD'VH p r u n r a 
-ifp n . w a i K 500 ra 400 po D"ai* 
r«i iyo m ^ njjtoifpjn 'ly&ttP a$n JTD^ D 
n ^T iyo TO ,jyBKDD B?a »"3*IK ixn 110 
WK PK .wB>"wan* iv DoyrBawjurm 
.DD'DWK y5K BOW atfBHIfD D$n 
npjra a m i *1 PK lye^nD^niN njn 1* 
l»w 1 w i n w ,w»5 |yo*na 8 D*D \VO 
nyua PHHH n ftn IWMpffW tyiiya PK 
I1B TJ»'*W On PK B"H .K 4m ,!«P3*5 
"2iK i n pn ii»nye*> nxn .jy5»v ytn 
,r«*pDip3 .TI mm v* WCTO 
nm PD lywyom* H jut IWDPKB H 
,PIKW *n* iw 5y'D MW mm i»«? w w 
D'I*W *i jyayay33^ 3 Dtjn XTDTD n D*p 
PK i$D»iD*3nK lyn *iyr>K $p uvtihyo 
DVT PK jmvm>& p*t O*D a^nyo pnna 
tyaipys w w H »*n ,1911 ,*»Jwn iyo25 
ynvo yDDjn: n PD twyonsK jyD3"oy3 8 
-1*3$ oyoo^ D yo5« n onaw i«5 mn PK 
,BPBD nxn IMK PK B"DDnyepm«3 AVWV 
-yayaDMiK &$n n^no ' s™ ijn \m Dtp 
DM5 ivnn VIK oy PK jjrp'PDjy pn jya* 
•ny o$n WPB H jjitfmivur D ' p 1 nxn 
ijn D*D ^sos* nn*K DirrayiD'iK rrpitfln 
-iK ?yatppya iya*n iyD»aiK y?K ,ww 
v"3 n. tin lytpwnya jnjhn D»I5 D»3 
Jy*B nyD'wn n v» eamsya &$n Dyoo'^ D 
rwavf t tn 5y»D p* jyDD3y*myB jnyojn 
iwtf* oyn nytuiK lynnD *ii jyaawvya 
.1»5B 
n pw b*n lysye* snywK H PK 
•waif |y»«panyiw p'P BKnya D*a W W 
lywBWjn* PK oyoo'D v&x H fycKir 
..yuyoe'iv y58on$3 
pm^m H ,*T5B ,»jfn 1911 PK 
03«Yiy m*» Diyp^o lyon PK PW0P 
p« P'ntDErtKiyjyrn ijn J W iy?iD in^ K 
nin PK pfw *«rt3iK D3^DDyBy3 nm 1910 
DJH pK PK |»D3K3>B PK ,njnjr^ 3t3^ D Jn^v 
niowj 5jr»u jxD$n nrW J^ttWP r»yt3iK DIJII 
"i»3ij ins lyajp] 1911 PK •JynyowD ty3 
~W iy3Kp»iyDK H MV AWipym D»ny3 
nn^ ^ ojn fm /DJ3*nD 3>a ntpw : tP3 
Doyo DD«B^33^ .D3yD8ny ,I*D tsam 1911. 
ow nm ,DyDD>D * ,o»3*iirtvrpyD pK 
-ya D^ n PK ,inr 12 t)VWD iyD5«nya3ij 
PK PK Dj«nott nyo»3nK nytjiK iyt£*n 
•inoya WW n Tt o«»n r< pK .lycBr^^ 
n PD B"t ixn 19 "^ 3 ou nyaaya D'D (VD 
-"lysif H PD D"t njn 19 T I * nu ,Dyoij2 
-JynoMiK tyoJgnya fyaijn jD>yii ,DI^D 
KAm.«n PD f t un w vw PK ,DIJD 
PK msKte^^ya yx3K3 p*p pmyi DO jya r^ 
-DM1K »t 5^ 1 I»'31» n TK
 #D3«Dy3 m^r, 
nK nrS*T y^ K m .Dpyiwya 193 tajn w w 
,ijn^ ,wp po Dprin JIK ^r IKD iyo"3 
nyo s^nK IIJB K IKH ,y5yD xnyayo^ yt n PK 
PK 3^X3"K jy3KD D'3 t3"31K H tV3yp Dlfll 
-"3itf jyjyp nyo"3iK y3?ytK jy5»t
 #p*5» 
.mcmc*3 iyo 
pip o'a o^n T»nD w w ijn m MT« 
DJH po lyostraij i n PK ,np*b-Mn»o 
,1910 PK t|^ ayo3iK iyiiy3 oyoo'O'WB'pyD 
-y3 otjn \vn .p»neB^nyjwn I'DIJJ nf»»3 
fWt'D-55*B jyoopya I'DMK lyonK^ one 
PK T31K »3 Ilf OBny V? °"«B Dip 0*11 
.»*o i n * SnBK 
i n w lyoiaya yt D^ n ppji* n ryn 
I^noyas* pr»fira n "3 i*i o^n ,D"anK 
intDDpy ovnyj tys^n ya5yii ,H .D^B^D 
iy3*n
 #oyoD*D-wroyD i n PD (yo'twiB 
.ty33nxntDC D'war i n iy:w Dseoypy: 
H iy3y?E nyByc yDDjna n PD y^ K^ PK 
jyoip ,D*a po Dojnw:ny3"iyt33iK ovo^anK 
4jn5»iiy3 ypn^ DB* 1*3 ona iyaa«D«o n iv 
nyo *n jy»^w TB .jyeipyaoMK iij-ia T^K oy 
Dy3y^  PK oyoD'D-we'pyD ayi pe nyan^no 
5n$v ywn K imiya iy:"t ,5Kr iyo*na 
-ya 0^ 13 O'D nnip "T PK jyoD^K'v^o 
jnri3K n iyt"iiy3 v^ oanya D^ pDjyny^  
17 fwfi njn TK .w**1 iin po iny^ao's 
•0'5R»X*O lyn lyaya iyv;Ka PK ^n o^ yot? 
-ntaowK PK Dyn:ijnfi PD rwiyS ~\vv*o 
lyDKtD^v yaaK? anayaayna ^3i5pnita;y "iy?y 
PK D^ yaai; T'n'iB PB ,DPIKO SIKP PD 
-K^VIJD PD CP3W3 n ya^ Jn^  PK /PCD1KP 
PK Dyoo>Di»rpyo n . t«
 riyt^ mya WDI*5 
i n 1KD 0"P3H3yiWW K t'K D"31K ijn 
-W| IWDD»5K^V»D i n pD mwttrm 
! "33-S3 
-ipytpy 5my:yrn nm PD yo*e»P « 
po B^KDiyro irr nyoiiK niK^a wa 
nnyoaiK iv fys3i:y3 v* n p | W -K .rn 
-yi cjn PK iyo"3-JK n PD ya«J n iy3 
19 nyjnyn mytntja on** njrr 
-"iy&* nyiy TK MTK ,D3*cpyD PK D^ n^tD 
,0"31K 5»nt3 Djn B3KD lyojnB n n * i^ta 
-3yniyB n .rnyo inyo PK iy tya^yn w 
*IMK ta$"iimv inyn oyo DJH pa jyoo 
-»nmi n 1)/B»W lymyvijnB ^ I K iy-uj T^a 
• .eyo oyn pa iyo 
|«$i D*a i jn o*p ,t3*ny3 B"3i8 fttrpyD 
11m ,O"3IB i y i PK it$^ B pjn I«K Birrs 
m twyoiw I'IKB iyu"3iK iy*3W p*p 
" - " 3 I K iyiy* .VOMJ inyo 0»a PK PK ipra 
DVV'PP K PDKO w V tDVP^vyeo iyta 
nytsD^ D H .o:yoi83 |yv3«3 Din ps 5"no 
n IM ,T*ayo &a»o 0"3i8 IID !«5B iyi$ 
5yb ijny^-03Koy:B^K lyoyp % a^ais 
- j ^ H n« »"P3ia *i 'iptit$!9 W 1W*a 
-osymye y3"Dya5« n "»ya^  oanyr D"p 
iy»? oanyvaiy pK ,iyD"3i* H PB \VO 
oasyis Dtf*i p« .ni3H?o-^y3 D?K b^ pa^ nys 
-DMK jyayp iyoa"5 r5» 5»*f? jyo TK ,nyi iv 
r>» 5*T |yo PK ,iyD"3i« y^ya m WW 
.pK Diyaiy? ens (JWIPOMM tyayp nyaana 
.Diytfyno'viH 
-vt PK pre totfn n«itni*n cyi pk 
*IMK D"3n«ya lyayc VV^P PK yo'ini y5 
-pyo PK Dtayo pa oyoo'D iyp3*Diyi cm 
•ya D^ 8 ]mvm ta$n oye>D>D i y i pK
 to:$v 
-KsnyE iv iyo"3iK ysaso w iyo"'n:yay^ 
iv anaysBD ,iyByB? *i PK w i m H jys 
Doyo PK tyavn M5yn jrauy n PH"5 
-^31* o^nya &*a o"ai« pftppyp ipm iyn«j 
,wiyi D3Ki3ya y w &$n nytDD'D H .jyo 
yiyinya lyoJUn praySe lyta^a-iK yaawa TK 
prum lyay^ B y»vy5 n |in /lyfcSynoMiK 
-n oyoija H tie *ii nyrttr Di'tasi^ Ecpy 
s VIK tyouyaaij ynm eay^ B Dvam 
TK .aa^ aysjno^ K nyn tro pna jynya '^3 
oyo K pK iyD"3ix oyii pto o^n oyi ^nn 
o^afcjB'pyD pK iy>"nba"K D"3"IK H PK 
Wi K iyo"3iKBMK tyayp w IJW taw 
-nyaan D^ t»tD»nyB* lyay^ a OB* .oycn^Mi 
•lv gn^arui 1^2 PK j ^ a ^KB O"3-IK \m 
?ia n.H3 ,DiyB*ynDMnK yny^r ^nn tn i 
-Di^n DXH iyaaih33"K w i 5*t D"3nK »*5 
onyp^o nyen tiM PII*5P O3im5*»o H 
t&tWJ D"3nK pb oyoo'D jytn toijn RpSn* 
-»jnB Djn lybiayaaif |y3$n ^bai^WDvev. 
Din ny»3iK lyoanu *pm TO |ya«i ^^^^ 
-«n PB ayn oyn J»jm ^mssif twomfe 
pic ^jp PK nvp|«jt« nnssn « |y3 
JDixnyaaij 
ranM iwfmn vn $t*w PK T« ,p.; 
anyayS ixnipiya ^ n I^ K ,ayn n n am5w 
|ya»n tDBi«nya oyn jyo .JBIK lynau IK V « 
>T i ro^KinVD IV t33ycn"«-DV3P2 S T ^ ; 
yn3"nB n ]y3"t *p PK .ivoEy^y: o'a^r.1 
-SDcyaa^ K t33ycn"K-Dy3i,a lyo^ K oxn PB 
|yD3yDian« inm&w D'O .n^ non n^n ;y; 
" pmv lyaMnaa^nu D i^pm DH^ K » I |ya^ n 
ntu lynya W B B W I PK ya»5 n .w;v pu 
"pytD t^ pDipn ?yno oay^ s jyta is ,D3yto 
3313-niJ H lyD^ KmVBMK D1K D^ »B pK DIVD 
|IB D3yay5 >T jyv^ iv pK parro n ""« 
.Diyacyo y?y*a 
•ijn yi3"nB I^B y3"t wpi 033^ 3 n co 
"*5nya iyv3«3 PK «? tya^n ovi:ya ^? ;y: 
n VIM w5l>a"K jy^nifD 5yo»3 i yn an 
%-ajriDW< ynayo^nya « W3 PK rD^ yaow 
-'D H jysfcfn
 rw99B«fi yiyoya n ps 3:13 
-ya H pK t w i n p*i iv iy33»sy3:« |y33'0 
D5xn:«nnyB fysy^ E war nin i'.c jyosyr 
•IBIK tya'hyns s HMK imrv 
ny t^ K D3ye'TT,K-Dy^ 3^ nyo"iw D5* 
PK iyn PK ^ a w w n a pnipaya »5njm 
jyta tatjn ,Iy^y,^B pRMfnKU*^ o^n F^,", 
»t» povvnyav ta^ snK i jn u p»wa Tt 
jyoKD H I'yaJjm PB w+m njn pe to** 
D"V nyn pa iyo'9ya tasnya jya^n -lytr'rx 
jyjpMWay iyoi3y3 ^T ta^ n i»no 1 pw /W 
oxn iv .pniv in** 15 i j n * 12 T » I«$ pa — 
"iyn ?"ii ,iyo"y3 ovy* T» tyo o«?i 5w« 
yo^ Wa ay*5i» D?VK v*n p^noo >r«raJWTi 
•DnnnyaaiK prttfya !ya»t*'K 
oxn iyt33iK D3»py3 pmaa T^ K ^ ys'K nyi 
.*0"3n« NttWD PK Diayo^  pro*: 
8 1KB ovu iyo»na tnny^piy iv m» 
.V«5B Sjpmv lyouiro o>*« PK DIP 3^ 2 
,|ya*t Treijm ya>a"K PK D I W iy^y" " ,-
.D*ny3 DyoD'D n DI$V 
-"K PB lyo^aiK njn o»nya -DDyc-M 
--18 n aHay5"noiv 4W«m nyo^a-K ?'•"-
-8D1VBMK iya*3 D*T DIK ,T* iye"W o,%: 
•w D>^IK H Dijrn Doyo H BM n^v -:v: 
nypitfii ajyaiBi twfy i$n is 
• -jm no WW rwxi* lyo'na* \vw jy^t 
-p-ioD ww "vnvv pn D^nawmn jm 
Dm P * - i 5 n j m BWWW paw ?{jt o"3-i8 
-J»R jy»p lyByc PORSIM p* ^ w iv^t T D 
T>IR?P n p* 'tt W*B""»3*P fcP»5a prima 
T ; iwun j3njn»BB»iKWtn 1*3 IRI ,iyByt? 
;IK l y o c m BftPBtu pie' DTJCJOW myoiR 
"ens T'?sw ,P"1BD PR nvtjjns y58 |yj"t 
.DIPPED BT1PD pR PIR^P H 
i 'n B»3i«m |M«n oya'ORp yiyuiR 
;y:ijn myp"D W 1 3000 oii8 pR puma 
lM*n O«:«D 8 ,D3'?"nt)ja p>noo PR Tt 
-38 BHPl !»3V^ 1V"t »fl MtR ,B"m8W »5R 
.p"1BD Djn PB 3*8Diy Bjn JR DKUWWJ 
•vi !V38fi T O '8 iyi:iRii iy i PR DRll ,|i: 
•8Q y?8 |1R 08380 8 PV118 PK'D ? 1W1R11 
•yDyj iy38n p»5 iyniR PR DiynspopyBi: 
oyj"R nn8 ,y^8 .forcm iyi B'O o^yo 
y-iyt:iR BTiojyv3Rp 18i WSRII T O . 
piR p^ iyi .B8tP P'R oyi IMR jyoayip 
MiRi PR iyo^8ny3J8 Ti« W ORH P"IDD 
H 1R11 ,J3't3'D"D80 8 ISBTTWE TO ]V2^7] 
.z« PR PIR' W PB nyii ' ty^ .3 W3"1B 
-BB'in n tyiiys w t R38P'E> PB R :P3 
.jyiiys PR 3j'o'o | ' I * B MBIB n .nyjnyi 
TIR PR P"IDD PIR^P. PIRB "tfw jyjnp iyi 
,B8Bnj»B'1 P'R DVl pB W n B D n 18B 
Din "3 .B^yoyoys &8ny3 o»3183 BRH DRU 
i r o n n t8 .wotfwyi promm t'R JJ 'B'O 
' i 1KB ^ RU 8 $1000.00 lyERC ptfRt iVP"e 
.lycsB-yj DRI fyssn T O IIR ,onyp"opiR5>p 
yiytJiR ! j 'B'i: jynys t'R BRn 'ii J:85> 'its 
-M-E jysysya T O jysRn lyp'noD yjyj"R 
8 185*1 "11V jyiW t'R BR1 ,18" 8 H#» l 
•yj ?y38n myp"opi8^p n 'ii ,-inyo i*n 
•iw«np 
temyvn iyi ORn Diyp"o-iyBH n iv-
•yoyaiya ynsyB'nys r383 B3inaw P"-IBB 
•P'BC n ijrj"t lyvy^B y338o pn .iwn 
-BB»y3 Dye'tT'ii ya^Bjysyu n pR iyt"is 
PR ^B"3n8 njny* .BjyvRis 40 t'3 |yj 
IWTaaj IV jy338BV338 ORH 'p«> iyt31R 
•"t !Jn3iBe^o"3i8 H .nyriHB »« inyo 5y^ D 
"^B ,i8ii 8 50 SMW tynRiiyj B^yaB-y: jy; 
"isyj nRi ijnyJjB'D jnytjiR (yaRn B"v 8 
~y?yj'3'-iR ijn »n BM? ,-ijn;iBtr 48 B"3 
H |Jm .nyByBB* -ii: .anjnREyj B8n Bjyonjs-' 
DR"i ,nmm nyEBjy nyt:iR t'R ,p'naD PR 
jyayvi B3«oy3 mm no VH Bjyonjs njn 
t'R p'noo nyi 'ii i»« PR .DnRO'nysR n 
n 3y5iv Dn80"iyE8 n D8"i |yp"~BD ,ovy 
DB^yo'ijs P'P IJtoim i8B ,nyB"3-i« yiyijs 
.lyaynti'yjiyBJiR iriRiiyj B': jyr't 
PR ,18'Ji' PR iyoipyjJ8 iyj"t T O |yn 
-"R t>i^ 3 B8nya T O iy3Rn ,P"nBD \'t«s 
.•^ y^y,J3B,D jn3ynyoi?Di3 oimsin y3*3 
182 oRnys ,1 '5TO83 ,TD iy38n Tia I'B'IR 
i'R tynyaynp n 3y?iv m: .oiysoyo ^D R 
iSE [yj'syj BITUVI IRE S T ; lyjy^s |»'3V 
nya 8 PR |y3^n TO .Din ivrnss iv ros ' i i 
•iv uvi iy:iRiiyj 0"V -yviip 3'DycD';o^yn 
I8'3V PR DVI n .BiysDyo n PB | y n o 
yi:yB"iy3 PR jyoiP3"l8 i»338By338 iy38n 
.^ 8T 200 l8J8t 'ii 5ys 'it8 i>8BOE8 .IP01D 
vmufioa n iyt?'iiv yj8o>i8n n . w i s 
BRH ly iy^B 'o lroipytpy n PR Diyo'BR 
•8^ iyi .yB3'iB yau iyj:yi3 jyouy: i^83 
.tytfiB' ]y5n8V3R \youvi ym otfn ^»p 
-RJ lyERiays B"v iyjy is pawn v^tm 
iy3"t jyi5|i8' n .ns^Ri uyt ' io "iiv o;yn 
iv .DiyR* is ,5'«J8B,";-!yB;,R iyi iv mm 
.nisin '^y3 yiyi:s iv IIR Diyaj'-ie 
t'R P"-IBD 58-iywn PE o"v ' i lyn 
-ytJiR pa ^D R ivaipi ,B;ynRj IR; jyoipysiR 
5"n»3K Bf-Riiyj D'3 noRa nyiyf'JB'o jn 
o:yayiy3 Tt tyaRn ijny>3b'0 n .iyony: 
inR' tyB yB8;p B'O DRU .BPRB cyi c o 
08ny3 Biyp"o~yE'i n pitr iy3Rii PHIV 
t'R iya5yii ,P"IBD iy;:R? R oaRoysann 
t"ii3y^D'3 ii3 ,T'i^8Eiy IRI tynyj v«* 
-383yj jyiRjiyB lyDrnya n PB DJfJrB t'R 
i;8Bciv iyDin'38318 B': nyi ay?w jys 
nya BDR lyay^E yaJyn ,myp"2Pi8^P n pe 
nyB iy38o "t PR lyBwnn'JV n urv»^a 
n .iR'ip Diyp"o i ron n IRE inya | y ^ 
-iyi nynns ty3Rn TO DRU iyBy«n«T3i116 
-'R .lyaiuR iyp iyo DRU .imiys rw"» .OJRO 
iyn ,DII8T .yjyEnyj2R ny-t» y:y3'?3yjiy3 
|y3"t .lyj-'REyjjR r t MPI PMTDD PI8^P ijn 
-B:y:iR jynys 17 ^RPR? pa uny^sona n 
1JHR lyP'HBD-B'O ,!8nD IV C8« lycRfr 
.SJUllRDyJRB I'B'IR IV11P3 t'R iyp»1DD*0'3 
lyBnyj t3iR BRH 58:8C"3iyB3'R n iyi va 
T O H3 ,«IBO8P istyn i'R iPonyiiv^'nojR 
17 ipphlftt DJJJD-HP wy^ i j n 
i 
iwp vw® w i JTS pitfp PIT ran 
(17 *«P«* l i t B"pJ<ejm njn nya»* pttoyai* \n) 
njnjp^ * W 
.*«Pt* lit nytmyayo oyra 
,jjmya eu rrfa m PK a^»naiK i*a 
H DV^D D»31D O'D* J#K pK r\W J#K J"W 
on prafttt PK prawn "lyaipwK? man, 
-D*B* lyraiK um PK Dye j^/a jyaipiua wiv 
(9"V iyay* JIB ni*D'n¥& vw n) Don 
TB IVDVID D3y5B 5lJD jf tPB .PUKDBV3 PK 
jyanay iv iy^«Kiyo3iK jjmo v t PW*» TO 
H IKB N#B miiD w na JKUWD ronxm 
•an» njn* nruo pwiim iv iy3»VK3*5 
D*K HAW PK iPDipwj* !W"t VD pm 
-ya D*a flft|P *1 ^ va Dip
 fDiwi" i rowP3 
IVD5« oyi D*Q »np liMi Danayya D»n 
PK Dip DIJII aynp 8 — ,D3yB>n"K-oy3P3 
"3 .D"v W3KJ 1$ lyD^nyaa* Rpap un 
,P#OTJKPD tyoipiifB iwy?B aawo jy iy 
Djyvn^irDyjpa jyDte oyi no DasniKiyfi 
r*K tyayn D W ,yi3*nB yj»r IIB PK P»JK 
H qnwsr iv DIM *wrpy»D^no# Daw* 
H v t oay>D D»nm»»K .D"3iK D'WJP 
tnVHi Diysoyo ?"nD o n |io DBBBHJ^B 
K jysBo mti>* VD- pm ,5yo pny» pn»m 
i y i PK prjururuy yornw IKB a«5mi*B 
"DBKinyn y"3w n jjnmirDMPa D'JVW 
.jy^ yBya D*J *U D3J#B 
PK mm PK |»w PK pnrau* iy»iK 
n« jyoKD n iw«iw pm
 #D"V lysJyr i y i 
nya D K W tfi Dip T * I D Dpt*5p PB iyo»3 
ftnnwn K IKB 33B?nyB i y i nyema 
|K1 Dtp nrSI^  Diyp"D W 1 H .P"1DD 
- w D'J^:V nn lyoflK wvv 16 osrw 
i y i pa onyaoyo y3^DiipiD3KiyB n Apo 
pw oyii n t i TK Djyajnya \wp\ w^p 
•niyj K D^D D3"^B ,iy^«n:^ D3KD nytaiK 
njpf jjnviya* •nyDyav aanypiKDBnyB yo 
^ytk-jinitfw PK n"nD pi*5p PK p«noo 
TIK iyD"3iK ySs jnyr^K iy3"i >j»r»a 
n ni yoJyDyoya n — ^ yonya^nn pnvma 
"WOniK y*K nrrn'nyayr yDJjtt»twro»j 
'«p«noD pn 
-ya jmip D^I mynirDpyBWKO n pm 
-ya |yaijn !*up nyn DUS DDayD'TaK DKH 
iyD"3i» my«». tyD^n n^ o nnw ,DaynB 
ma pfo n^ o -lySjw S»*DT« [ytyn [<M 
•arpDKi y^ y^ B PB ya'a»K iyajyi2 « ;yv: 
nr DW XI $*&? pa iyay^ om PK w 
DayDiw D»H«5# no iyty^ H n»2 prp^ 
,T^K DV1 JKP«»5 DIJfD K 18B D*11 / ' "p^r 
•D^ p w*n 1KB VIK Dino $KPV$ un D«H 
>KP»5 un Tjr*b»o K IKB Difti HM ,inrSa 
•IW P^ ?«a^ B»>:iyDj^ K nytaw r« r'K 
'Ka PB i« i»t DJJKB iwa»nw3 lyrjiK 
PK |y*»x ytyn pa lysine' -ijn pm 4910 
-oyaru D5K | $ W i jn pK pnawaav 
.Daye»rn»R 
•ya jnyaay? K D«n 17 fep# .T^'ow 
fD >^v lyayayayaaij i j n JIB m>a MI »D3'P 
Dyn fDJipap ynjnaK y^y'B ^3 ni nw TU 
iv oaiytya D « taw "3 D3«n na i%? |yo 
D'ay^ ap nyi PB jyaan^DKB n jya^iBTyu 
PK pypnijDDSi PB jyvia Din TD .lysp? 
n lyoipyaBMK D^a T^K iifa [yj^u >»nnn 
DJH PK D^V H prayn jy^t Mpi ,is;r;yr: 
JIB Dnypjn n pK*jy?3na iv T I jj»m 
"aycKTiv yos^ya iy"t pK oayar y5K"45 
oyo^ oya ?8py^  njn tsyn 1910 ^o p« 
i n D^.-P^KD K ny3^ K ypon vv^p 8-PK 
•ya ipt tysyn iyup n Dsa PK w n i t a 
.rK^B t'iKB oJnyv jyc Dam J r t Diyo^ p 
•p^ KD i jn ,yi"3 TK jyiiya PK vnatMn n 
ov jyftPB T» ti^yt ,D"iy3Dyo H PK W P 
iyo oyii u^ DByaB' 5n»v i jn KWD lynyTB 
imi .jyo^Knyasy jjnyii jyaa^ ^D pm D:»= 
mun ym^K pn^waif Day?e ipoipytpy n 
w w p»>K lya^P'P^KD i n oay^ s isi ,i>-
?yo^ 3K D^ »nri jyo « J«PO ayiD s [yoip 
.iyow DJH jwyas* 
PK ,ppjp PK lyoipyaay IW»I TO (PV. 
IW i ip Dajn jy^nipr JIB yupoyo n ?-'» 
•ys n^ o penp B P O T W .ijnyim ptfycya 
1KB P^KD K PK jyaa^D'd p«SKn DJH ODS-C 
lyt^p-p^KO oyi PK i l i k i |y3,5»iyer "W^T S 
•ytpy n >*3 lyriya jnayoKBaiK tM* H ^Z 
.jyaa'D'ta onatp 
nypnyn sayo-isa wr*b njn 16 
c&w on pa aawna KPftttttV n «? Dpy^ ic 
Won PM ,niaaip 14? *1pe D^voifp n PM 
DHH men 8 *ii Sri 1*3 Din /VD iyny? 
;pifc* oo 18D pay?3 PM onyn oiny^piy 
y««> TB D^panayuo^a n l i p *n |y5rra 
iv T* i iwwri i *i PK DD y^Dt^ DnymK 
.Dip40H I» IV3MK H PM pO'OTWDMFl 
* * * 
nil o58P# yiytJiK D* I I
 #B"v nyT ?ID jan*>"t> o n " ? PM DTIPD ,pi*5p "iyn 
»)<sn ^y^ynya onipiw PM W W * 
W w ' W * jyn»aw DIW |yj*ru» * l 
writ* Jftwv * i I * wypnyJ8 pruro « T U 
' nJB ontaa"M p*P ana?n$va"M bo P^8 
•"318 iv yon? n lyravui iyBye> *i PK 
fTjr»»a yoy'saa'ya nm* Mffrttt W* iyo 
Tipya nm$ DWJWWKTJMPa I "*8B P* 
'V JMHUBttDtttl nyiW 580BB$ PM yiyts 
OT'PM lyntf y1 PK TKTCI oyn e$n D*H i n 
iyayneWK TI «W WW "OPHlPO *vn 
.Hjw ^ T PM 
lyJww \m\m * w l*° wpi oaytavy^  
-Dayno 8 ryany ODipya iyo .Dnyaoayio »*D 
ti |yo tanipya lyBDay-ia nan D*D |IK ,"iya 
.DOWIW fcna*w "iyn onya m* PM ?jft»a 
"31M jy38D D8TPiyDD^ K DVUH B#>11 TD 
put fm w ,ttf8P85 PB yiytDynpyo yiyt 
pn lya^cnyDaw 5$t ny^atro ijny1 t8 
,-n^vTpu no rs^B ivomya 8 iwn jyosa 
iy pm ,!$nia nysoyo 8 5$t yn y^r Dtp PM 
•Dya?*a 8 jyu ,I8T .-lyBoayia 8 oniM taonya 
s iya^n eyu nyoyipyD 8 lyn* QSttrP'M 
to»a iy^ *x ,PM oy jynyn w Dsapnys 
oraya- iyo mw "3 jlfPin D^X oaj85yn 
wnya PD MniNnAiM is ayvi tin »otfn 
D^pa'oan H pfrfiftftD'W H5»n y^a 8 pM 
.Daas^ ya Jya»a nyT iyoyn ix 
o-.yi^ Dya T W no BB^irvmtt y^a 8 
» B3:m i?35vn
 f|i#nyi nyn p& iihjrti 
^runw ?y*B pirn D"i8 8T8 VIM •lyeoayio 
•iriyn lyta^oiya 
•T;aya>^ K m 
*n ?yaya jaioonoay D^ O 5ID T^ K octf n T» 
n V? **i D8n own , m w i n jyaya p« 
,|y?n*B p*5« oyoi^ n n .iyroiiyaa*n iya«r 
-ya o»a «t D^ n "an>w DUW J^ntaiiK nn t8 
no jya^K n p« J»T5IWIM jnymoMM 038D 
•ayo jya**5*D n "3 .ly^ayo yanayocnyo 
o$n
 #iyty?ya lyaaw^v H RDifn lofcm j w 
D^ T ,5yD"«» "lyoDina^o v i oenynya D'a 
opnoo^n Daytso^ DS oyn pa ypniya n 
'^t nny ynynas n pa PM pmnp 'r)if08 
oyo83 n juya-nya^M PM vto 'n nmw jya 
Djn T^K v i — t|«i PM • p ' e i m ' m iv 
niM |Jhwa n w iyn v^ aijr:8 Dycnijirn 
Kaia nw t l l in pa yanaya n PK ,o::y?tr 
-DM18 iy3«n »n Dip ,EDyo i^T8 iynya lya^r 
*xn$w DO„ ^"HDIIM oyi jyaipeya 
* * * 
pay5»3 PM onyn i83»#r ,oa*$Tya m ,iya8 
IV38H bifn iyair^o H "3 TM ,jy?n^ c p^8 
Tm PM ny^a oyn lyayii lyiy^ya JIM onynya 
*i ty3$n pty&a n "3 i8 Anno njn jya 
PM »nmn »H lyo^a nynJM p'p o^ a DKHp 
pn in Dyo«3 yty^n ovy jyions , T ^ ^ B 
PM onyn .IBIK nynas 18 VIM HWMII ra 
Tin iyoi$a WTaroya 8 jyaniya tv^n pjy^a 
PM DDayDt^ taiyir.M oyvn^i yvasa 
•"^i iv «j»i pn^aiifi PM ,iya:iD^v o'DOTin 
a^oan y Dijn m w i n t« ,n5>\y I'nsa jyr 
.lyDpya n jy:80cnya 
n o^ o propunx b'a PM ny;"p ,p»a 
»l PB y i rna n lyayn .5y^iD i jn pa v-i:v 
y^ y^ B VIM "it?3 .trunya3$ up PM nmiP 
»n ?8 ,0'iM Dvy1 I M lyoy-.sr D«5 n w 
nyn ^PIJPPT cyi pfaMtaenyBD'o ?y3«jn 
•^ M o8?i "iy t» rT^ biyfioarms wutvn 
i j n ,|yf>"naiiK iv »*iim Tjn IV [y^ yayanys 
-yn PM nnynoiv 0>a VM »n«n8 opneon 
ovy^iyB 8T t*M o^ pa^ osynya n T8 D:y3 
iy t8 ^ m o Q5iy nyta"i3 iy i PM .pmmva 
.pnipiya onsayaav ytpmv w VH 
tf>")rvn laraipi pay^ 3 PM onyn ^IDM 
immi iv D^iaiya pa y^a -iy^r DjnwMfW 
-"M jny"? *n a:8^ MT« ,"«-I ^uaycya PM 
J^ 'M WM ta^oyaur o*a jyrn lya^ .M y:yz 
15 nypujtt aajanw w*? nyi 
* * * -
-"K appo PK IVDPPDPI n lib VJ "K 
•W5P n TO "D 'U IKPS, D$n D«m ,D'D3P»n 
-opi„ M I no D338*iyo ogrnoyoip ipi38* 
D^oiy Difii *D3PBTI"K *i m MI ,MDPDJPI 
1*083 DD1P ?8B 8?8 PR .DPR1D3lp IfPK 
iv oayiByi | « P lysya DO i y i n$ ,DMK <p? 
pn mio i n ,iPD"ro» D5*M 'D3PB>n«R i y i 
yjyojfiaya yoMi3 tpw IPHPJ PR jyo ?« 
5KB 8t8 PK oayioyi DO D«H i y i y .nro 
oayioyi pipn »Pii » w i w w * n tu ,D"ii 
UN ,i38J n w ipp'Bnp-uww PR jppvn 
o w o n 180 B»OT"DIPIVHI you 8 PK D $ I 
oyi I $ B MI ipaoyu DO ,D3yiByi n o*a 
.jya^ipya D3yioyi n o*n otjn 
OKBD*P 1PD"nBTn PR J8DD138* H 
n nytMiR* o*p , 'DJPCWM I P I w B V * W 
,OPB>TI"R-3PPD H ) W R o*n unjyDffDiK 
iPD3iR#-iPDipn h .MDDP3 I P » R wropi (*o 
. -OMR ipospte p*p DO PK "fpiapoBWR n 
? PDR DO .pm 
oa«w 08BDVP 5ppapio PR Sppapio n 
onypo n TK ,nsHOTviraWB iP3*yr i y i « 
PR o * i ,p3 . *D$* no *oyiB 8„ mm w u 
» .oaypo n^ o tya*3 rweopSr pn> DO JjnM 
n iya*n blftt ,| 'DDR i y i PK ?irpR D3*t 
iv DO v» ow *ty3*» oaypys eriyi38 opotfa 
H |P3*n 18T p*« 1*1 ?QOB OJH IPV18MC 
,IP38t iv po lyDterwatf m D I * B oyosn 
- e r n im JKDD38> ,DIPH *p*Dpa PR oip PK 
-P3 DO ffpim KDI'O yiyi38 H PK iyo>M 
•yBDijp MTR iptfw iyj*n oaypo n TK ,D3*T 
Diyp»1DD ft Ml ,3*nyB'D0"318 MT8 ,D3yo 
-ya DOT^K jya^n DRDTB ft ! m m ?wo 
,po .mm nm »n i»j»n oaypo n t8 DJ^T 
•"IB' iv on^nns DO oyoi^a n ROijn oin 
-n^o yoj ip iyn H .ojojjnojn yiy^t PK m 
oxnoxn yny"t p» wwivy} DO jya^n 08D 
,D8nya ]vi$n " t oaypo n«o D*M stm oyo 
"t Dipi
 r5nijv PK ijmia iw«t "t $pv*h 
m*n oaypo H D«I I ,PK wnoyaoMK \n*n 
j y r n lyo^pa^KMjya i«p ,po .Do^pyaa* « i 
^Doyctn^K aypo iyn iv oyDanoyn H PK 
?iy:8pnyo8 nxn oast MI .D3$onjn DO 
! i»rn » K PK iyrn 
* * * 
• 
mm ytfyi i yoyiyDa^K ya^oya^K H 
D«in Dini p^aaiK ojn PK oa^n wa jyonya 
n*Dpj«> DD"M "JyaaynD^ nyn P K DTDBB 
~I*D oayovy? r^ K Dfrt ^y^no n t8 ,DPMI 
(?) "an5w DOW J^noniK ojn PK nmipw 
H -iyn*K jyaiHDWDMTM Dijn n iwn *"l Dipi 
o^n DO jyoy^K l*a T^K ,oyov3 "Jyaay^no^ 
lyyK irom Diynya *wa oyn D^M yovitf 
^B»IDO8D8P nyn 
ly^n^o ,pay5»3 PR onyn ,p^8 oyo^a n 
Pi$5p n po 56 58P^ oyi fyasnnajj D » 4 
Daynnxno i n Dipi .on^o^iyE^ DTTPD m 
nyi Di^ Knooa^K ^vav^onyorK *iri j«3 
oxn lynny^piy iv ,Ti8^a oa^t^n nyjKDDw 
-$! iyD"m8 n pK T^vyryar.R c;s
 P i n o c 
.jyo^anK Wapnw ;yp 
8 !8 ilPtyMWDMiB nynaija Tt oifn cy 
D8nya p w ^M jysijn oiyoyns >n«v wrna 
jyoMi ojn in* ,nyvy?B D^yocyn iyn-2
 w 
iyoi8T Dvy* fPSjm DVII n .wor iyn
 r,3 
po y^y^o .Diyp"opi^p n pn iy^yvt fyi«5 
-y5»B jnjh't .ijn^nyo T99«vinm I36pn " i 
yayaijtysaiK n DIJIVJPDID DPI ap^tv iw 
nyo D^n 5>8P*f5 nyoyiB cyi pa ;;^-i:«n 
.tttBniK 
* * * 
iv Dpoanpa D8a*D lyovy^ lyaijn TO 
nnonya D*D D^I ,DPPD DPI nptpS punaw 
I'nya^K on» lynnjjo VWO$P 8 p« BD IO 
-*n np i jyaaoanpa n jpapn [pJnpnp -u«$ 
•pi*5p *ttri3»5ll»5p DPI ipenpaoMns ;y: 
H T8 ^«nP3%K fPPIMl " I Ml flK P"10D 
iv IPDIP |p5»t DIPII^DPPDI:8D Tpna«Jw5p 
jRM^OlPDa'K npT D'D oayo^yoyo 8 
•WW 
-ip nnpt jpa^r SruatK po pftttmta n 
-aps
 fj*DDaa*' PK ,5P*BB«'3 DIV .ynjynyis 
po D"J"D5pna8n n jpa^n ,o"oo S^^H^D 
nr5p H iv aa8?"iPD 8 jpapnenpoaiK 01*03 
-"K'D*D8 DiPIIB'DPPaOSD P1*^ P ipi:8> 
H JP3PaiP3*K 5*T I»Bf"K'D»D8 n T8 ,|*» 
n PK DPD*3 H IP^MIV lyo^pa^DO'iiv 
•*D8B 8T8 .PO'DIp Hf»"1D'31» 18 tt WMV 
PK oatfp oapoMi n .iapo"ip3 PK un 
-pi ps^anp DD8spa |P3*n oa*ovn"io n 
-MP 1V DO DPD3^ 0B1PD T^ PK JPar^ip 
.DD1MPD pK 0P1*5P 1P1J851V5P J'»P IVS 
,t*ip"K pK ipi D^mpiPMi pa5>yr D»I 
P1PT31K P3?PM ,D1PD^ P1P138 PK p K ^ W 
"P3 8D8H D"318 n t8 .iy3"P3 BW'WIP 
"WP P5P*D PO 1>D IPD»M1 ,3aip1M1 P13PD"1 
p"1DD J'aip D"V PK KBM 1385lV>P p« W 
,IPB* jya^r oyo83 H . D " 3 1 8 V:W rasa »T 
j*iV8D08 Dyp^va H a»i5w T^ K DPI PK T& 
H 18B DJp PK ,583*B>"31P03'K TPI f« 
D^p^ip DPI 3P»Jw M i iyopy3 PIKOT yaw 
n t8
 rT< Dnyotnyo'D . T " I B anpapfc « jy338By3a« DO D*n i *o r ?8;*^";iy^"« 
8 3P^1V 1P18 D8BB> VW W'VKD'a* ' 
8 ^ a 1P5PM DljrnroPPBi: 
.JP1PM 3'D1PB DO WW 2 ^ 2 > 
nypnyn 03J?DI»J vnr^ nyi H 
•xv DV IW lUanwi war maws "a IB Tt 
-,y cyn "a n« lJO«^Bn*D o"3 1'» o5>jn 
.yooBya voi-nifxva ptfnyu 
oi-'cya T?TDHa iwio oaipai' i»nu 
y<B8np8Djn no tys'xanB H T I K irum 
I yB"C81P«fOVT H P-B 331inBBny »1 Wti 1WN 
fDljn |y38'VtD'DD3'K yiVB^V IID PB lyuv^ 
DS8 i n PK DP nWB3Ml Dlfl) t« .nrrwa 
jppjy p'B ns ynsnyB n PK ny«y? J*5B 
o'J TO r#«w owm ,iyo"nv iyT t'a IKB» 
p« ynBoyD yB"BPBiB ya^yt H jy rana 
?B'3 onBii ,ou 3'i« — ?D3«'jv W3W 
* * * 
-8E>»3iyo3'B nyn PK "HM8> (yoll DyT 
-Dip I'K tB .IVIKIIM BTBIBBJ'K D'BB ?KJ 
«|J'B DTW jy'lBliya N»»tf B»WD'1K |M"» 180 
-«iB .jyaiifD TIK v * J ."iyo"mB Dijrrnn 
ma .ojyTtjna nyiois PK |yol2 nyn ,JBO 
•;I« iBODJja ^ tyviBDya .anyajytBT "MH 
ps ,OIBPB^ oyn pa DOWnM n lyainyo 
•^ UB n« ,5w«pB oyi mxs^v T^yo a«w 
-ynB H tB : BJ"WHD'VIK *j»i BBH Dynjyj 
MWK D'D BBH ,12 5KPB* ,|BW D-iyD 
vH ix Dy'D'BBJ Bp'pyaDMK lynno iva^n 
113 IB ,IB0DB3 pK DiyniB-BPyDUBD P1B?P 
"MhMB "t ty^yn 1912 n8i3B' p/Beny oyT 
"Wi PK -p'Be> iBB »«*ii p/3"5a B |ya 
I R W jyal nyn .DnyDjns ySs nsa D " 3 1 B 
WW n n lyajfn Diy-ncBpyauBo n \Vn 
"vmvnxmt, fjpaia n Dtp onyaB3yy3 B'3 
JHjytBJ B'3 .nyByt? H JIB D i jw t i vte tyo 
,D'B« *B3BE"'JiyB3'B pK D1B11 8 iyD'11 
Tin pa HPWDDJKP 1 " a i m JHjyvy5np6 
t8 ,18B B3»nt8» W^ytt ,$K38B'"J-iy»J'K 
•yj?B ly^ yBB- Bnya upw 5BPB* B -un"K 
-nn D5>BpBSyiri3B IKII , |Kunrnvo yj"o 
!8oy: O'j Dy jyp .oJypMnyD \"\ T I B jya 
"iyoj'B nyn pn 331B'BB»IX TJH |ntf tjnyn 
•ya »'K p»nbB jytyn po 0BB5itjn njn 
l»»n Dirft^ BpyBUBD yajso mt ts ,?y» 
lis MwlMJ D'JB'JV njn tysyastfJ D5BMW 
.Biny^pip | ^ i
 n B s n ,0-imjjni ty^BB'JB 
W W H I oayn Dip o'j Btjn otja p'P ts 
"o -\v lis , j ^ nj;
 M?yn lyoyna ys^ytB 
Ww n ya^jn, ,BnvoynB ya^ytB jyonyj 
so H DBT .Bj^Byi BBH nenw .own BP<B> 
1-8 yi>8 OBBBDy338 iPaw DUrwoMWU 
* " w 9 lyn B'D
 (D1in»jV PK Dn»D"i 
a"2T8 ty3»n jyjyn » , i^ 55,3,9 ,,T8 D S T 
w v t BBH o n PB .typ'E» «t w " i ty^yn 
piipp Bninjin i y a «|M« D'IK-PB? i jn JPDW 
.onyp^B 
i.«n yBaynpjjiK n y tn tB 3»i:yn»tj"K 
oiyiJW «i3'B~iy'B jy?yn onyojnB H PB Mtf 
"'= cyn ^ in PK ,ph»vj tyBiBT nyp'^piB^p 
«IMB jy;yp DOT iy »x lyocBya iyn pit? 
-is H Bt^8 jyp Dtjn ,iy3"5>3nyB BDB pn 
-31K ?iyj'1B I'lC lyBDBys BtB PB B"3 
-IBC jyoip Dy lyny^jB'D rajm MI ayBasy: 
,!yoy5>B iBD i w n a « ^BT T« H-'O no ,iyo 
ix a w n j w n DBT P B DBD^tjn nyi PK 
n5>yj yDBo B D5>BPB^ H DDBP ptfnsn n 
jyxii nnyo ID 8 O'D D?B" Dtpi Jfrva PK 
-JK DBiioy iBB pnini B P U W W B ojypya 
.ciyT 
» * * 
y?B D3tfrp»5y DBT Brno |ya«n osti n 
-ix ly^yn ,BB;BO tspyt y^ B BBBB'JB nnB' 
p't HMK jyaeBya cyi JWDDOTW ?JPB 
jj»5'ii ,DyT IKD BIIB lyaBn o«n n .VB^B 
.BD'tDIB 1*383 t'B D311D ny"t tB ]yJB' T O 
'1 PB D^BPB^ urnw PB Diroipytpy n 
B3jn DBT nyo'B jyaBn TIBB3 DJ'KBTI 
IX DDsnp y^enBo n nyo'B jyaBn PK 
T38y3 nvtyn jjm .lyBosys B innwamo 
\vw\v o'j ;»n -\y ;yn nynB ,D'J r i c -yo 
pa lyj'onyB H pm .BCB p't pD tyB3'?a H 
n i n Basna IBT ,yxiip iyj"t BOB oyn 
,BB» : Tunp D3'*«n H lyiB yivoipytpy 
,Dyn lyajrn |y?3B"io pw T I T D IVS>J»II DBH 
»T1 8 W nyiB .08380 "TOT B 183 ,1^83 
•yn IBT .ty^nsii vv pn | i » cam ,DB3BO 
T O DBti nyny^3D'o n IS^V'PP'W T O lW 
".lyoosys o n Wivu j y c n 
DTDD'tpy yp'BPBIB H PK HTJM "Ijn B8 
yp'opBiB ' i pM n'TJM "iyT ts PB ,B3"n 
^80 ID 8 r\a 8 pw T» OBn ,ya,5iyB' 8 t'B 
•B'D ynyt3iK iy3iy^ nri"5 .iin'nwD'ruj 
iviiva D^BII oy .DBt3385 inyt nyiy'53 
jyDDpy3 DKli Dyn 3y^ix tB .DKtnori ooayn 
5BPB5> jnyt3iK iy?yn 'KJtem m pirn 
nyD3'B Din B'D iyoi3nya Jya i"t D38'3i' 
PB y381B H ^8' ,|KC3jm38P ^K38B',,3 
ya'5B838D'Dpyt pa >n ayi |yi3yBDio 
0>81t D"X H .jyiy" 038=y3 E33BB'py5y 
8 lyranB ix B»n3y3yiiy3 you B iyny3 
.•HBt yC'BPBIB 
« • * 
-pa T B jy^nBii n lyaBn ly^y" T O iytt 
inK' J^K Dnyayipyo PB DDJWWTHI • ow 
D3»'3V n |lt>jm ,08380 Dpyt V1?* BBBC3K 
P3'nyB nnyo 5jfD nyoey H T B jyn'xtx 
nya « KTD DJ"H pra«n otp\ n , iwwo 
nsa DBK |B sy^ix Tyxy5« i n y t pmtf 
•WIBD D8T ly^yn iyB»3yo H .BBSBO y3'3"K 
B lysyti ty5i38n Tt Djm oy lyii ,ftno pw 
•y^yj nyT B'D ,nnB' |jnMW B TIK y^yoe' |yB"iix B TiK !yo58.TX38 oo8 Din B"n;y3 
pAm iy3'oij'B yxnip T I B nyaoy .n ty 
.jywjw y3'nye |y33jm tyB^yt ram 
-y3 T I B iya?8" i'"1*' ^ * D38»py^y 
»1 5-BOOB8 PK VrtlW 'T TWJWSjn B3B0 
13 nypntm wyonw uhrtf njn 
-yn PR iwvanB n warn t»Mi Wye n*n 
W'jv 1«T0 *un pB aattyotwyoRnv ijn iya 
n jypMyaDMiR tyayn Dip MI ,aaiayiiy3 
-P5»RMHJO.IMR oynayoyiB in* iytaicpi38P 
. .D1DP31R3R tlM DID 
yi'teaysyn PR yatfaw 8 IBB D$M„ 
JIB ya»8 ijniw PR "?irpR tary* |ya3iD"X 
-H*K H D^DBW D*n jyo ot|ii ,iyaRiB n 
•e-iyfioayya \viqn vlx . iwmnaw ys? 
-n$D„ njn sifo y>8 jyry5 «f m 
-y* "t TR ,D38oiyn jyaijn ysaBD ."DDWI 
I $ B K PR w w n»D"ai« y"ia n , iyr 
jyiy? «t I R ,oa$Tya tynifn jytaRnnasp 
ta3Ritay3 tasn \yn jyii ^41 pR »*Hr9t» 
•ytHipTimynnD H *»MR ?yDi$MD3B n y " t 
nan jyayn TB
 t |ypny»'nR in D$n ,tyaRiB 
•"X H hi) »« lyaifn aaiamya war i^no 
.oaxny^ya pB*a i$a jyaaita 
ftp T3iK ornronut Dpya nytyn 
'11 am ya'*a»R n Dip riynna MI inyo 
B w m y a jyoBD n lyrnw jyayp *VD nw 
• p n ^ T o nan jyayii DUBVP riyoya 8 
- p n o ' w w ' K J8 lyatp 1* PR aiayiiys 
• * * 
Hjnoya Dip ytanDtfp we^woRtpy >T 
•$P n .iruyoewR >T nynaw yooyn DIP 
*I nyaoy H V « wmnajteipjn D$n yo^c 
inyo D«nya oayDoa'ayn pDijn Dipt j n w 
•tfD D»3IB W H 5 M i y n D*H aannsfiiy 
•pnD njn jam jyo'ii iy"t I^BR jyn
 #Diin 
n .DMia vim lamya D^ a pit joiamya row 
IKpn — iMKt yi"3 DJnyoya D$n oy jyoyM 
yiyanxno jyoipys ty^n n jannmny ?IH 
•aim yp*inw)3in» jya^t " i IIK ,taay3"v 
.jyoip»n*B |W«I |y5n*ii n jyii ly^ssya 
* * * 
•y^atpo 8 tD^ o
 #D3»^p y?Kp^ 11 p * 
5^nDJ8 iy3^n ,40,000 TW l« ?^ B OBKB I^VT 
ojnxipb ^,000 ye«ap .jy>nun n pR \mnvs 
jyoD^p tD»f5ya i n tKdfri oaipav H DVH 
n |yp'tnyin» iv IR^VI njypio ya,a>,R 
*u"R PR Diya"B-D»Jy3 jypm -i* fiy^nmi 
ya-o^R VH iy5n»ii n lysvn ix ,IWRIBC ya 
J » D yva«3 iva«# ?y5*n n ?y»58n iv HR ,ayD 
^y5« iijij T8 jyryMiys yiR tKkKR ly^nRii Ji 
n D'D isnyneiv ijny^aD^D n jya-«t jyo 
"l^ B 8 I1B yon83DMR 1JH O'D J"11 JR»W3 
bfciyiny v v m yoosys yD?8 y?8 ?ya"T 
4jn*iiya |jm t8
 #jypiiya TIR ?V3ijn jySnRii H 
>u jyaayin
 fta»a«D opyt yf»s IE?D |yoip "t 
8 T*R 08aip opyt .txn»a MI IXHR^ inyo 
V i P3 ivvpy^y p'R JIB D"* yjpip » 5ra 
tybRBiv tw Tt ivayp yooijys .nm^nx 
8 PR ,D83lpD «11X 8 18B 0^31K ty"T W 
D3K I^D tytagii vmvv) H n8B ta83«D "1W 
-Dyn^2 DID jrorroyoenyB ijnu DO-? K 
?DyDif3-ya5yv3"R D^D nyi^ , e a w » 5 i 
lye'M v^ ny t^snyoaiR njn vx D»H ^ 1 
-H3'R 18 PR $*P«DIPB IVWDyecK 18 
* * * 
-n$c tysvn jyaRna ut»»3nyT|y3MK -
-RTTJ8P n ptB9M nMR 'nmpg, ey-i D^-
oyons^p n .imipiya rii'3'DRipy \v:~: ;ya 
•mnaw n jyainySys v^ Dnnne c : ;p:^ 
PR ,iyaRnB n jySybc iv »n PI>3 - ; /»2 
,cnyBDay H DM5 HR .-lyeoay 18 »nyn -v 
-»v-Daauypnya« !8 jytaRnnaBP n iy:y; -v 
p»n DifM ,-ixn . - ' D , t"'3# ,M"R* pt ;>: 
nin ,"^ Dff iy3"V Djn jycipys oaypy: c; 
* .tD8^3 I'BMR imrw o;ypy; D*; c^ n 
n D^D iy5^x yrn ps iy:pnsr I D 
-yayo-Dyat^ a ,iyt*n PR iRowna na'na 
•ynpyo IiR 11R«J3 ba'lf^n njn ps -yrr-
-py lysifn 4 ^ w Diyp^o u » n n ps iya 
17 DS8W n pa jyDRnH38P n o^ anaw 
jytaRiH38P 14 DRnya iy2^n n^a ^8 m 
PR aannsfiny nyta^ R pw rwvcv iyzn I»E 
nan pa aannsany H D«II ^ysJypi ijnwa 
.Yi8*p oa>»en nan pe yo^? 
ooiRiiyj ou iy3vn inyv any ps c:s 
•un PB jya^vanB ynRDaycy^ y n -^rr -»•:« 
-M»3pTno nxn PB yp'DPRia PR yn«m 
y5»8 ! 3ai5yeB'ayDRMV nn^ R ps |1R jauprjc 
D^v xnyaay? R jyiiya pw-iya"t |yoK-:n;*p 
jynyi jya^t praRVWSP y^8 flww n P« 
jnyaay? R IRD pw palpi ys^yn jwaa 
D"31R ys^are n PR tfouw ?"nDa« o"*' 
iyoR*in;8P mtreOfo n -W*3P iy"? I« 
P3 iy38n "t T8 jya^vnya^K Djypy: jyaip 
PR rf tw "«n IRB fyo^ya nRia brcnva « 
lynya iya"t lytaRnnasp y5>R I^ E »*V.X r * 
-ya pnw i m 8 ta>o jys^n "t TB ,D:K?P2 
-D'58D^B8P H PR D3WWT"1J»y5B :^ WW 
PB yonRaDMR i n D^D .pT'Diie wro 
y?8PH8T phiya jytaRnnasp y*8 iv:"' /^-v 
nriB»yaDMR <»i pe wffinMa n P» riPKis 
PR ,fytaD'3-iR38 PR lyoo^R'v^r y;»: 
any PB M B ?y38* — i m P» '^, - W 
• W D nan jyayn inyo DDiRv.y: c ; i«n 
iy«T DVII Din 113 Mi ,a;^yvv; •»•;-
! jijnta « n?83 D»n wur vtew ;f;v:"« 
-*n iv CIR urvP3Ran* V> ^ ^ i^* „ 
T P tyanp tyo "jyp DSRO D'D n« ,^*- $~ 
v$ — -Dyrn«n nyoyia pR vnyw? >">* 
anay n PR 338B3V nin jyiiya PR y*R"2^ 
Iprom i n I* 
* * * 
-^ >3nDRTpy ypi "3 yooanrne cm 
-o*5RMttp w DIPI .D8T pwa w »%«r:t, 
D^B lyastacya J » " T CUM
 ftytaD*:-w^ 
l«p jytMiyaoMiR o^ a jysip .BWR^-^ 
-iyp*H$ii taajmnw vmr*> -ijn 12 
• 
IVBJOHJUP yBDin»D H IK .ItftMIWD'nK 
it! ;V3»J IX 313y3 DtftWlW B»3' l i n " ? |M*n 
yoDinjm n v m lysosy mawfttaPM 
. .d?vavVi " i ix B8n pro g&m .UWRIB 
* * * 
D^BB-W |JI]»t 0811 ,!SJjnD H |J»5"1« 
: OTSKftp 
T'TO 8 PB JfaWB'lK H PK bttti (1 
? | * w 
t$ TIE iJKM'toi n i»a»t D«jn (2 
? IIODVO 
|8'31' Diyp"Opi8?P n PR BVlRtt (3 
DJT'T'5 5w«j»"3"WBJ,it u n 18 ^ 8 ^ 3 3 8 
? J*PJP mypujn DM/DIBS 
"'« 18 I1B JV38JBMK *! |W"t B811 (4 
w»"K nyt3iK BWB BRII PK ,?838B'"3iyB 
? tRW ?838B",3iy03'K 
s^:tjB'»3nyB3,K n i w n onKii (5 
•»1VD JKpnjWK 1JH 18 iyBR?(S>y33R 03R'31< 
- ?*iip"5 118 I865"n 
JS-.B3JD K PB D"3*1K H PR 0811 (6 
1$2"5 5K1B3PD IJHR ,|»PJV "1R3"? OO'B) 
? jKB«nyiyB 
•V2"B"BD K PB D"31« H PR 08" (7 
?183"? n8 t8»""ijn 
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8 .BBiRiyj B^n n»nD*P>»>p iyT PB TIK83 
,]yi8iiy3 iy3'5py3D'iK t'R yo'c8P ittnWB 
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n lynyacnya iyB8inj8p n a*w iyj'Ey;ix 
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 #*D >' a n K u n i v » M I y V y T. 
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 #Dn^ K BMP iyo pK wnkun ny SMU 
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l » . | » #!Jrwiya onnwaann i w n yvytya .tDBB^ytya nyn pa nj"s B D?S Dino 
-yi nyn naynmm Dtp »»P«a o n PD lynyt jyn wn i in i t t oast 1547 pa mra B 
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 #maR?D-^ya ytD 
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*
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"V3 fc< .ptf tyoo^Dcya Rrtrnwa « n> inyo 
c^i n a^n-5ya oyn ou 1360 w> pB ryt . 
•v jyJr O^D iyo«ai8 or t warn* w Ban 
"«n ^ip *ptf *?ya^vyry3w djn I*D jyo^aiR 
ttfo Bxn jyony^yB oaypya D 3^ sy5ir |ya 
T^ R D*ly»iB ycyii? n pc pra^mmrB ya»vnyn 
lya^iB? 8 .nynDMK 18 pij iy::83y;D-i^ c vt 
#DP8B oyT wu |ynnyi3t| »*n D^V "lyjy1 po 
iytd^nonK nynna ^ t oay?D oy IRJII C$T 
jyo uijn
 r>»iyp8 lis lyiwyo 60 Mi inyo 
n |y*«rRB v^ oy:^R nia n v n w y a ovy 
.lyoayv 
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0^ 3 D3"^a oy Dip snamyi #D a^p yiP**i 
*n |ya*n je&m un vm r»5s p^ p "T TC 
-i}R yD8t3 w r u 8 i'R |ym:y::yD8nv vi 
ynysBRD PR »*nya po ;:iD»i» nyi nyo 
iy3ijn PR pm«n y^ ya^ R ny" i IID Tjnrrfi 
-pyn^ nyn DIJT viawMViM 8T8 [ya^ myaBMR 
yr>R ntn Q\»n iy 03>^3 aynp-jyiyMB nya*5 
-*Jaay iin p« praan^ DKB yDoro^a n pc 
ny^t PR 6S"no 11J3 anjyayn .yoa^K'y: nyc 
oyT po >*vo yomi 8 m\ j&vt n mat 
-;y3"K yD8T;Mcya DIJI ivnya w PK T:8^ 
iHiypjjny:
 rp?*B iyi;yD^3n8 cyn pic Dine 
nyny1 pm ,iyo"¥ y s ^ y n s j r y ^ a H ^ ; 
Djn p.B lyoifjya Dijn ,D"3hi8ya B*n D n^ 
-y: D'3 ony^B n in iy3ijn ,R5»O HB3 WW? 
MI ,«nyam n « lyayutp a:n; MTS o;yp 
wpi ,D^T lyino D^X "iyr:iR pc nyo^ais n 
8t8 no o*3 tf'ER iyo"n PR D'3 ptr fyp^ys 
lyi^ ya nyo^ R iy3"r oy Dtp no*^ P« D, ,v 
p^D DW yiyi pn PR ^jojnij PK ya^n 
#oyp onyaiji fonyMB n Pfi W B ijn Dijn 
D f^i ny m Dy^ alJa jyaraOTao'TM in Mt« 
Di#n ya5»yii w Wi> trinrw n o-iin '^^ ya 
ww*? W \VIVP vo„ : \wvv: v* p$«o 
-31K PR DM-13 mil PR Wpl M^JTUIR IJH"? 
awi jypip D 3^ nnyt3 ptayp v s ; av iyame 
n pR yjiftrw «i pa a^nayic'njn nnR 
oyi n^c iycnya nyoys in iy?yn W .n^ns 
,iyG«T^ v ny PR iwn |WTO PR nnywa 
N^vvirv 8t8 iv iy3y:nyo:iR in njn^K 
"no pR ...jyoRV n |yD"nyo3n» |y5yii T O 
-i^ n 0 m vo ...nj8^ yD8T3»Dya DJJI ?y?u> 
H pc iyony3 iv eaxn Din PR o^n^no jya 
jnyraiR *n DW nt8 ^^ D83 njn PB yp:yry3 
•ya Di^ n ms "...(m»n*BiD) '3B yoaRayaijt 
-»>33y i n D^ n^ cya DIJH hw PR ,oyp oixn 
• 
T? r 
9 •\yp-\W wponw wfi njn 
i n nv o$n inoh flti&Sfti nm D a "i r y a 
-aytMD . tyByt^onif orrKPDo5*ny3 
Da**yapm« ovy^  phW nyD"an8-J385 njn 
.-ix n583 jjnyii jeftm /iypvi jn»"t he 
n385-iypK D*I .DJjrmjffi nm* Dnybe 
.ycBB PK Dftruroiw PK iyT*5iyB onyn 
[* Daye nyn Dann /uwan* Din D*DC>3* 
../UB> Dm no iyay5 iv 
•VD jyiiya aiaya D*a I*3 *iya* PK D*n . 
• D ^ * D o s i r o v i *vi MT8 4#IR*»D H 
;i3B5 "inyo D*II I*3 ,|yc>3yD inyo D*U D*J 
nye PK lyfiw^ye iv jyH8Dy33* *»» tyn^n 
}yoBTj»Dyi cjn no lypxntDtr yom: tyosv 
yt?8B o$x ovy vi wynya D*n D*H ,1385 
jyeDyD*TB y5s .onyMB H PD mora n TB 
PK aaifriain yanD 818 tysya onyna n pa 
"t D*n ,nmay5 n PD 'n»*ri y38D3"K 
-DD*e>a"Dya D5B D3*naya aa85-nnn tya*n 
•iyD5*nya D>a "itjta tya*n ,oinD3V3"K oya^ 
n jyiiya jyrn D"X tefih pe iy58n*yD n 
PK ,na*5 om PK D38D yDayosiiya m<yj»K 
iya85p H jyayu Diyo*pya vmr in tya*n 
1385 nnyo bffi , w w D^II .nny*w ^ PD 
,n3yn yay3"K munn PK Dasaiya "? ?y3*n 
ta^ a ,iya'nDD«ri8 I'lUfc 1*t 3H3y5yDB>a* D»a 
onvnB n I5»DK n*3 /iyD"an8-i385 n i*a 
lyjynanyD i*it» PK "13B5 oyjy;>»K iy»n PD 
pa nmaypiD UK mnayiMD .nypin my"i 
im*ny3 lyo^nyaomB mi iya"t pewo 
y5s *IMK ""ID. tyr*5y3 PK w n my"? pu 
j » » ny'D 
n 0*1 ,DD3iy 'UK |51»\1W PK 18t *1 
-*K in T9bJI»»« MP D*II
 rf«>« aavunam 
pa tyoynytaj^ K n "VD Diyo^ pya nnim iyo 
-jy? iip Dim D» tyn TB
 #tnyrya &fn n ?"ii 
-y"D» jn* jya"5a n Dy« ejsnrw MtB-nya 
8 irwwa lyayayao^ nK t^ K 1533 PK .jjn 
•I'm ptntfu* Dnyii oy jya^yn PK
 $rxm 
y": n Dipt ,i»*0 PK D"poyn* ya^pn^ n 
.DaKiayao'p Dim yrJjro n pe unrpw** 
-3ya>^ Kn38? mv lyDifanyB Dnyn oy pK 
jyoByr 2,000 ^i nnyo ]Vti5xn iv nyo^no 
D8nya Dim nm *«n *8B8| .n^85 |"t *?m 
own A463 PB m o ^i *i> w w inyD era 
w nyD"an8"i385 n tyDip^yB ofyw* Difn 
^^K^ PD tyteKtj* Dip .on« VDU Myw 
-onBaaiK Dip PK ,yrJjn8 h PD nayn >n PK 
D'lK DlDt^ 8D'B8P j^n PK y2?J?;8 ;r^ pK 
.iy38C-B".?y58iJ 
W i n r 1W16 oyn pa a;«2;^ pK "v:vs 
D'J D*n oipi :3Vun:ycrtK i« -ISJE; C^P —n 
jyvMix yo^D?ymye n DSyoryj view -^ 
-ya IMK oijtn njp ,rna cyi p« v a v\ 
•PW pmj"K jypnBtss' PK |yey'D {<?!< sr^-
n Dip
 #n38^jy PD oyoo'D nsnoicy^y «s 
yv38: nn^ K pa aaioan n DOI?E;"N;-; -^ 
oyn Djy?ya PK MtipMiDjy ntteBKcnDim 
pnr\„ txfrh pa jjiEBB'ya n « D^ruui 
DJH iyDStfya iir .n .T"— DIDPSBD'SS? K VE 
*ya I^Soy: t^ K DIJT . D K n n y - r . s 
-jyosye') DSiv-EifB' pD aonn'W"K n ;y« 
aipjnDjy H ,8pnye8 PD MipjnD:y •-
yD"U ynjn38 PK jjh-uw i*3 [y^ni y«; pe 
nyo H PB jysyiDB' DIP ,tyu8 pa iyi:y5 
-83iyD iv jyaany^xn w»iOttin"K yanrr 
,8pnyn8 PK "TJB? [yprioc yon-!; n pa 
D^D 5ID iyj"t " t 18 rDa'tfjya o*n |yo D*II 
?yn:8n po a^ i^ PMiD^ y H
 #nyaJn PK IJ*3 
-*n"K H ivtrMiv PK iyi:y5 yo«n n o^ a 
lyayaya vw oy?8 D*T .KDU wn-z ysrwra 
Dim PK DMDVJV oy"3 8 i*'vpr^"= njn 
V1K minD *IMK ya8nD3*3 y"3 8 is cnn'Ei;; 
PK yoDjn3 Dip ,n:8?*n .PI^-LVVII sjn 
D*II ,D"V iy«p ix n385*D?xn;s." yo33"i 
-38 iw n*P inyo lyin'BDMiK w n a D^E 
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"V2 put jya^n »t T8 Lyi^ yD8nya lyo^aiK 
"*~ *.v T^yo:i« T^ K oy $m *i ivoya 
Tvnye oy lyo^ann ya^yrs JyBMi jyny: 
B*3 cjn lyayn tsnyn oy .jyay^ "»y"t jyn 
-yjio ,iypna
 fnyymp-$yD\n i n a o^a 
^D8 in \vo taay c^ ,jy:n8a:yT"8 p« jy? 
nyn ^a PK *ytD"an« 18 pm Dip «i anu 
yana^K n tya^n jsnifiUQ oy'ann'ya D"a"i8 
oxn i8S »"an» H ojy^ yapyMK lyo^ai* 
iyai^ -iy^my iv ^n pvw o n pa na ,3(#o 
yej^3„ n jytPMw y^yB-op^ajiK ytn 
•ay M?8 pannnuv lyai^ n nyo^siK "mnyii 
iytD"31K D1JJD 8t8 JW< ?8 lyi'DBB IV DTJTO 
pa jnjo oyn iy?8D jytD »?*? ,p-ip 8 D^KB 
IV "iyt3"a"i8jyT"K pa ,iynyi:8 m nvvK 
,ny« : ttmro c^i -iy3'K DIQT^  I«?IO 
DD8T iyoMD oyi
 r"noTjni yny^a DWB 
•HlD^m onya D^UIK n PK py^« jyo 
1H3tM PK 1831Xn31KM ,3'DB8mn8M 
inyc ,nap 8 MI TSK M .y^vsr^MW y a w n 
-rK pa nyaij ,rjyiuyDMK pB Da?8py;DMK 
yDMD PB nyru H D^D >IB M PK r:yn 
•-lyB nsJa nyDW j^nwyoMn IH^K .jywyo 
-:yi"K n DBM5 ^T : IKPIM jnyr:iK cy-;yr3 
ihnaiM y^jio 8 p» DWD 8 5"o 8 insa 
D'D nyvBiP^yo^ nyi oa^nnyn ip
 riyo»ii 
"I'D lynyr .pnu Swri PK r e » v?#o y*i 
-ya otjn D^T D$H Di5a ya*5«?jyo n "iyaij 
?DD«fP 
PTIP P3 pK y'V38DD 8 OV'K DM2 jyo 
oyn ,|n83Jyp'K ^8"iDjyo pn^1 r ; iyi I«B 
pa nyiJiKM yoojna H PB iy;"K i^r D^T 
t3M3 jyo MI inK1 iyay*t pw .tr>v iyt:iK 
iy3^na i"K PK *|tp D^KH [yo iw ^VIKDO n 
ya^oy ^ a jyony; oyn oy .iy^ WDMK PK 
myi IJPWl
 rtmim 3*D^KB oyn n pa imp 
ya^ DiKDMia PK iyo8a yanye' PM on* 
nyi lyoaiK pn oyn ynuKDD n .jn^aya 
-ntDpy^y T»n D"a"i8yj injni oyii PK my 
Mi inye [nytDMK D*: oyiv M .[y;^8c ys* 
.-lyov^ K m ,tDiKtDK' iyo*o PK nann 8 
y^ vaBDD n oyii D"p3*5oyiipy3 tv yaua 
jtfyil nyv:8a lyi PK jy3"5a TH»K [yawn o^; 
Dftlta o^yn n : jyeamo IM [0yii tyraya 
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-aiK nyaJjni iya«n^P iyT .snipwa |»re 
•ya oi^ n PK y^yscp^a^K yoMUtt oairyo 
n8B y<:*BD9P cmpMJfcnoJW n e?y"t8t3 
-y? ya^^ayo »JMK iyaya aioa« v: W K 
-ya H pa ^npr n tK ony^piy cijn .caya 
pK ygyrspftptt i^insya PK yoy'jnn 
— v5o»3BOw ly^ya r^ K aru jyanip o n 
oyii "iya tD38-iDya J « D upy^ w y e 8 
-ayo iyD82 n DIJT iyoasneys ! Da*<o DIP 
ony nyay^  VW "31KD iytM> W36m PW 
iyp:jn l* PHI "«p «i * « B ? ? f t S t f p 
nyaKpnycK ipecyia nypi fyo^o pK r« 
cays 8 Diy^nyB ,ony p'« VW ,cycr 
I 
nypnyn WPDTO en** njn 
ijni , u m n pa OTB«p Djranjrn'n ft B»D a*™ V* BW* ?=*J™ /ITS":"* 
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.lytrmyo IV iyp^3JiK y m arraya BO T» 
ytfym purm oy m\ TK ,PK DPSD iyi 
"lyww,, DW owanya TO *n nmni jnso 
miy pat iynyii iy3* (lyamyDJitnyaMD) 
yaua nox i t an PK D$I .mnntfUn DO 
yasyn j o w l *i UP*? ,waa iyD"3i« iv 
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,m3n n ypso »« -nijaaiH ,nyjy^8B 
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oiHif s o"»vn "iyj"K MI
 #iya:ny?pny BUP [n« jyj"? "t .la^ne p*o ,I«J T I OTOIP yana^n 
pa BU
 VIMWB PHJ 0^ ,DWia ya^nya 
DVII o'Kna ,vfi lBDnyBcnyn ,ynyT:iK 
iyp iyo .iinjn iv lyoy i^ po »B*J« .jyv^ WB' 
-iy3^8my^:8 ^^nyvyajm (yp^BBon "? 
-'injn DIV JunyBUO
 fnyo"3-iN yamn^n 
JWW\ yo^3 Ditrs D$ ,jyo 
lycnijD p« |yaii tya'tnyady 3ijn T « 
-y5 iy"t pnijHyB lyntyn oy ys^ yrK 5yDMi 
-»jip3 .^ yjiD |jrin pa B"an« "un »^ a iyn 
pK Bmiwjya pM Baiiw "H'K 3ijn a:^5 \vo 
a'tSj ^'« .5ni#v ny«t fyugnyi ts^ j oi^s 
•lynyanyn i W B r m D^T >jm TK r« B»3 
.ta j^ ny»T i"P oyi pn D*n nyj^p 
njn nyi"K mira MI inyo ,1909 PK 
y5»Kp^ ^ « Byn ,ijnt^iya 3^ on«D T^ K jyaio 
yBD»5 ya^ ayBB f^cjfi B»3 » Bprronav ^^D^V 
H 4TBih3ii«nyB PK • yBy'nn'ya n PD 
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-pnyo n p« .D3^D:ysjr.ys BO "i*p fyo 
nyB3m n n ' t n nytyn PES ^8t yaoamMi 
,08BDIJP nyn po Bn^syn oyn DM? jnoTOn 
.DO "3"»yi T^K E'jyD "lyj'V^^ K V*P JB t'K 
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I8onijD Djn B^D |ny?ya TT a*n TK 
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VK .anya-p^BC n jyo^env pfi B"an« n 
irwitya K .iwippyj ays 'n5»a on*n aifn 
*nw B'B ,iya^nyiD « ,nyn3y^TK tyo^na 
njn wyn ina o^n fyo .pmoMn » r w « 
,nya»nyii « -uun T'K iy TK o?aw 
T8 ,Kpny&« PM lyD'Bwrwo "lysoya "irr 
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